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ABSTRACT 

This thesis aims to investigate the stresses at mid-ocean ridge offsets, and par
ticularly at the particular class of offsets represented by oceanic microplates. Among 
these, the Easter microplate is one of the best surveyed. This thesis first studies 
the stress field associated with mid-ocean ridges and simple types of ridge offsets, 
and then uses the stress field observed at Easter to constrain the driving mecha
nism of microplates. Two-dimensional finite element modelling is used to predict 
the lithospheric stress indicators, which are then compared with observations. 

Extensional structures at high angles (> 35°) to ridge trends are often observed 
at ridge-transform intersections and non-tranform offsets, but remained unexplained 
until now. This study proposes that the topographic loading created by the elevation 
of mid-ocean ridges relative to old seafloor is a source of ridge parallel tensile stresses, 
and shows they can be explained by the rotation of ridge parallel tensile stresses at 
locked offsets. 

The elasto-plastic rheology is used to investigate the evolution of normal faults 
near mid-ocean ridges. It is shown that variations in the lithospheric strength, 
caused entirely by variations in the brittle layer thickness, can account for the ob
served variations in fault character with spreading rate and along-axis position. 
Plasticity is shown to prevent the achievement of large fault throws in thin brittle 
layers. Consequently, it may be important at fast spreading ridges. 

A new dynamic model is proposed for Easter microplate. It mainly consists of: 
1) driving forces along the East and West Rifts, resulting from the combination of a 
regional tensile stress with an increasing ridge strength towards rift tips, 2) mantle 
basal drag resisting the microplate rotation, and contributing with less than 20% to 
the total resisting torque, and 3) resisting forces along the northern and southern 
boundaries. To explain both the earthquake focal mechanism evidence and the 
existence of compressional ridges in the Nazca plate, the boundary conditions along 
the northern boundary are required to change with time, from completely locked to 
locked in the normal direction only. 

This study does not invalidate the microplate kinematic model proposed by 

Schouten et al. (1993), but shows that normal resisting forces along the northern and 
southern boundaries of Easter microplate must exist in order to explain the stress 
observations. Also, it suggests that ridge strength variations play an important role 
in the dyamics of mid-ocean ridge overlap regions. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Context of this study 

Much attention has been focused on the evolution of rapidly spinning oceanic mi

croplates (e.g. Hey et al., 1985; Engeln et al., 1988; Searle et al., 1989; Larson et al., 

1992; Schouten et al., 1993; Rushy and Searle, 1995). Nevertheless, the dynamics 

of these large dual spreading systems has never been investigated. The principal 

motivation of this dissertation is to explore the driving mechanism of oceanic mi

croplates. This is done by modelling the observed patterns of lithospheric stress, 

using the finite element method. 

In recent years, great improvements in the definition of mass heterogeneities in 

the mantle have lead to global models of mantle circulation capable of predicting 

plate tectonic velocities and geoid anomalies (e.g. Hager et al., 1985; Ricard et al., 

1989; Van der Hilst et al., 1997). Despite this progress, earth models of mantle 

circulation coupled with moving surface plates have not yet been able to predict 

the observed global patterns of stress in the lithosphere (e.g. Wuming et al., 1992). 

In the absence of a model which successfully relates the lithospheric stress and the 

mantle dynamics, the alternative has been to isolate the lithosphere and consider 

that tectonic plates are stressed by plate boundary forces (e.g. Forsyth and Uyeda, 

1975) and/or intra-lithospheric mass heterogeneities (e.g. Fleitout and Froidevaux, 

1982). 
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This study follows the approach that microplates are driven by plate boundary 

forces. But microplates are a complex type of mid-ocean ridge offset, so mid- ocean 

ridges and simpler types of ridge offsets are the first targets of this work. Inves

tigated are the East Pacific Rise in the region of Easter microplate, normal faults 

in the vicinity of mid-ocean ridges, and ridge transform and non-transform offsets. 

This prepares the ground for the analysis of the dynamics of Easter microplate, a 

representative example of microplates. The remainder of chapter 1 constitutes an 

introduction to these subjects. It presents the observations and previous modelling 

efforts relevant to the questions that will be addressed. 

1.2 Mid-ocean ridges 

Mid-ocean ridges are diverging plate boundaries where magma and depleted man

tle upwells giving rise to new oceanic lithosphere. Early observations at mid-ocean 

ridges revealed that the gross morphology of spreading centres varies with the spread

ing rate (Fig. 1.1). Slow spreading ridges (10-50 mm/yr full rate) such as the Mid

Atlantic Ridge (MAR) show median valleys, whereas fast spreading ridges (90-180 

mm/yr full rate) such as the East Pacific Rise (EPR) show axial highs. Intermediate 

spreading ridges (50-90 mm/yr full rate) show a transition between the Atlantic and 

the Pacific type of axial topography (e.g. Macdonald, 1982). 

Although median valleys are typical of slow spreading ridges and axial highs 

typical of fast spreading ridges, exceptions to this pattern exist, proving that the 

spreading rate is not the only factor controlling the axial morphology. One such 

exception occurs at the slow spreading (20 mm/yr full rate) Reykjanes ridge, which 

shows an axial high north of 59°N (e.g. Appelgate and Shor, 1994). In this case the 

source of the anomalous topography is believed to be the Iceland hotspot and associ

ated anomalously high subsurface temperatures. Temperature controls the strength 

and thickness of the lithosphere and these are, according to current mechanical 

models, the factors that determine the axial morphology (e.g. Lachenbruch, 1973; 

Tapponnier and Francheteau, 1978; Phipps Morgan et al., 1987; Chen and Morgan, 

1990; Eberle and Forsyth, 1998). 
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Fig. 1.1 Bathymetric profiles of mid-ocean ridges at fast, intermediate and slow rates. 

Neovolcanic zone is indicated by Vs, zone of fissuring by Fs, and plate boundary zone 

(width of active faulting) by PBs. Median valleys at slow spreading ridges are typically 

1-3 km deep and have an inner floor 5-15 km wide. Axial highs at fast spreading ridges 

are typically 200-400 m high and 5-15 km wide (after Macdonald, 1982). 
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i\1Iid-ocean ridges are formed by segments bounded by transform faults and non

transform offsets. Both at slow and fast spreading ridges it has been found that ridge 

segment centres are associated with mantle Bouguer <;tnomaly lows while segment 

ends are associated with mantle Bouguer anomaly highs (Fig. 1.2)(e.g. Kuo and 

Forsyth, 1988). The mantle Bouguer anomaly lows at segment centres reflect a 

mass deficiency arising from an increase in crustal thickness and/ or anomalous low 

densities in the upper mantle. The argument that crustal thickening and anomalous 

low densities is the result of enhanced mantle upwelling, lead to the the proposal 

of a model of mantle upwelling focussed towards the centre of segments (Kuo and 

Forsyth, 1988; Lin et al., 1990). Magmas are believed to rise from a zone of high-melt 

content below the ridge, maybe as the result of gravitational instabilities CWhitehead 

et al., 1984), filling magma chambers along the ridge axis, and erupting to the surface 

more or less frequently depending on the spreading rate. Indirect observations, such 

as the thickness of the extrusive layer and the extent of the axial volcanoes, suggest 

that the interval between eruptions is about 50 years at fast spreading ridges, and 

about 10000 years at slow spreading ridges (Macdonald, 1982). 

The hypothesis of focussed mantle upwelling constitutes the basis of one of the 

main models of ridge segmentation (Fig. 1.3). According to it the mid-ocean ridge 

is divided into stable spreading cells and ridge discontinuities occur at the distal 

ends of magmatic pulses (e.g. Macdonald et al., 1991). 

Along-axis variations in the mantle Bouguer anomaly are several times larger 

on the MAR than on the EPR. To explain this, it has been suggested that mantle 

upwelling at slow spreading ridges has a 3D structure, forming discrete diapirs of 

partial melt beneath segment centres, whereas at fast spreading ridges the mantle 

flmv is more 2D or sheet-like (Parmentier and Phipps Morgan, 1990; Lin and Phipps 

Morgan, 1992). Gravity modelling at the southern EPR showed that a 3D focused 
' 

model of mantle upwelling may be applicable even at fast spreading ridges, provided 

there is a shallow and efficient mechanism of along-axis magma transport (\;\,Tang and 

Cochran, 1993; Cormier et al., 1995). 
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Fig. 1.2 Along-axis profiles of seafloor depth (dashed lines) and Mantle Bouguer 

Anomaly (solid lines) at fast, intermediate and slow spreading ridges. Arrows mark first 

and second order discontinuities (after Lin and Phipps Morgan, 1992). 

FAST SPREADING RIDGE SLOW SPREADING RIDGE 

Fig. 1.3 The model of crustal accretion and mantle upwelling proposed to explain the 

along-axis bathymetry and gravity observations in Fig. 1.2. Solid arrows show mantle 

flow directions, and open arrows show plate motion vectors (after Lin and Phipps Morgan, 

1992). 
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The residual mantle Bouguer anomaly (RMBA) is obtained by subtracting from 

the mantle Bouguer anomaly the gravity signal associated with lithosphere cooling. 

At th_e Mid-Atlantic Ridge, crust at inside corners of mid-ocean ridge offsets (which 

occur between the ridge axis and the active discontinuity) has consistently higher 

values of RMBA than crust formed at outside corners (which occur on the opposite 

side of the ridge, adjacent to the inactive trace of the offset) (e.g. Tucholke and 

Lin, 1994). Based on this RMBA asymmetry, Tucholke and Lin (1994) estimated 

that the inside corner crust at the MAR near the Atlantis fracture zone is 2-3 km 

thinner than the outside corner crust. Apart from that the inside corner crust 

is shallower, has more widely spaced and larger throw normal faults, and fewer 

volcanic features than the outside corner. Moreover, mafic and ultramafic rocks are 

commonly found at the inside corners but not at the outside corners. All these 

observations support the hypothesis of thin or missing crust at inside corners and 

have lead to an alternative model of ridge segmentation at slow spreading ridges. 

According to it, slow spreading ridge segmentation is controlled by the presence of 

low angle detachment faults (Mutter and Karson, 1992) or by some combination 

of detachment faulting and focussed mantle upwelling (Tucholke and Lin, 1994; 

Tucholke et al., 1997). 

Seismic observations in general agree with the hypothesis that ridge segmen

tation is due to focused magmatic accretion at segment centres and/ or increased 

tectonic extension at segment ends. 

At the EPR a shallow reflector, lying 1-2 km below the ridge axes and presumed 

to mark the top of a narrow ( 1-4 km wide) and thin (tens to hundreds of meters thick) 

lens of melt, is identified whenever the axial depth and the ridge cross sectional area 

point to strong magmatic activity (e.g. Detrick et al., 1987; Mutter et al., 1995). 

This reflector lies on top of a much broader seismic low velocity zone, interpreted 

to be a largely solidified plutonic body containing only a small fraction of melt. 

A magma chamber, having similar characteristics (dimensions and depth) to those 

observed at fast and intermediate spreading ridges, has been reported at the slow 

spreading Reykjanes ridge (Navin et al., 1998). This similarity in the process of 
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accretion despite the different spreading rate, is consistent with the uniformity of 

the mature oceanic crust observed throughout the world oceans. 

l'viid-ocean .ridge earthquake data are extremely important to constrain thermal 

and mechanical models of spreading centres, because they provide an estimate of 

the depth extent of faulting and thus of the depth of the brittle-ductile transition in 

the axial region. Earthquake data sets at mid-ocean ridges fall into two categories: 

(1) in situ recorded microearthquakes, and (2) large earthquakes (m > 5) whose 

parameters are obtained from inversion of long period P and SH waves. This last 

category is however limited to full spreading rates less than 40-45 mm/yr because 

earthquakes generated at faster spreading ridges are not large enough to be recorded 

at teleseismic distances. 

Among the microearthquake surveys at the MAR two were particularly im

portant in placing limits on the amount of brittle lithosphere thinning at segment 

centres. The first was performed at 23° N and revealed that hypocenters had focal 

depths of 4-8 km beneath the median valley seafloor (Toomey et al., 1988). The 

second took place at 26° N and revealed hypocenters with focal depths ranging from 

2 to 8 km beneath the ridge axis. The shallower earthquakes, with hypocentral 

depths less than 4 km, were concentrated below the along-axis high in the middle 

section of the ridge segment (Kong et al., 1992). 

At several ridges with full spreading rates less than 45 mm/yr, Huang and 

Solomon (1988) found that the centroid depths of teleseismically recorded earth

quakes ranged from 2 to 6 km below the seafloor. Arguing that centroid depths 

mark the mean depth of fault slip, they proposed that earthquake faulting, and thus 

the brittle domain, extend to a depth of 2-10 km beneath slow spreading ridges. 

They also verified that the maximum centroid depths decreased with increasing 

spreading rate. 

Purdy et al. (1992) further investigated the relation between spreading rate 

and seismic structure at mid-ocean ridges. They compiled and compared depths to 

the top of the low-velocity-zone below 6 different ridges, with full spreading rates 

ranging from 20 to 150 mm/yr. Their conclusion was that as full spreading rate 
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decreased from 150 to 20 mm/yr the depth below the seafloor to the top of the low 

velocity zone increased approximately from 1 to 4 km. 

1.3 Faulting observations at Mid-Ocean Ridges 

The character of faulting at mid-ocean ridges depends primarily on the spreading 

rate and secondly on the location along the ridge segment. Although along-axis 

variations in fault characteristics occur at fast spreading ridges ( Carbotte and Mac

donald, 1994 ), they are much more important at slow spreading ridges. For that 

reason, fault parameters at slow spreading ridges are described at segment centres 

and at segment ends. At segment ends of slow spreading ridges there is also an 

across-axis change in fault occurrence, in that faulting at outside corners differs 

from faulting at inside corners. In fact, it has been noted that the variation in fault 

characteristics observed along segments arises mainly from variations occurring be

tween the segment centre and the inside corner at the segment end (e.g. Tucholke 

and Lin, 1994; Escartin et al., 1999). 

• Fault heave and throw. Fault heave and throw diminish with increasing spread

ing rate. At fast spreading ridges fault vertical offsets do not usually exceed 

tens of meters. For example, at the East Pacific Rise near go N, the mean 

fault throw is 40 m (Fig. 1.4)(Carbotte and Macdonald, 1994). In contrast, at 

the Mid-Atlantic Ridge near 29°, Shaw {1992) reports vertical offsets of faults 

ranging from 200-600 m at segment centres to 800- 1200 m at segment ends. 

At the same location on the MAR, Escartin et al. (1999) report an apparent 

average fault heave at the segment centre of 150 m or 250 m depending on the 

ridge flank, of 400 m on the inside corner and of only 100 m on the outside 

corner (Fig. 1.5). 

• Fault spacing. Fault spacing also diminishes with increasing spreading rate. 

At the East Pacific Rise (at 8°30'N-10°N) the mean fault spacing is 1.5 km 

(Carbotte and Macdonald, 1994). At the MAR (at 28°-30°N) the mean fault 

spacing is approximately 0.2-2 km at the segment centre and up to 4-8 km at 

the segment ends (Shaw, 1992). 
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Fig. 1.4 Faults scarps across the East Pacific Rise at 8°50'N. Location of the 

Deeptow bathymetric profile (at the top) is delineated on the seaMARC II side 

scan data (at the bottom) with a solid line. Identified fault scarps are indicated 
by thin lines below Deeptow profile and by arrows on seaMARC II data (after 
Carbotte and Macdonald, 1994). 
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Fig. 1.5 Fault scarps across the MAR at 29°N (segment centre). The bathymet

ric profile is shown with (8x) and no vertical exaggeration (thick and thin lines, 

respectively). (a) Comparison of the interpreted fault scarps (grey bars) from the 

backscatter data with multibeam bathymetric data. (b) Location of the bathy
metric profile on a relief map of the area (100 m contours). (c) Faults interpreted 

from digital-side scan sonar mosaics (after Escartin et al., 1999). 
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• Fault length and strike. The number of short faults is observed to increase 

with the spreading rate. At the East Pacific Rise (at 8°30'-l0°N) the mean 

fault length is 7.5 km (Carbotte and Macdonald, 1994). At the MAR segment 

studied by Shaw (1992) faults up to 40 km long exist at the segment centre, 

while at the segment ends faults are continuous for only 5-10 km. 

• Range of activity. Although some faults may remain active beyond distances 

of 20 km off axis, there is a general consensus that at all spreading rates most 

active faulting lies within 5-10 km of the ridge axis. Using plots of cumulative 

fault throw with distance from the ridge axis, Bicknell et al. (1987) concluded 

that at the East Pacific Rise at 19°30'S, active faulting occurs within 5-8 km 

of the rise axis. Based on the character of sonar data Escartin et al. (1999) 

concluded that faults at the MAR at 29°N nucleate 1-2 km from the ridge axis 

and cease to be active within 10-20 km of the axis. At the same MAR latitude 

the across-axis distribution of microearthquakes also suggest that the active 

fault zone lies within 10 km of the ridge axis (Wolfe et al., 1995). 

• Fault dip angle. Information on the dip angle of MOR faults comes mainly 

from fault plane solutions of microearthquakes and fine scale morphology sur

veys. At fast spreading ridges such information is not available and fault 

dip angles are usually assumed to be the same as observed on slow spread

ing ridges. From inversion of teleseismically recorded earthquakes, Huang and 

Solomon (1988) inferred that fault planes at slow spreading ridges are char

acterised by predominantly normal faulting, on planes that dip at 45°. The 

same result was obtained by Wolfe et al. (1995) from the source mechanisms of 

microearthquakes recorded at the MAR at 29°N. Also at the MAR, and based 

on submersible observations and bottom photographs, Karson and Dick (1983) 

report across-axis differences at segment ends: at outside corners steep faults 

(70°-90°) group to form fault zones of moderate average slope (30°), while at 

inside corners two groups of faults are observed, one dipping at 20°-60° and 

the other dipping at 70°-90°. 
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• Fault facing direction. Inward facing faults dip towards the ridge axis and 

outward facing faults dip in the opposite direction. Both inward and outward 

facing faults occur at all spreading rates. However, at slow spreading ridges, 

inward facing faults largely outnumber outward facing faults, while at the 

fastest spreading rates they occur in approximately equal numbers ( Carbotte 

and Macdonald, 1994, Escartin et al., 1999). 

1.4 Previous models of faulting at Mid-Ocean 

Ridges 

Faulted lithosphere responds to tectonic extension by slip along faults, accompanied 

by flexure (Fig. 1.6). 

equilibrium level 
--------------- --------------

I 
FLUID 1 

FLUID 2 

Fig. 1.6 The displacement along the fault is the response to tectonic extension. The 

extension causes opposite edge forces to act along the fault planes due to their inability 

to withstand shearing stress. In 1 the footwall is displaced above the initial isostatic 

equilibrium level and the hanging wall is displaced below the equilibrium level. In 2 

the plate bends in response to the topographical load caused by the offset. The two 

processes oppose each other and occur simultaneously. 
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If faults at mid-ocean ridges are only active while in the close proximity of 

the ridge axis, as seem to happen at all spreading rates, then part of the flexural 

response to faulting must occur between th~ fault and the ridge axis. The question 

arises as to whether the lithosphere at mid-ocean ridges can withstand elastic strain 

and flexure, that is whether flexural models of faulting are relevant at mid-ocean 

ridges. Models of ridge axis morphology provide a possible answer to this question. 

Bathymetric and gravity data are well matched by models that explain the axial 

high at fast spreading ridges and the elevation of rift flanks at slow spreading ridges 

by flexure of an elastic plate (Madsen et al., 1984; Weisse} and Karner, 1989, Wang 

and Cochran, 1993). Moreover, the wavelengths of the flexural response predicted 

by such models are based on values of the elastic plate thickness consistent with 

estimates of the brittle layer thickness derived from seismicity studies at mid- ocean 

ridges. 

The most specific models of faulting at mid-ocean ridges presented to date were 

developed by Shaw and Lin (1996) and Escartin et al. (1997). These models attempt 

to explain the dependence of the fault style on the spreading rate and on the along

axis position at slow spreading ridges. 

Shaw and Lin (1996) investigated the development of normal faults at mid-ocean 

ridges using the flexural fault model of Forsyth (1992). According to Forsyth's 

model the stress necessary to produce continued slip along a fault is the sum of 

the stress necessary to overcome friction plus the stress necessary to overcome the 

uplift-induced stresses caused by previous slip. The stresses needed to overcome 

the uplift-induced stresses depend on the elastic thickness of the plate and on the 

amount of uplift (Forsyth, 1992). 

It has been proposed that fluctuations in magma reservoir pressure create al

ternating tectonic and magmatic phases, with plate separation being mainly ac

commodated by seafloor accretion during the magmatic phase and extension being 

mainly accommodated by the growth of closely spaced faults during the tectonic 

phase (e.g. Thatcher and Hill, 1995). During the tectonic or amagamatic phase it is 

still uncertain if more than one fault can be active at the same time. In Shaw and 
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Lin's (1996) most successful model only one fault is active at a time, and it occurs 

on planes that minimise the resistance to cohesive, frictional and flexural forces. 

An active fault grows while moving away from the rid~e axis as long as the total 

stress needed to continue slip, as derived by Forsyth (1992), is less than the total 

stress needed to initiate a new fault. When this condition is no longer true the fault 

reaches its maximum throw and fault activity jumps inward to a new nucleation site 

where the next active fault begins to grow. 

Shaw and Lin (1996) applied their 2D cyclic faulting model to across-axis sec

tions of rheology and temperature. The rheological structure they used was based 

on the model proposed by Chen and Morgan (1990) in which the lower crust may 

be weaker than the mantle below. Along-axis gradients in temperature would be 

responsible for the existence of isolated weak zones decoupling the brittle upper 

crust from the brittle upper mantle, particularly at the centre of slow spreading seg

ments. The existence of these weak zones at slow spreading ridges would generate 

large along-axis variations in the thickness of the brittle layer, which in turn would 

generate the observed large scale along axis variations in fault throw and spacing. 

At fast spreading and hotspot affected ridge segments, the brittle mantle and the 

brittle upper crust would be decoupled along the whole segment, except possibly in 

the vicinity of a major offset, and this would result in small along-axis variations in 

fault styles. 

The layered rheological model of Chen and Morgan (1990) was contested by 

Hirth et al. (1998) who presented evidence against the existence of a weak and 

ductile lower oceanic crust at mid-ocean ridges. Following this view, Escartin et al. 

(1997) argued against Shaw and Lin's {1996) results and proposed an alternative 

explanation for the variation in fault style along the axis of slow spreading segments. 

According to them the increase in fault spacing and throw towards the end of ridge 

' segments is primarily due to changes in the coefficient of friction, and only secondly 

caused by thermally induced changes in the brittle layer thickness. They attributed 

the along-axis change in the coefficient of friction of faults to the distribution of 

serpentinites, which seem to be more abundant at the segment ends. Since serpen-
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tinites are believed to strongly reduce the strength of faults by enhancing strain 

localisation, substantial weakening at the segment ends would result in larger fault 

_spacing and throws (Escartin et al., 1997). 

The fault modelling results presented by Shaw and Lin (1996) depend funda

mentally on the brittle layer thickness, and can not be disregarded because of the 

rheological structure assumed. Their sequential model was successful in predicting 

the main fault observations, but it should be stressed that it was based on Forsyth's 

(1992) flexural fault model. Forsyth's (1992) flexural fault model is an idealisation 

in the sense that the plate remains perfectly elastic as extension proceeds, and that 

there is no erosion or sedimentation. In the vicinity of mid-ocean ridges sedimen

tation may occur in the form of extrusive volcanism and eroding fault wall debris. 

Also, elastic plate models are an oversimplification, producing anomalous low val

ues of the effective elastic thickness, and plate curvatures broader than observed. 

Elasto-plastic models, which take into account strength envelopes, have been suc

cessful in sharpening the flexural bending at subduction zones (e.g. McAdoo et al., 

1978; Goetze and Evans, 1979) and ih attributing the low estimates of the effective 

elastic thickness to plastic yielding (Buck, 1988; Kusznir et al., 1991; Bott, 1997). 

One would therefore like to investigate the evolution of normal faults in the oceanic 

lithosphere, and their dependence on the brittle layer thickness, while considering 

the effects of both plastic yielding and sedimentation. This is the aim of chapter 5. 

1.5 Mid-ocean ridge segmentation 

The finding that the ridge axis is interrupted by many small offsets, which unlike 

transform faults do not have a clearly defined strike-slip fault connecting the ridge 

segment ends, dates only from the early eighties, when multibeam swath mapping 

tool-s started to be used. Since then the characteristics of ridge offsets have been 

systematised and a hierarchy of ridge discontinuities has been proposed based on 

their size, geometry and behaviour (Macdonald et al., 1988). According to this 

hierarchy a ridge segment between transform faults is broken into smaller segments 
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by second to fourth order discontinuities (Fig. 1.7), which become increasingly 

unstable and mobile as the ridge offset diminishes. 

A 

-sokmL 
··20 km 

51 

B 

-20kmL 

-20 km 

Axial 
ri« 
valley 

Fig. 1. 7 A hierarchy of ridge segmentation for A-fast and B-slow spreading ridges 

(after Macdonald et al., 1991). First order discontinuities offset the ridge by more than 

30 km and are transform faults at both fast and slow spreading ridges. Second order 

discontinuities offset the ridge by 2-30 km, and can be either Overlapping Spreading 

Centres at fast spreading rates or oblique shear zones and rift valley jogs at slow spreading 

rates. Third order segmentation has a characteristic offset of 0.5-2 km, occurring in the 

form of small Overlapping Spreading Centres or in the form of intervolcano gaps. Fourth 

order discontinuities are deviations from axial linearity resulting in slight bends or lateral 

offsets of less than 1 km. 

\A/hatever the discontinuity order there is a strong correlation between the spac

ing of discontinuities and the spreading rate. Fast spreading ridges have on average 

longer and smoother segments than slow spreading ones. Also, ridge discontinuities 

generally constitute local maxima along the ridge axis depth profile. The magnitude 

of the deepening at segment ends is, like the segment length, strongly correlated with 

the spreading rate. For instance, the spacing between transform faults ranges from 

less than 200 km on the slowest spreading ridges, to 600-900 km on intermediate and 
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fast spreading ridges. At transform faults of slow spreading ridges depth anomalies 

range from 500 to 2000 m, while at fast spreading ridges they range from 300 to 600 

m (Macdonald et a!., 1991). The depth anomalies decrease with the order of the 

discontinuities, being non-existent or less than a few tens of meters at fourth order 

discontinuities. 

1.6 Previous models of stress at mid-ocean ridge 

offsets 

Early estimates of stress at ridges and transforms aimed to explain the observed 

ridge-transform orthogonal pattern. Lachenbruch and Thompson (1972) were the 

first to propose that " it is more difficult for diverging plates to spread a kilometre 

of ridge than to slip a kilometre of transform". By stating that the most stable 

configuration is the one that offers the least resistance to plate separation, they 

concluded that the resistance to spreading must be greater than the resistance to 

slipping because the observed orthogonal pattern minimises the length of the opening 

ridges. They interpreted the resistance to plate motion at transforms as a frictional 

or viscous resistance to shearing displacement, and the resistance to plate separation 

at ridges as a tectonic tension or tensile resistance resulting from a deficiency in stress 

in the spreading direction relative to the lithostatic state. 

Based on laboratory experiments with wax, Oldenburg and Brune (1972; 1975) 

investigated the necessary conditions for the maintenance of the ridge-transform or

thogonal pattern. They concluded that the resistive stresses acting on the transform 

must be smaller than the shear strength of the surrounding lithosphere. Their most 

relevant observations are: (1) the upwelling of the material at the ridge a..xis is pas

sive, resulting only from hydrostatic forces in the fluid caused by the separation of 

the plates, (2) symmetric spreading occurs under conditions of no tensile strength 
' 

across the ridge and (3) the stability of transforms is a consequence of their lack of 

strength. 

i\1Iore quantitative estimates of the ratio between the ridge resistance to spread

ing and the transform resistance to slip were later presented by Phipps Morgan and 
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and Parmentier (1984). They used a finite element model to investigate if the ridge 

resistance and the transform resistance forces could account for the observed stress 

field at ridge transform intersections. Their modelling showed that: (a) to maintain 

a narrow zone of strike-slip deformation along transforms the ratio of the ridge nor

mal stress to the transform shear stress should be in the range of 3 to 5, and (b) 

with these relative magnitudes, the ridge resistance force and the transform resis

tance force could alone explain the curvature of the ridge axis and adjacent normal 

faults at ridge-transform intersections (the observed stress field at ridge-transform 

intersections is described in more detail in section 2.8). 

Following a similar approach, Grindlay and Fox (1993) studied the stress field as

sociated with non-transform offsets of slow spreading ridges. In addition to changes 

in the ratio of the ridge normal tensile stress to the transform shear stress, they 

considered the effect of varying the length of the offset. The aim of their modelling 

was to compare the structural patterns predicted from the calculated stress field 

with the morphological and tectonic structures observed at non-transform offsets. 

The morphology of non-transform offsets of slow spreading ridges is variable, 

but seems to be partly controlled by the length of the offset (Sempere et al., 1993). 

Along the MAR three characteristic types of non-transform discontinuities have been 

recognised (Fig 1.8): (A) en-echelon jogs of the ridge axis, with slightly overlapping 

ridge tips, (B) en-echelon jogs of the ridge axis, with a ridge parallel basin, and (C) 

oblique shear zones consisting of a large extensional basin, oriented approximately 

at 45° relative to the strike of the ridge axis (Grindlay et al., 1991). These non

transform offsets appear to accommodate shear stresses over a broad area by both 

strike-slip and extensional tectonics. 

Grindlay and Fox (1993) successfully modelled the structural geometries of non

transform offsets of types (A) and (B). They concluded that the predicted and 
f 

observed tectonic structures were compatible for a range of offset lengths from 5 to 

40 km, provided that the ridge normal tensile stress was 3 to 5 times greater than the 

offset shear strength. Their modelling also suggested that at fast spreading ridges a 

weaker ratio of ridge-normal stress to discontinuity shear stress must exist. 
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Fig. 1.8 Schematic structural geometries of second-order discontinuities seen along 

the southern Mid-Atlantic Ridge (after Grindlay et al., 1991 ). 

Another approach considers the effect of regional stresses upon ridge-transform 

systems. Using a finite element model, Fujita and Sleep (1978) found that when 

regional stresses are applied at an oblique angle to the transform, high concentrations 

of stresses, also oblique to the transform, extend to the interior corners of the ridge

transform intersections. As a result ridges reorient to remain perpendicular to the 

stress field in such a way that the connecting transform fault is shortened. Assuming 

that ridges can jump (or propagate) to locations of maximum deviatoric stress, 

the modelling of collinear transform faults showed that oblique regional stresses 

may be at the origin of ridge jumps. Sources of regional stress at finite angles to 

transforms may occur for example on subducting plates due to the plate boundary 

forces associated with oceanic trenches (Fujita and Sleep, 1978). 

Some transform faults contain structural elements indicating extension across 
' them. One such transform showing, besides strike-slip faults, normal faults and 

dikes parallel to the transform, is exposed on land in North Iceland (Gudmunds

son, 1995). To explain the extensional structures observed, Gudmundsson (1995) 

proposed that in addition to a ridge-perpendicular tensile stress, transform faults 
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are at least occasionally subjected to a ridge-parallel tensile stress. He tested this 

hypothesis using boundary element models, and found: (a) the ridge normal ten

sile stress tends to lock the transform, producing shear stresses responsible for the 

strike-slip faulting and associated earthquakes along the transform fault; (b) a ridge 

parallel tensile loading is required to explain the transform parallel normal faults, 

tensile fractures, dikes and intra-transform spreading centres; and (c) the combina

tion of ridge parallel and ridge perpendicular tensile loading unlocks and makes slip 

easier on the transform. Moreover, this combination produces stresses compatible 

with the oblique faulting observed at transforms, particularly at ridge-transform 

intersections. 

The origin of ridge parallel tensile stresses at transform faults is unclear. Gud

mundsson (1995) argued that thermoelastic stresses cannot account for the shallow 

transform-parallel tension fractures and normal faults observed at fracture zones, 

because model calculations show thermal stresses are zero at the surface, reaching a 

maximum at 4 kilometres depth (Turcotte, 1974). Alternatively, he suggested that 

the source of ridge parallel tensile stresses is the ridge perimeter increase resulting 

from the migration and expansion of ridges after continental break-up. The migra

tion of ridges in a radial direction away from the region of their origin would also 

account for the general fanning of oceanic transform faults. However, the increase 

in the ridge perimeter may not necessarily produce significant ridge parallel tensile 

stresses, because it can be accommodated by the lengthening of the ridge segments, 

and by the development of lower order ridge discontinuities. 

An alternative source of ridge parallel tensile stresses is proposed in this study. 

The topographic loading created by the subsidence of the seafloor away from ridges 

has never been included in models of stress at ridge transform and non-transform off

sets. Such topographic loading may produce significant ridge parallel tensile stresses, 

and may explain the non-transform offsets of type (C) in Fig. 1.8, i.e. shear zones 

oblique at 45° relative to the strike of the ridge axis. These possibilities are analysed 

in chapter 6. 
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1. 7 Microplates 

Oceanic microplates are a type of ridge offset particularly of fast spreading systems. 

They are sites where two spreading ridge arms are separated by a tectonically in

dependent region, hundreds of kilometres wide, showing evidence of independent 

motion from the surrounding major tectonic plates. Their formation is linked to rift 

propagation through thin lithosphere. A propagating rift occurs when one segment 

of a spreading centre at a ridge offset grows at the expense of the other (Hey et al., 

1980). The failing rift is expected to take some time to cease spreading, during which 

an overlap region is formed between a dual spreading system. Microplates have been 

regarded as large scale overlap regions, arising because of the long time necessary 

for one spreading centre to slow and eventually fail, while the other propagates and 

gradually takes up all the spreading (Hey et al., 1985). 

Many active microplates and palaeoplates (abandoned microplates) have been 

identified or proposed. Some examples are the Rivera microplate in the Gulf of 

California (McKenzie and Morgan, 1969), a continental microplate in the region of 

the Afar Triple Junction (Courtillot et al., 1980), the Galapagos microplate (Lons

dale, 1988), the Juan Fernandez microplate (Francheteau et al., 1987), the Bauer 

palaeoplate (Mammerickx et al., 1980), the Mathematician palaeoplate (Mammer

ickx et al., 1988), etc. The existence of palaeoplates suggests that microplates are 

a transient phenomenon. When one of the spreading segments fails the microplate 

is welded to one of the major plates, becoming a palaeoplate. Rift propagation and 

the formation of overlap systems, including microplates, provide therefore a mecha

nism of seafloor transfer from one plate to another, and are a process by which plate 

boundaries reorganise. 

Among the active microplates, Easter and Juan Fernandez are some of the best 

st~died (e.g. Hey et al., 1985, Searle et al., 1989, Larson et al., 1992, Rushy and 

Searle, 1995). They are remarkably similar (Fig. 1.9). 
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Fig. 1.9 Structures and isochrons of (a) Easter microplate {EMP) and {b) Juan Fer
nandez microplate (JFMP). Heavy lines indicate the spreading centres and medium lines 
are the pseudofaults (WOPF, WIPF, EOPF, EIPF are the western outer and inner and 
eastern outer and inner pseudofaults, respectively). Light lines and lettering are the 

magnetic isochrons. The stippled region represents the extent of the Brunhes anomaly. 
Diagonally hatched areas are the compressional ridges at the northern boundaries of the 

mipoplates, and complex structures of the JFMP-Antarctic boundary. Horizontal hatch
ing is the Chile Transform. FZ indicates the inactive western limb of the Chile transform 
and PT is the part of Chile transform that has been inactivated by the growth of the 

Juan Fernandez microplate. EPR and PAR are the East Pacific Rise and Pacific-Antarctic 

Rise, respectively (after Searle et al., 1993). 
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As well as a correspondence in age and size the resemblance between Easter 

and Juan Fernandez microplates includes the existence in their interiors of fanned 

magnetic lineation patterns, a history of northwards propagation of the eastern 

ridge and southwards propagation of the western ridge, compressional ridges at the 

northern boundary and curved inner pseudofaults (which are traces of disrupted 

seafloor resulting from the propagation of rifting, and indicate the locus of past 

positions of the rift tip). 

These similarities suggest that a general principle of evolution of microplates 

exists. According to it, microplates grow by rift propagation, and undergo two 

main stages of evolution. Initially they are deformed by internal shearing, perhaps 

by bookshelf faulting, and after reaching a critical size ("' 100 km) start to rotate 

rigidly (Searle et al., 1993). A model of rigid rotation is supported by most of 

Easter structural data (Engeln et al., 1988) and by the tectonic reconstruction of 

the history of the microplate, based on the interpretation of magnetic, bathymetric 

and GLORIA data (Rushy and Searle, 1995). 

The dynamics of rift propagation has been investigated by Phipps Morgan and 

Parmentier (1985). They proposed a mechanical model in which the shallower of 

two ridge segments tends to propagate, in response to gravitational stresses concen

trated at the rift tip. Their model can explain why most propagating rifts of the 

East Pacific Rise are migrating away from shallow sections of the ridge axis, but 

it is not consistent with the spawning of new spreading centres near overlapping 

spreading centres or within transform faults (e.g. Fornari et al., 1989; Bird and 

Naar, 1994). Other mechanisms for rift propagation have been proposed, but none 

can fully account for the migration of ridge discontinuities observed at the EPR 

(Cormier et al., 1996). 

Although rift propagation is involved in the formation of microplates, its role 

on their dynamics has been underestimated. A kinematic model that predicts the 

rotation of microplates, known as the 'roller-bearing' model, has been successfully 

applied to the Galapagos, Easter and Juan Fernandez microplates (Schouten et 

al., 1993; Searle et al., 1993). However, this model ignores the contribution of rift 
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propagation to the driving mechanism of microplates, and has never been tested from 

a dynamic point of view. In chapter 7 Easter microplate is used as a 'type' example 

of microplate behaviour to analyse the dynamic implications of the 'roller-bearing' 

model. 

1.8 The roller-bearing kinematic model 

Schouten et al. (1993) presented a kinematic model, known as the roller-bearing 

model, that describes Easter microplate rotation (Fig. 1.10). According to this 

model the microplate rotates as a rigid block between plates moving in opposite 

directions. If the coupling between the microplate and the two bounding plates is 

perfect, two points at the boundaries, which are the instantaneous poles of rotation 

of the microplate relative to the main plates, are instantaneously fixed to the main 

plates. The basic postulate of this model is that the microplate is driven at the 

instantaneous points of contact by the drag of the main plates. 

v 
.\IRA 8 

Fig. 1.10 The edge-driven kinematic model. A circular microplate resembling a circular 

gear rotates between two moving plates A and B. The microplate rotates with constant 

angular velocity (w) about the microplate's rotation axis (MRA). The instantaneous 

relative rotation axes AWMP and BWMP (which describe the motion of the microplate 

relative to plates A and B) lie on the points of contact between the microplate and 

the driving plates. Relative to plates A and B these axes move with constant velocities 

MRA VA and MRA VB. The traces (small circles in the diagrams) of the propagation of 

extension (pseudofaults) provide the trajectories of the instantaneous relative rotation 

axes (after Schouten et al., 1993). 
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The main difference between the roller-bearing model and previous edge-driven 

block models (e.g. McKenzie and Jackson, 1983) is that the points that pin the 

microplate to the major plates are not fixed but move along the microplate's mar

gins. The pivots (or the instantaneous relative rotation poles) move with the tips 

of the propagating rifts. As a consequence the pseudofaults associated with the 

propagating rifts provide the trajectories of the microplate's instantaneous rotation 

axes relative to the bounding major plates.-

If the coupling between the microplate and the major plates is not perfect then 

there is some slip along the boundaries of the microplate. In this case the instanta

neous poles of rotation of the microplate relative to the main plates are not located 

along the microplate boundaries. As the amount of slip increases, the distance d 

between the Euler poles also increases, and as a consequence the rotation rate of the 

microplate, given by v / d where v is the spreading rate between the major plates, 

decreases (Fig. 1.11). 

A more elaborate version of the roller-bearing model is that of an expanding 

gear where the distance between the propagating rift tips grows with time, implying 

the decreasing of the rotation rate with the growth of the microplate (Schouten et 

al., 1993). The rift propagation at large angles to the spreading direction produces 

inner pseudofaults that are not concentric to a common axis, but whose curvature 

increases with age, reflecting the decreasing rotation rate (e.g. EIPF, Fig. 1.9a). 

The main aspects of the roller-bearing model apply to Easter (Searle et al., 

1993). The present distance between the Euler poles (about 610 km) and the present 

rotation rate of 15° - 18° /Ma, derived from the magnetic anomaly data (Naar and 

Hey, 1991; Rusby and Searle, 1995), is in excellent agreement with the relation 

derived in Fig. 1.11 (considering that the Pacific- Nazca spreading rate is about 

160, mm/yr). The reasonable fit between the pseudofaults geometry and the model 

predictions constitutes another argument in favour of this kinematic model. 
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Fig. 1.11. Schematic diagram showing the relationship between the rotation rate of the 

microplate and the distance between the Euler poles. The angular velocity vectors AWB, 

AWMP. and BWMP describe the motion of plate B relative to A, and of microplate MP 

relative to plates A and B, respectively. The length of these vectors is proportional to the 

angular velocity. The three vectors pierce the globe along the same great circle (dashed 

line on map projection). Because of the high angular velocity of microplate rotation, 

the microplate vectors AWMP and BWMP are almost the same length, and pierce the 

globe close together at a distance d. The major plates velocities A VB and B VA can be 

considered uniform across the map, because of the small dimensions of the microplate, 

and proximity of the microplate motion vectors (after Schouten et al., 1993). 

Nevertheless, not all the features of the edge-driven model are supported by 

observations. For instance, the present instantaneous poles of Pacific-Easter and 

Nazca-Easter motion derived by Rushy and Searle {1995) lie 50 km away from 

the microplate boundaries and not actually on them. This implies there is some 

degree of decoupling between the microplate and the major plates. Also, the plate 
' reconstructions show that the instantaneous poles of rotation have been fixed with 

respect to the main plates, and thus have not moved with the rift tips through time. 

This implies that the pseudofaults do not trace the trajectories of the Euler poles, 

but only the path of the propagating rift tips (Rushy and Searle, 1995). 
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1. 9 The Pacific plate in the region of Easter 

microplate 
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The Easter microplate, located on the East Pacific Rise near 25°8, l14°W, limits a 

zone of asymmetric subsidence (Fig. 1.12). The microplate itself is at the centre of 

a broad region of anomalously shallow bathymetry (Mammerickx et al., 1980) and 

low shear wave velocities in the upper mantle (Woodhouse and Dziewonski, 1984). 

The shallow bathymetry and the low seismic velocities result from a broad thermal 

anomaly related to the Easter-Sala y Gomez Hotspot Chain to the east of Easter 

microplate, and the Tuamoto Hotspot Chain to the west of the microplate. The 

interaction between the hotspot related thermal anomaly and the mid-ocean ridge 

system suggests intensive mantle convection and a thin lithosphere in the region of 

Easter microplate (Hey et al., 1985). 

At a larger scale, the whole region between the EPR and 160°\V, and between 

0°-40°8, is 250-1000 m shallower than predicted by empirical depth-age relations. 

It comprises a large number of hot-spots and associated island chains, and has 

been identified as the South Pacific Superswell (McNutt and Fischer, 1987). The 

origin, geophysical and geochemical characteristics of the South Pacific Superswell 

have been the subject of numerous studies, and have recently been summarised by 

McNutt (1998). 

Some observations at the Superswell region, such as the low values of the elastic 

plate thickness and the high vulnerability of the lithosphere to midplate volcanism, 

led IvlcNutt and Fischer (1987) to initially propose that the Superswell was the re

sult of an anomalously thin lithosphere. But when satellite altimetry data revealed 

that a strong geoid anomaly low existed over the centre of the Superswell this ex

planation was regarded as insufficient, because any shallow isostatic compensation 

of the anomalous uplift should lead to a geoid high instead. 
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Fig. 1.12 Map of the Easter microplate region, in the southeast Pacific. Heavy lines 
represent plate boundaries. Bathymetric contours are from GEBCO chart 5.11 and are 
labelled in km (after Rusby and Searle; 1995). The asymmetric subsidence to the north 

of Easter microplate is clearly shown by the 3.5 km isobath. 
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J'vicNutt and Judge (1990) and I'vicNutt (1998) suggested an alternative explana

tion involving a broad, low density upwelling in the upper mantle compensated by 

uplift of both the surface and the core-mantle boundary. The positive geoid anomaly 

arising from the upwarp of the core-mantle boundary should be undetected at the 

wavelengths corresponding to the size of the Superswell, and therefore the mass 

deficit resultant from the mantle upwelling should dominate the geoid signal. 

A substantial thinning of the lithosphere over the Superswell is also not sup

ported by heat flow measurements, because the average heat flow over the Super

swell is similar to that over other Pacific regions (McNutt, 1998). Nevertheless, 

seismic experiments support the existence of an anomalously hot layer beneath the 

lithosphere in the Superswell region (Nishimura and Forsyth, 1985; Su et al., 1992 

in McNutt, 1998). Slow shear wave velocities are concentrated in the upper mantle, 

but extend from the surface down to 450 km. Assuming that the shear wave velocity 

anomalies arise only from temperature variations in the upper mantle, the thermal 

anomalies beneath the Superswell are estimated to range from -20°C to +40°C 

(McNutt, 1998). 

In contrast with the central region of the Superswell, over the East Pacific Rise 

the geoid anomaly is strongly positive, specially between 10°S and 20°8. At approxi

mately these latitudes the free air anomaly indicates that the lithosphere within 150 

km of the East Pacific Rise is isostatically compensated (e.g. Eberle et al., 1998). 

This means that the surface mass excess responsible for the geoid anomaly high near 

the East Pacific Rise overlies a subsurface mass deficit of equal magnitude. 

1.10 Previous work on the asymmetric subsidence 

of the East Pacific Rise near 20°8 

The most specific work on the asymmetric subsidence of the EPR, between approx

imately 9°S and 22oS, has been carried out by Cochran (1986). He restricted his 

analysis of bathymetric profiles to distances within 300 to 500 km from the ridge 
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crest, corresponding to lithospheric ages up to 5 ?via, to avoid areas of intraplate 

volcanism and hot spot swells. He also excluded from his study the region of Easter 

microplate due to its complex bathymetry, but the determination of the subsidence 

rates between 30.5°8 and 31.5°8 lead him to conclude that the anomalous subsidence 

does not extend south of Easter microplate. 

Cochran (1986) calculated the average subsidence rates for latitude intervals 

and for lithospheric age intervals. Between the Garret fracture zone at 13°8, and 

the Easter microplate at 22°8, he calculated an average subsidence rate between 0 

and 5 Ma of 198m Ma- 112 on the west of the EPR and 356m Ma- 112 on the east 

(Fig. 1.13). Using a limited set of bathymetric profiles between 18°8 and 21°8, 

extending to lithosphere 12 Ma old, he concluded that the asymmetric subsidence 

rate continues to at least 12 Ma old lithosphere. 
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Fig. 1.13 Bathymetric profiles across the East Pacific Rise formed by averaging profiles 
within 1 o latitude bands. Latitude to the left of profile indicates northern end of band 

and number in parentheses shows the number of profiles combined. Best fitting value of 
subsidence (in m Ma- 112

) is given over each profile. Dashes to the left of each profile 
show 3000 m depth (after Cochran, 1986). 
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The asymmetric subsidence near 20°S had already be noted by Rea (1978). 

He suggested that it could be due to a discrete off-ridge heat source beneath the 

West flank of the EPR. <;;ochran (1986) disputed this idea because the asymmetric 

subsidence begins right at the ridge crest (it is visible in the bathymetric profiles for 

ages less than 1 Ma), implying that it must be the result of a process extending to 

the ridge crest, and not of any off-ridge disturbance. 

Cochran (1986) proposed that the asymmetric subsidence is due to a lateral 

gradient in the asthenosphere temperature. That temperature gradient in the as

thenosphere has two main effects upon the subsidence rate. One is a thermal effect, 

due to the expansion of the lithosphere when heated from below. The other is an 

isostatic effect, due to the density variations in the asthenosphere which result from 

the temperature variations. 

Assuming that the thermal expansion of the lithosphere can be approximated 

by the thermal expansion of a half-space having a time dependent surface boundary 

condition, Cochran (1986) estimated that the elevation produced by the thermal 

effect was only about 6% of the observed subsidence. He concluded that the asym

metric subsidence is mainly an isostatic effect. 

The isostatic effect is computed by balancing mass columns between the sea 

surface and the compensation depth. For an average spreading velocity of 80 mm/yr 

and a depth of compensation of 150 km, the observed subsidence rate on the western 

flank of the EPR could be explained by a lateral temperature gradient of 0.1°C/km 

starting right at the ridge crest. Alternatively the observed subsidence rate could 

also be explained by a lateral temperature gradient of 0.06° C /km starting at 5 Ma to 

the east of the EPR, superimposed on a symmetric subsidence rate of 300 mMa- 1
/

2 

(Cochran, 1986). 

Another modelling study m an area of 250 km adjacent to the East Pacific 

Rise (in the Pacific plate) between 18°S and 21 os indicates upper mantle thermal 

anomalies of about 65°C (Cormier et al., 1995). In the northern part of that study 

area, anomalously abundant seamount production, anomalously shallow bathymetry 

and enhanced axial magmatic budget are correlated with a regional gradient in 
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the free air gravity residual anomaly. Assuming the existence of mantle thermal 

anomalies between 20 and 150 km depth, Cormier et al. (1995) found that the 

gravity gradient could be explained by a mantle temperature gradient of 0.26°C/km. 

In the southern part of study area, a mantle temperature gradient of O.l4°C/km was 

inferred. 

The above studies suggest that it is reasonable to assume that a temperature 

gradient in the upper mantle is the cause for the anomalously shallow depths on 

the western flank of the East Pacific Rise. How the upper mantle thermal anomaly 

and associated anomalous subsidence are related to the stress in the lithosphere is 

the question addressed in Chapter 4. Modelling the anomalous subsidence of the 

East Pacific Rise offers insights into the intraplate stress in the region of Easter 

microplate, and provides a framework for the local near-ridge phenomena analysed 

in other chapters. 

1.11 Aims and structure of this dissertation 

The aim of modelling the lithospheric stress is either to infer the mechanical prop

erties of the geological structures or to determine the forces acting on them. To 

achieve this objective the modelling results must fit the observations, in particular 

the stress indicators. Chapter 2 includes the description of the stress indicators at 

each location of study. It also gives a review of the most important definitions and 

sources of stress in the lithosphere. 

The finite element method is used to model the stress. In this method a geologi

cal structure is represented by a numerical grid with specified rheological properties. 

Boundary and/or body forces are applied to the grid, and the resultant stress field 

calculated numerically by solving the dynamic equations of equilibrium. Chapter 3 

gi~es an outline of the rheologies and of the finite element techniques that are used 

in this thesis. 

Chapter 4 models the lithospheric stress produced by a mid-ocean ridge on the 

adjacent plates. Its principal objective is to investigate if the thermal anomaly in 
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the asthenosphere responsible for the asymmetric subsidence of the East Pacific Rise 

can explain any of the stress observations in the region of Easter microplate. 

The response of normal faults to tectonic extension in the vicinity of mid-ocean 

ridges is analysed in chapter 5. A realistic ( elasto-plastic) rheological model is 

used to investigate the role of plasticity, brittle plate thickness, fault dip angle, and 

loading by volcanic infill on the evolution of normal faults at mid-ocean ridges. 

Chapter 6 presents a formulation that allows the inclusion of the effect of to

pography on two-dimensional horizontal models of stress. The chapter focuses on 

the topographic load created by the subsidence of the seafloor away from mid

ocean ridges, and investigates if this loading can account for the observations at 

mid-ocean ridge offsets, in particular the well known curvature of normal faults at 

ridge-transform intersections and non-transform offsets. 

The aims of chapter 7 are to examine if the roller-bearing kinematic model for 

microplate rotation is viable from a dynamic point of view, and to determine what 

combination of forces best fits the stress indicators at Easter microplate. The relative 

magnitude of the plate boundary forces governing Easter rotation is estimated by 

assuming that the microplate is in mechanical equilibrium. 

Chapter 8 brings together the results of the previous modelling chapters, suggests 

further areas of research, and lists the overall conclusions. 
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Lithospheric stress 

2.1 Introduction 

Forsyth and Uyeda (1975) were among the first to define the set of plate boundary 

forces acting on the lithosphere, and assess their relative importance by balancing 

the torque of forces acting on each plate. The set of main plate boundary forces 

includes the ridge push, the slab pull, resisting forces at subduction zones, the trench 

suction, the continental collisional resistance and the basal drag. Among the large 

scale plate boundary forces, the more important in the oceanic lithosphere, away 

from subduction zones, are the ridge push and possibly the basal drag. Because 

this study focusses on several regions of the young oceanic lithosphere, particular 

attention is given to the basal drag (section 2.5.1) and the ridge push (section 2.5.2) 

forces. 

The observed correlation between the direction of maximum horizontal stress 

and the direction of absolute plate motions suggests that the plate boundary forces 

that govern plate motions are also responsible for the first order pattern of stress 

(e.g. Zoback, 1992). As a result a number of two-dimensional modelling efforts, 
' 

including global (e.g. Solomon et al., 1975; Richardson et al., 1979) and single plate 

studies (e.g. Cloetingh and Wortel, 1986; Richardson and Reding, 1991; Wortel et 

al., 1991 ), have made use of the intraplate stress pattern to constrain the tectonic 

forces. 

33 
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Like most of these modelling efforts, I use the finite element method to predict 

the stress pattern and constrain the tectonic forces. My models of stress at mid

ocean ridge offsets (chapter 6) and of Easter microplate dynamics (chapter 7) are 

also 2D and horizontal, but their scale is substantially smaller than the scale of the 

global and single plate models mentioned above. At small scales local perturbations 

to the first order stress pattern become important. Such local perturbations may 

arise from a variety of sources, such as for instance the ridge resistance (section 

2.5.3) and the transform resistance (section 2.5.4). Other local sources of stress are 

referred to in section 2.6. 

In addition to an introduction to the plate boundary forces, this chapter gives 

a description of the stress indicators in the young oceanic lithosphere, in particular 

at ridge offsets and at the Easter microplate. It starts with a review of the main 

definitions of lithospheric stress. 

2. 2 Definitions of stress 

Stress is force per unit area. Stresses that act perpendicular to a surface are normal 

stresses. Those that act parallel to a surface are shear stresses. The state of stress 

at any point in a material is defined by the six independent components of stress 

(e.g. Jaeger, 1969), 

(2.1) 

Above O'xx, O'yy and O'zz are the normal stresses across three orthogonal planes 

defined in a Cartesian x,y,z co-ordinate system. Txy, Txz and Tyz are the shear stresses 

acting on those planes. The first index denotes the direction of the normal to the 

plane and the second index denotes the direction in which the component of stress 

ads. 

Normal stresses can be tensile or compressive. A tensile stress is a surface force 

per unit area that tends to pull the material on one side of the surface away from 

that on the other side. A compressive stress tends to press the material on one side 
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of the surface against that on the other side. Here I use the convention followed 

in the geological literature in which tensile stresses are negative and compressive 

stresses are positive. 

Three orthogonal axes can always be chosen such that all the shear components 

of stress are zero. These are the principal axes of stress. The normal stresses acting 

on planes perpendicular to these axis are called the principal stresses, and are usually 

denoted as a 1 , a2 and a3 . By convention, 

(2.2) 

so that a 1 is the maximum principal stress and a3 is the minimum principal 

stress. 

vVhen a 1 = a2 = a3 the state of stress is isotropic. In such case there are no 

shear stresses in any coordinate system, i.e. 

(2.3) 

and any set of orthogonal axes is a set of principal axes. 

The pressure is invariant to the choice of the coordinate system and is defined 

as the mean normal stress, 

p axx + ayy + azz 

3 
a1 + a2 + a3 

3 
(2.4) 

In geodynamic applications it is useful to express the normal stress as the sum of 

an isotropic and deviatoric part. The isotropic part is the pressure. The deviatoric 

part represents the non-hydrostatic part of the stress system. In any coordinate 

system the deviatoric stresses are defined as 

D 
axx axx- P, D 

Txy = Txy, 

D 
aYY ayy- P, D 

7 xz = Txz' 

D 
azz azz- P, D 

Tyz = Tyz· (2.5) 
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Similarly, in the principal axis coordinate system the deviatoric principal stresses 

are defined as 

0"3- P. (2.6) 

Deviatoric stresses may be related to permanent deformation and are important 

in problems involving yielding and flow (e.g. Ranalli, 1995). 

In the earth the normal stress due to the weight of the overlying rock, or over

burden, is known as lithostatic stress. Choosing a coordinate system in which the 

z axis is vertical, has origin on the surface and points downwards, the lithostatic 

stress is 

O"zz = foz pgdz, (2.7) 

where p is the density of the overlying rock, g is the acceleration of gravity and z 

is the depth beneath the surface. The lithostatic state of stress is an idealisation in 

which the three components of normal stress are all equal to the lithostatic stress, 

I.e. 

(2.8) 

"The lithostatic state of stress is equivalent to the hydrostatic state of stress in a 

motionless body of fluid wherein pressure forces are exerted equally in all directions 

and pressure increases proportionally with depth" (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). 

Like the resolution of stress into isotropic and deviatoric components, it is often 

useful to consider the actual state of stress in the earth as the sum of a lithostatic and 

a non-lithostatic state of stress. The non-lithostatic state of stress is due to sources 

of ,stress in the lithosphere such as the plate boundary forces, and always needs to 

be referenced to a standard density-depth profile. The non-lithostatic components 
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According to these definitions the actual state of stress 111 the lithosphere is 

described as 

Clxx (J;-X + t:,_(JXX> Txy = 6.Txy> 

Clyy (J;y + 6.Clyy> Txz = 6.Txz' 

Clzz (J~z + 6.CJ zz' Tyz = 6.Tyz· (2.9) 

The non-lithostatic stress is sometimes refereed as the tectonic stress, although 

the term tectonic stress is particularly used when the principal stresses are hori

zontal and vertical. Some authors wrongly use the designation tectonic stress and 

deviatoric stress without distinction. I always distinguish between the terms tec

tonic and deviatoric. This is because in my modelling the lithostatic contribution 

is always ignored, and the non-lithostatic stress is made up of an isotropic and a 

deviatoric component. 

\Vhy do I ignore the lithostatic contribution? My models are two-dimensional 

and use either the assumptions of plane strain or plane stress. Under the assumption 

of plane stress the out-of-plane stress is zero. Under the assumption of plane strain 

the out-of-plane strain is zero and the out-of-plane stress is the sum of the in-plane 

stresses multiplied by Poisson's ratio. In both cases, to include the lithostatic stress 

in the modelling gives rise to unrealistic high stress differences between the principal 

stress components. These high stress differences exceed the strength of most rocks, 

and make impracticable the use of failure criteria. 

The non-lithostatic stress is separated into an isotropic and deviatoric part be

cause the deviatoric component is more directly related to viscous and plastic de

formation and to elastic bending. The deviatoric non-lithostatic stresses are defined 

as the actual non- lithostatic stresses less the non-lithostatic pressure, 

6.CJ;; 6.CJxx- (6.Clxx + 6.Clyy + 6.Clzz)/3, 

6.CJ:/u 6.Clyy- (6.Clxx + 6.Clyy + 6.Clzz)/3, 

6.CJ~ 6.Clzz- (6.Clxx + 6.Clyy + 6.Clzz)/3, 

(2.10) 
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(2.11) 

The deviatoric non-lithostatic stresses are equal to the actual deviatoric stresses 

of Eq. 2.5. 

In this study, stresses are referred to the principal axes of stress. The term 

principal stresses refers to principal non-lithostatic stresses, and deviatoric stresses 

refer to deviatoric principal non-lithostatic stresses. 

2.3 Relation between stress and faulting 

Brittle failure gives raise to faulting and earthquakes in the upper lithosphere. An

derson's theory of faulting is used to relate the principal stress directions in the 

lithosphere, assumed to be approximately horizontal and vertical, with the focal 

mechanisms of earthquakes and the structural observations. According to this the

ory the relation between the principal tectonic stresses and the fault regimes are as 

follows (considering compressional stresses positive), 

Normal faults O"vertical > O"horizonta/(1) > O"horizonta/(2), 

Thrust faults O"horizonta/(2) > O"horizonta/(1) > O"vertica/, 

Strike-slip faults O"horizonta/(2) > (1 vertical > O"horizonta/(1) • (2.12) 

In each case the intermediate stress lies in the fault plane. 

Consider a horizontal plane under the plane stress assumption. In this case 

the vertical stresses are zero and the relation between the tectonic stresses and the 

fault regimes is simply: (1) if both horizontal principal tectonic stresses are negative 
' there is a normal fault regime; (2) if both horizontal principal tectonic stresses are 

positive there is a thrust fault regime and (3) if one of the horizontal principal 

tectonic stresses is positive and the other one is negative there is a strike-slip fault 

regime. 
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Consider a vertical plane under the plane strain assumption. If the out of plane 

stress is the intermediate stress (horizontal (1) in equation 2.12) then there can only 

be a normal fault or a thrust fault regime. 

2.4 Stress indicators in the lithosphere 

The most important indicators of stress in the lithosphere are earthquake focal 

mechanisms, directions of fault slip, volcanic alignments, well bore breakouts, and 

in situ stress measur~ments (hydraulic fracturing and overcoring). These types of 

stress indicators constitute the database of the World Stress Map Project (\VSM), 

whose first aim is to characterise the state of stress within plates (Zoback, 1992). 

The stress indicators in the database are classified according to a quality ranking 

scheme, based on criteria such as the accuracy of measurements, depth interval and 

volume of rock sampled, number of determinations, and general reliability of the 

method. 

In the oceanic lithosphere, where in situ stress measurements and rock sam

pling are hard to perform, the most common stress indicators are earthquake focal 

mechanisms. The type and trend of tectonic structures observed in bathymetric and 

side-scan sonar maps are also often used as stress indicators. 

Earthquake focal mechanisms provide information on the stress regime and rela

tive magnitudes of principal stress. Most are not good stress indicators because the 

P (maximum compression) and T (minimum compression) axis of individual earth

quakes may significantly differ from the actual stress orientations (e.g. IvicKenzie, 

1969). The mean directions of several close earthquakes are better indicators since 

they agree well with regional stresses inferred from independent data (e.g. f..1lichael, 

1987). In the WSM database, larger earthquakes are assigned higher quality ranks, 

because large earthquakes generally present better constrained focal mechanisms. 

Maybe the most important characteristic of the stress field in the lithosphere is 

that principal stresses lie approximately in vertical and horizontal planes (Anderson, 
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1951). Fault planes observed in the field or inferred from earthquakes, the attitude 

of dykes and deep in situ stress measurements are some of the evidence supporting 

this finding. 

When plotted at a global scale, the stress indicators of the WSM database show 

a first order pattern of stress, mainly characterised by (Zoback, 1992): 

• Broad regions (over distances of up to 5000 km) of uniformly oriented hori

zontal stresses within plate interiors. 

Plate interiors dominated by compression, i.e. by thrust and strike-slip regimes 

in which the maximum principal stress is horizontal. 

• Active extensional tectonics, i.e. normal fault regimes in which the maximum 

principal stress is vertical, associated with topographically elevated areas. 

• A strong correlation between directions of maximum horizontal stress and 

absolute plate motions. 

Local perturbations of the first order pattern of stress happen at a variety of 

scales and are due to a variety of sources. The sources of the first order stress field 

and of its local perturbations are analysed in the following sections. 

2.5 Plate boundary forces at oceanic plates 

The horizontal tectonic force is defined as the stress difference axx- azz integrated 

with respect to the depth, z, across the lithosphere thickness, L, i.e. 

L 

Fxx = J (axx- IJzz)dz 
0 

(2.13) 

Plate boundaries are zones of weakness, due to the upwelling of hot material 

at mid-ocean ridges or due to the presence of weak faults at subduction zones and 

transforms. Zones of weakness cannot withstand large deviatoric stresses, and are 
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characterised by nearly equal vertical and horizontal normal stresses. Consequently 

at plate boundaries the tectonic force is zero. 

Different depth-density profiles at the edges of oceanic plates arise mainly be

cause of lithospheric plate cooling with age. The actual integrated horizontal pres

sure (the force per unit length perpendicular to the vertical section) is greater at 

mid-ocean ridges than at subduction zones, and it is this imbalance in edge forces 

that drives the oceanic plates. 

Plate boundary forces have always to be referenced to a standard depth-density 

distribution, for the same reason non-lithostatic stress is always referenced to a 

standard situation without applied loads. Otherwise very high stress values would 

be attained. 

2.5.1 The basal drag force 

The motion of the lithosphere with respect to the asthenosphere implies the existence 

of viscous shear tractions at the base of the lithosphere. The plate boundary force 

that results from these shear tractions is known as the basal drag. The magnitude 

of the basal drag depends on the lithospheric plate velocity relative to the base of 

the asthenosphere and on the asthenosphere viscosity. 

There is still no consensus as to whether the basal drag drives or resists the 

motion of lithospheric plates. If it drives the plates, then the velocity of the mantle 

flow at the top of the asthenosphere should be aligned with the absolute plate 

motion directions. The same should happen with the stresses generated within the 

lithosphere by the basal drag. 

Early models of mantle convection including large scale convection cells can 

hardly account for the movement of small plates, or explain how cells of simple 
' 

geometry could drive plates with irregular margins. Ivlore recent models of large scale 

mantle convection driven by mass heterogeneities have been used to impart shear 

stresses at the base of the lithosphere, and subsequently compute the lithospheric 

stress (e.g. \;\Turning eta!., 1992). To date these models have been inconclusive due 
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to their poor resolution, so that it is not yet possible to use them to confirm or 

disregard the hypothesis of a driving basal drag. 

Numerical plate stress models provide contrasting answer~. to this problem. 

While most models show that a resisting basal drag force improves the fit between 

the calculated and the observed stresses (e.g. Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975; Richardson 

et al., 1979; Wortel et al., 1991 ), others suggest that a driving basal drag force may 

be important (e.g. Meijer and Wortel, 1992). Still other models indicate that the 

basal drag is too small to influence plate motions, so that it does not matter if it is 

a driving or resisting force (e.g. Wang et al., 1997). 

Nevertheless, several arguments favour the hypothesis of a resisting basal drag. 

The low viscosity of the asthenosphere implies a weak effective coupling between the 

lithosphere and the asthenosphere. Consequently, to propel the plates the astheno

sphere would have to move much faster than the plates. Since hotspots are believed 

to originate from mantle plumes rising from the lower mantle, the existence of large 

velocities in the asthenosphere is hard to reconcile with the lack of relative motion 

between the hot-spots around the world. Also, the driving basal drag hypothesis is 

unlikely from a thermodynamic point of view, because the high strain rates in the 

asthenosphere imply an amount of viscous dissipation that exceeds the heat trans

port through the mantle (Batt, 1982). Furthermore, plates with the largest areas 

of continental lithosphere have the lowest absolute velocities, supporting the idea 

that the resisting basal drag is larger beneath stable continents (arguably with the 

deepest 'keels' and greatest coupling to asthenosphere) than beneath oceans. 

Richardson et al. (1979) gave one of the first (and to date most used) estimates 

of the magnitude of the basal drag force. They assumed the basal drag opposed the 

absolute plate motions, and that its magnitude per unit of area of the plate, Fv, 

was proportional to a drag coefficient D and to the absolute plate velocity V, 

Fv = -DV. (2.14) 

The drag coefficient beneath the continents could be different from that beneath the 

oceans, and could vary spatially with the age of the plate. Richardson et al (1979) 
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chose values of D in order to produce basal shear stresses of 0.1 MPa for a plate 

velocity of 10 mmfyr. Increasing the drag coefficient and the basal shear stresses 

degraded the fit betwee~ the calculated and the observed stresses. 

Subsequent numerical models of plate boundary forces also indicate basal shear 

stress magnitudes of the order of 10-1 - 10-2 MPa (e.g. Richardson and Reding, 

1991; Wortel et al., 1991). Relatively higher magnitudes of basal shear stresses, 

though not over 1 MPa, are predicted in the vicinity of mid-ocean ridges (Bott, 

1991 ). 

2.5.2 The ridge push force 

The ridge push is probably the main source of intraplate tectonic stress in the oceanic 

lithosphere. It results from the lateral density variations associated with lithosphere 

plate cooling. 

It has long been recognised that lateral variation in the density distribution, of 

either thermal or lithological origin, are an important source of lithospheric stress. 

Artyushkov (1973) was one of the first to show that topography and its compensation 

at depth can generate stresses capable of influencing the tectonic style. Fleitout and 

Froidevaux (1982) showed that long-wavelength density heterogeneities within the 

lithosphere (i.e. density heterogeneities whose lateral extent is large with respect to 

the thickness of the lithosphere) produce a vertical stress proportional to the first 

moment of the density anomaly, and are fully compensated by topography. The 

application of this result to the oceanic lithosphere implies that in the absence of 

basal drag the horizontal tectonic force (the ridge push force) is proportional to the 

first moment of the density anomaly (Fleitout and Froidevaux, 1983). 

The ridge push has also been derived as the net force resultant from boundary 

forces applied at the edges of an oceanic plate (Lister, 1975; Parsons and Richter, 

1980; Dahlen, 1981). Both approaches are equivalent, and lead to the result that 

the ridge push force is proportional to the first moment of the anomalous density 

variation associated with lithospheri~ plate cooling. 
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To evaluate the tectonic force in the oceanic lithosphere due to the ridge push, 

I follow the theory developed by Bott (private communication). The objective is to 

evaluate the horizontal tectonic force acting on the two dimensional section of the 

oceanic lithosphere (Fig. 2.1), between R (the ridge) and P (an arbitrary point), 

and between the depths z = 0 (the elevation of the ridge crest) and z = D (the 

compensation depth). 

R 
water 

crust 

strong mantle 

weak mantle 
I 
I 

L---------------------------~ 

p 
Z=O 

Z=D 

Fig. 2.1 Schematic geometry used to derive the ridge push, showing a vertical section 

ofthe lithosphere between the ridge crest (R) and an arbitrary point (P). The density of 

the lithosphere is Pr(z) at the ridge crest, and is p(z) at point P. The elevation of the 

ridge crest corresponds to z=O and the compensation depth is at z=D. 

The following assumptions are made: 

• The density is laterally uniform above z = 0 and below z =D. 

•' There is simple local isostatic equilibrium, i.e. f0D gpdz = constant, where p 

is the density, and includes a water layer. 
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• Beneath the ridge crest we assume that axx=azz at all depths, i.e. there are 

no stress differences as it is weak and no ridge resistance occurs. Thus, 

(2.15) 

where Pr(z) is the density at the ridge crest and his a dummy variable. Con

sequently, at the ridge crest the tectonic force It (a xx - a zz )dz = 0. 

• No horizontally acting drag force acts at depth D. 

The tectonic force at P is, 

(2.16) 

But the condition of equilibrium implies that the horizontal force at P [IoD a.rxdz]P 

must equal the horizontal force at the ridge crest [IoD axxdz]R. Thus, from Eq. 2.15 

we have [If axxdz] P = IoD [f0z gprdh] dz. Hence, 

(2.17) 

where p(z) is the density at depth z below P. Putting /:).p = p- Pr in Eq. 2.17 

gives, 

(2.18) 

Integrating by parts, putting u = I~ g/:).pdh and v = z gives, 

- [z laz g/:).pdh]: +laD g/:).pzdz 

- D laD g/:).pdh +laD g/:).pzdz. (2.19) 

But the condition of isostasy implies that It g/:).pdh = 0, and therefore, 

(2.20) 
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This gives the horizontal tectonic force at P, which is also the force needed to 

support the push exerted by the ridge, i.e. the ridge push. This derivation incorpo

rates the concentration of tectonic stress in the upper strong parts of the lithosphere, 

as the water and ductile mantle may not be able to bear stress differences. Kusznir 

(1991) demonstrated that the tectonic stress produced by the ridge push is concen

trated in the shallow competent layers of the lithosphere, decreasing to zero at the 

lithosphere asthenosphere interface. 

The ridge push is usually referenced to the standard depth-density profile of old 

seafloor (e.g. 70 Ma). In young oceanic lithosphere the ridge push is negligible, even 

where there is an hotspot close to the ridge axis (Bott, 1991 ), as happens for instance 

along the East Pacific rise at the latitude of Easter. The ridge push increases linearly 

with age at an approximate rate of 3.6 x 1010 N/m per Ma (Parsons and Ricther, 

1980). For ages greater than 40 Ma different values of the ridge push are predicted 

by different thermal models. Nevertheless, for lithosphere 80-100 Ma there is good 

agreement that the ridge push is between 2.0 X 1012 N/m and 3.6 x 1012 N/m (Lister, 

1975; Dahlen, 1981; Fleitout and Froidevaux, 1983). 

2.5.3 The ridge resistance 

The ridge resistance is a local plate boundary force that explains the tectonic exten

sion observed at mid-ocean ridges. It arises from a stress deficiency at the ridge axis 

relative to the lithostatic state of stress of the nearby lithosphere. It can be viewed 

as a pressure deficiency in a viscous fluid that rises passively between diverging 

lithospheric plates (Lachenbruch and Thompson, 1972). 

Lachenbruch (1973) proposed a model for oceanic spreading centres that, al

though an oversimplification, allows one to estimate the magnitude of the ridge 

re~istance force. In the model it is assumed that there is a vertical conduit at the 

ridge axis where viscous material rises up. The rising is passive in the sense that it 

results from the difference in density between the material inside the conduit and the 

material of the surrounding lithosphere. The rising process is assumed to be steady, 
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implying that the conduit walls accrete at the same rate as the plates spread. These 

simple boundary conditions allow the discussion of the energetics of the conduit in 

terms of the mean specific weight of the conduit material (!), the mean specific 

weight of the adjacent lithosphere (!*) and the conduit height (H) assumed to be 

equal to the lithospheric thickness. 

When there is a deficit in pressure inside the conduit relative to the lithostatic 

pressure of the adjacent lithosphere, a net tectonic tensile stress develops in the 

conduit, resisting plate separation. The integrated effect of this tectonic tensile 

stress at the conduit wall, over the depth of the lithosphere, is the ridge resistance 

force. The ridge resistance force is therefore proportional to the height of the conduit 

wall, i.e. proportional to the brittle thickness of the lithosphere at the ridge axis. 

Lachenbruch (1973) estimated that the mean resistance force in the conduit is, 

aR = ~(!*-!)H. 
2 

(2.21) 

He also derived a relation between the mean viscosity of the fluid ( 71 ), the conduit 

dimensions (half-width a) and the plate's half-spreading velocity (V) by assuming 

that the material in the conduit was an incompressible Newtonian fluid. In the 

simple case of a uniform viscosity distribution within the conduit that relation is 

reduced to, 

* 3ryV H 
I -~= 2a3 · 

(2.22) 

Using 1* = 33000 Njm\ 1 = 96%/* and H =50 km in Eq. 2.21, Lachenbruch 

(1973) estimated that the maximum tensile stress at the ridge axis is of the order of 

33 MPa. Using the same values in Eq. 2.22, he concluded that for a half-spreading 

velocity V = 20 mm/yr there is the following correspondence between the fluid's 

vi;cosity and the conduit half-width, 

TJ "-J 3 x 1019 Pas ::::} a "-J 10 km, 

TJ "-J 3 X 1016 Pas ::::} a "-J 1 km. 
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Estimates of the maximum ridge resistance stress, or the ridge's strength, were 

independently made by Sleep and Rosendahl (1979). They used numerical fluid 

dynamic modelling to study the variation of material properties at the ridge axis as 

a function of spreading rate. At slow spreading rates a viscoplastic rheology with a 

yield strength of 20 MPa successfully predicted the median valley axial morphology. 

At fast spreading ridges only models with a very low viscosity for the magma cham

ber and intrusion zone gave a reasonable fit to the bathymetry of the ridge axial 

high. In such models, low stresses of less than 10 MPa prevailed in the axial region 

and in the adjacent lithosphere. 

Observational constraints also confirm that slow spreading ridges are stronger 

than fast spreading ones. The strength of the lithosphere is mainly controlled by the 

brittle thickness, increasing with it. Both seismic evidence and thermo-mechanical 

and gravity modelling proved that the brittle plate thickness at slow spreading ridges 

is on average 2 to 6 km thicker than at fast spreading ridges (section 1.2). Further 

evidence that slow spreading ridges have larger brittle strengths than fast spreading 

ones is provided by their relatively higher levels of seismicity, larger fault throws 

and general rougher topography. 

2.5.4 The transform resistance 

The transform resistance force is the frictional resistance to the relative plate dis

placements that occur at transform faults. The frictional resistance is determined 

by the magnitude of the shear stresses acting parallel to the fault's surface and by 

the fault's surface area. 

When the two sides of the fault are pressed together by a normal stress CTn, 

the criterion for the onset of frictional sliding is that a shear stress of magnitude 

T ~ fsCTn must be applied parallel to the fault (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). 

fs is the coefficient of friction. 

The absolute fault strength is the magnitude of the shear stress required to cause 

slip on the fault. The relative fault strength is the ratio between the absolute fault 
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strength and the maximum shear stress that can be supported by the surrounding 

lithosphere. Stress indicators at transform faults, described ahead in section 2.8, in

dicate that transform faults are ~eak in both absolute and relative senses. Although 

the reason for the apparent weakness of transform faults is not exactly known, two 

main kinds of explanations have been proposed. The first considers that the low 

shear strength is due to high pore fluid pressures. The second attributes the low 

shear strength of transforms to low coefficients of friction. 

The effect of the pore fluid pressure is to reduce the normal stress across the fault. 

Possible causes of high pore fluid pressures are the sealing of internally generated 

fluids (released for instance by dehydration reactions during metamorphism), and 

continued flow of overpressured fluids (e.g. Hickman, 1991 ). 

Low coefficients of friction at oceanic transform faults are possibly due to the 

presence of serpentinites. The presence of serpentinites at mid-ocean ridges is in

ferred from serpentinized peridotite outcrops, and from structural and geochemical 

observations at ophiolites. The location of the outcrops suggests that serpentiniza

tion of the oceanic lithosphere occurs preferentially at ridge discontinuities, namely 

transform faults (Escartin et al., 1997). The main polytypes of oceanic serpentinized 

peridotite (lizardite and chrysotile) have coefficients of friction around 0.3, which is 

considerably lower than that of other rock, around 0.85 (Byerlee, 1978). Therefore, 

the source of weakness of oceanic transform faults may well be the presence of these 

minerals. 

Attempts to estimate the frictional resistance of transform faults from numerical 

modelling have followed two approaches. Studies of the dynamics of single plates, 

like the American plate (Richardson and Reding, 1991) and the Juan de Fuca plate 

(Wang et al., 1997), indicate that the shear stresses along well developed transform 

faults are quite low, of the order of 5-10 MPa. Other numerical models investigate 

the interaction between the ridge and transform stress fields. These models do not 

provide absolute magnitudes of the transform resistance force, but have suggested 

that the ratio of the ridge normal stress to the transform shear stress is about 3 to 

5 (section 1.6). 
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2.6 Other sources of tectonic stress 

The most important sources of local perturbations to the first order pattern of stress . . 

are stresses caused by small topographic loads, bending stresses and thermal stresses. 

The main effect of small topographic loads, which are supported by the rigidity 

of the lithosphere, is to modify the vertical stress, and produce local deviatoric 

tension or compression depending on whether the load is positive or negative. 

Bending stresses are associated with the flexure of the lithosphere. Significant 

flexure of the oceanic lithosphere occurs as a result of downbending at subduction 

zones, and as result of topographic loads, such as seamount chains, that are not 

compensated by underlying density heterogeneities. Thus bending stresses occur 

as a result of short wavelength surface or subsurface loading when it deviates from 

simple Airy isostasy. 

Thermal stresses are generated by the cooling and contraction of the lithosphere 

as it moves away from mid-ocean ridges. It can be shown that for an elastic half space 

confined in the horizontal direction and unconstrained in the vertical direction (a 

reasonable assumption in the upper crust), the horizontal normal stresses resulting 

from a temperature change !:1T are (Ranalli, 1995), 

E 
axx = ayy = --a!:1T, 

1-v 
(2.23) 

where a is the linear expansion coefficient in the lithosphere. A decrease in temper

ature generates a change in volume that induces tensile thermal stresses. 

Very large bending and thermal stresses, of up to thousands of MPa, have been 

estimated for the oceanic lithosphere. Nevertheless, it has also been shown that 

these stresses are rapidly relieved by brittle and plastic deformation (e.g. Goetze 

and, Evans, 1979). Because of their rapid dissipation with time, thermal and bend

ing stresses have been classified as non-renewable stresses and are not expected 

to produce large scale tectonic deformation (Bott and Kusznir, 1984). They may, 

however, produce significant local deformation. For instance, it has been proposed 

that bending stresses are the origin of the ridge axial morphology (Tapponnier and 
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Francheteau, 1978; Eberle and Forsyth, 1998), and that thermal stresses are the 

cause of transform faults (Turcotte, 1974; Collette, 1974). 

A thermo-rheological model of thermal stresses for cooling oceanic lithosphere 

has been developed by Kusznir (1991). He studied the evolution in time and the 

distribution with depth of the thermal stresses, and found that both brittle and 

plastic deformation allow the release of the initial tensile thermal stresses in the 

upper lithosphere, so that when material below cools and contracts it takes the 

upper lithosphere into compression. His modelling predicts compressive stresses at 

the surface of lithosphere as young as 1 Ma. 

2. 7 The state of stress from mid-ocean ridges to 

intraplate regions 

It is well established that mid-ocean ridges are characterised by extension and that 

plate interiors are characterised by compression. The state of stress in the region 

between ridges and plate interiors, i.e. in young oceanic lithosphere, is not so well 

determined. 

Evidence of compression at plate interiors consists of the recognition that the 

few earthquakes recorded in lithosphere older than 35 Ma have thrust or strike

slip mechanisms (e.g. Bergman and Solomon, 1984). Evidence of extension at mid

ocean ridges consists of earthquakes characterised by normal fault plane solutions 

(e.g. Sykes, 1967) and extensive active normal faulting observed within 5-10 km of 

the ridge axis (section 1.3). 

From a global point of view earthquake focal mechanisms suggest that both 

compression and extension occur in oceanic lithosphere younger than 35 Ma (Fig. 

2.2). Nevertheless, most of the extensional events occur in the Central Indian ocean 
' 

(W'eins and Stein, 1984; Bergman and Solomon, 1984). The high level of seismicity 

recorded in the Central Indian ocean, indicating extension parallel to nearby ridges, 

has been explained in terms of the plate geometry and interaction of plate boundary 

forces (Cloetingh and vVortel, 1986). 
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Fig. 2.2 Schematic diagram relating seismicity observations to the tectonics of the 

oceanic lithosphere (after Stein and Pelayo, 1991). 

Other sources of ridge _parallel extension often pointed out are thermoelastic 

stresses resulting from the cooling of the young lithosphere (Turcotte and Oxburgh, 

1973). The rate of release of thermoelastic stresses is likely to be proportional to 

the rate of cooling of the lithosphere, decreasing with lithospheric age in the same 

way as seismicity (Bergman and Solomon, 1984). Also, the crust and mantle are 

likely to respond differently to temperature changes. In particular, the product of 

the coefficient of thermal expansion and Young's modulus may be smaller in the 

crust than in the mantle, explaining why near ridge seismicity is concentrated below 

the Moho (Turcotte, 1974). Furthermore, thermoelastic stresses can account for the 

depth stratification of earthquakes observed in lithosphere younger than 35 Ma, with 

thrust faulting events showing a tendency to occur at shallower levels than normal 

faulting events (Stein and Pelayo, 1991; Kusznir, 1991). 

Despite the contribution of the thermoelastic stresses to the stress field, in

traplate earthquakes observed in young oceanic lithosphere tend to be located in 

small seismically active regions, suggesting that local processes are the origin of this 

seismicity (Weins and Stein, 1984). Not taking into account local processes, and 

possibly a low level 'background' associated with thermoelastic stresses (Stein et 

al., 1987), it seems that the first order pattern of stress involves a gradual transi-
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tion from ridge perpendicular extension to compression as we move away from the 

ridge axis. This idea has been claimed by some authors for being able to recon

cile the earthquake observations with theoretical stress predictions (Fleitout and 

Froidevaux, 1983), and will be adopted in this thesis. 

2.8 Stress indicators at transform and 

non-transform offsets 

Earthquakes at well developed transform faults have mainly strike-slip mechanisms. 

Most strike-slip events have fault planes parallel to the orientation of the transform, 

reflecting the displacement along the fault and therefore some frictional resistance to 

plate motions. Despite the occurrence of earthquakes considerable evidence indicates 

that the frictional resistance of transform faults is very low. Heat flow measurements 

in shallow boreholes along what is probably the best surveyed transform fault, the 

San Andreas fault, indicate low values of generated frictional heat. These measure

ments imply that the average shear resistance to fault motion is no greater than 

20 MPa (e.g. Brune et al., 1969, Lachenbruch and Sass, 1981), although this is at 

present subject of debate (Scholz, 2000). 

Principal stress directions parallel and perpendicular to fault planes minimise the 

shear stresses acting along those planes, i.e. minimise the fault's frictional resistance. 

At the San Andreas and the Great Sumatran faults, earthquake focal mechanisms 

and well bore breakout data indicate that the maximum horizontal principal stress 

direction is oriented nearly perpendicular to the fault's strike (e.g. Zoback, 1991; 

Mount and Suppe, 1992). 

Observational constraints on the strength of oceanic transform faults are scarce, 

but available evidence indicates principal stress directions at high angles to the 
' 

faults, hence a low value of shear strength. Microearthquakes at the Kane transform 

show normal faulting on planes striking nearly parallel to the main trace of the 

transform (Wilcock et al., 1990). This implies that the Kane transform has a low 
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frictional strength, but also means that the tension axis is oriented perpendicular 

to the trend of the transform. 

Another well studied oceanic transform is the Mendocino transform fault. The 

maximum compressive stress constrained by earthquake focal mechanisms is consis

tently N-S in the vicinity of the Mendocino transform (e.g. Wang et al., 1997). This 

has been interpreted as an indication that the Mendocino transform fault, like the 

Kane transform, is much weaker than the surrounding lithosphere, in spite of the 

differing stress regimes i.e. fault-normal compression versus fault-normal extension. 

Structural observations at ridge-transform intersections are important indica

tors of stress. Some of the best mapped ridge-transform intersections include the 

Quebrada (Lonsdale, 1978), Tamayo (Macdonald et al., 1979), Clipperton (Kastens 

et al., 1986; Gallo et al., 1986; Pockalny, 1997), Siqueiros (Crane, 1976; Fornari et 

al., 1989), Vema (e.g. Macdonald et al., 1986) and Kane (Karson and Dick, 1983; 

Tucholke and Schouten, 1988) transforms. At these and other ridge-transform junc

tions the ridge axis is observed to locally curve towards the transform fault, as does 

the adjacent tectonic fabric. Examples are presented in Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4 at the 

Vema and Clipperton transforms respectively. 

The curved tectonic fabric at ridge transform intersections often consists of sev

eral sets of fractures, but only two or three of these sets are consistently observed. 

One, the oblique set, makes an angle of 20° - 50° to the trend of the ridge axis. The 

other two sets are parallel to either the ridge axis or the transform fault (e.g. Fox 

et al., 1986). Focal mechanisms and direct observations suggest that many of these 

fractures are normal faults (e.g. Whitmarsh and Laughton, 1975, Fox et al., 1986; 

Macdonald et al., 1986; Kastens et al., 1986). 

Because both normal faulting and ridge axis dike emplacement are expected to 

occur perpendicular to the direction of the least compressive stress, the observed 

curving of the ridge axis and adjacent tectonic fabric towards the transform implies 

a change in the orientation of the least compressive stress. In addition to the change 

in the principal stress direction an increase in the observed seismicity at ridge

transform junctions implies an increase in the stress magnitudes (Rowlett, 1981). 
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Fig. 2.3 Detail of the tectonic chart of the eastern end of the Vema transform fault 

and its intersection with the MAR. Note how the neovolcanic zone (stippled area) curves 

following the trend of the transform (bold line). The fault scarps forming the west wall 

of the rift valley change from a strike 000° to 340° as the ridge transform intersection 

is approached (modified from Macdonald et al., 1986). 

t03"3B"_, ;:_:,;.~i-i''}~I,_:t::J-9~:- 3E?:: -: ~:-_' ~ .-•.. 

Fig. 2.4 SeaMARC image of the eastern intersection of the Clipperton transform fault 

with the East Pacific Rise. The degree of rotation (up to 80°) of the ridge-parallel scarps 

is unusually high at this ridge-transform intersection {after Kastens et al., 1986). 
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The structural geometry of non-transform offsets of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge has 

been analysed in great detail in recent years (section 1.6). Fig. 2.5 shows an ex

ample of a non-transform offset characterised by an extensional basin oriented at 

45° relative to the strike of the ridge axis. This type of structural geometry at 

non-transform offsets is predicted by the modelling in chapter 6. 

33°20' 

33°30' 

33°40'5 

14°40'W 14°30' 14°20' 

Fig. 2.5 A 50 m-contour interval map with structural interpretation for the Mid-Atantic 

Ridge offset at 33°35'5. A rectangular basin approximately 20 km x 6 km is outlined 

by'two linear escarpments that create over 1000 m of relief. The escarpments strike 

approximately 45° oblique to the ridge segments (after Grindlay et al., 1991 ). 
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2.9 Observations at Easter microplate 

Herron (1972) and Forsyth (1972) were the first to propose the existence of Easter 

microplate, based on the analysis of magnetic anomaly data and the ring-shaped 

epicentral distribution. Anderson et al. (1974) were the first to suggest that the 

existence of the microplate could be connected with Easter hotspot and with the 

extremely high spreading velocities in the East Pacific Rise. The full spreading rate 

of the EPR, just north of Easter, is about 160 mm/yr, and south of Easter is even 

higher, about 170 mm/yr. More recent studies including analysis of earthquake 

focal mechanisms (Engeln and Stein, 1984), SeaMarcll and GLORIA long- range 

sidescan data, Sea Beam and magnetic profiling data (Hey et al., 1985; Francheteau 

et al., 1988; Martinez et al., 1991; Naar and Hey, 1991; Larson et al., 1992; Rushy 

and Searle, 1995) revealed in detail Easter tectonics and evolution. 

Easter microplate is about 550 km in diameter and lies between two parallel 

arms of the EPR, often called the East and West Rifts (Fig. 2.6). The West Rift 

consists of four spreading segments, one of which (25° S) is a propagating rift. Three 

of these spreading segments are connected by three right-lateral transform faults, 

named Terevaka, Raraku and Anakena after features in Easter island. The East Rift 

is divided into six segments with offsets less than 50 km. No developed transform 

faults exist and three of these segments have recently propagated northward to the 

inside (west) of the axis they replace. 

The northern boundary of the microplate follows roughly the 23° S latitude, ex

tending from approximately 112°20' W to the northern Triple Junction at 114°32'W. 

Its eastern end is a broad (70-100 km) zone of high relief nested grabens, enclosing 

the 5980 m deep 'Pi to deep' at 23° S, 111° 56.5' W. Between the Pi to deep and 

113°00' W there is a series of ENE-WSW trending faults. Francheteau et al. (1988) 

interpreted a narrow band of these faults as a transform fault with almost pure 

strike-slip movement, and named it as the Pito fracture zone. Near 112°20' W the 

principal shear zone is 4-5 km wide, and lies within a 40-50 km wide domain charac

terised by ENE-WSW faults. To the West, at ll2°35'W, the transform becomes a 
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2 km wide valley in the middle of a 35 km wide raised massif, with a mean depth of 

3500 m. At 113°00' W what remains of the transform is a small notch at the submit 

of a 1700 m elevated ridge. That ridge, trending roughly 260° - 265°, continues for 

more than 120 km, from 113°10' W to 114°22' W. It is about 15 km wide and stands 

1-2 km above the surrounding seafloor. South of this ridge and parallel to it the 

seafloor is about 500 m lower than to the North (Fig. 2.7). 

PACIFIC NAZCA 

Southern Triple Junction 

28°8~--~~~--L---~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---L-----L----~ 
118°W 11JDW 116°Vv 115°W 114 'W 113°W 112°W 111°W 110°W 

Fig. 2.6 Simplified tectonic interpretation of Easter microplate based on GLORIA 

sidescan sonar data. Location names are used throughout the text (t.f. indicates active 

tra,nsform fault, f.z. fracture zone, PR propagating rift, OSC Overlapping Spreading 

Centre, ER East Rift and WR West Rift (after Rusby and Searle, 1995). 
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Fig. 2.7 Colour shaded contour map of bathymetric data at Easter microplate (100 m 

contour interval). Actual maximum and minimum depths are 5980 m at the Pito Rift 

and 640 m near the Orongo fracture zone (after Rusby, 1992) . 

The strike and elevation of the northern boundary is consistent with an approx

imately N-S direction of maximum compression. The est imates of relative plate 

motions lead to the calculation of the Easter-Nazca rotation pole at about 22.5° S, 

112.4°W (Naar and Hey, 1989; Rushy and Searle, 1995; Fig. 2.9). This pole predicts 

a N-S component of motion along the northern boundary, decreasing towards the 

east, and an East-West strike-slip component which increases towards the east . 

The southern boundary of the microplate is not well defined . Its western end 

consists of two elevated ridges, composed of en echelon scarps separated by short off

sets , that converge eastwards at 26°43'S , ll4°13'W. Francheteau et al. (1988) inter

preted a 2 km wide valley, that runs into the southern ridge at 26°45.5'S , ll4°50'W, 

as the first expression of a transform fault called the Orongo fracture zone. After 

the convergence of the two parent ridges , the Orongo fracture zone continues also 
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as a ridge in a southeasterly direction, decreasing rapidly in relief from over 2000m 

west of 113°10'W to less than 200m at 113°05'W. Both the two parent ridges and 

the Orongo fracture zone are extremely shallow, which has been interpreted as a 

sign of strong N-S compression (Rushy, 1992). 

To the east of Orongo fracture zone, the sonar images show a complex tectonic 

fabric, with ridges and scarps of varying trends, but no evidence of any defined plate 

boundary. There is also evidence of significant off-axis magmatism, since the whole 

area around 27° S is scattered with volcanic edifices and lava flows (Rushy, 1992). 

A broad and shallow NW-SE trending ridge, extending from 26°50' S, 113°30' W to 

28°02' S, 113°08' W, has been recognised as the southern continuation of Orongo 

fracture zone. The position of the instantaneous Pa-Ea axis of rotation at 27.7° S, 

114.0° W predicts a NE-SW compression at the latitude of this ridge, which would 

explain the shallow depths observed (Rushy and Searle, 1995). Between this ridge 

and another one continuing to the south, there is an overlap region 60 km in a 

N-S direction and 30 km wide. The southern triple junction (Ridge-Ridge-Fault) 

is thought to lie within this overlap, at about 28° S, 113° W (Naar and Hey, 1991, 

Rushy, 1992). 

Handschumacker et al. (1981) identified the southward fanning of the magnetic 

anomalies about the East Rift, implying faster spreading rates in the south than 

in the north (Fig. 1.9). From the magnetic anomaly fanning associated with the 

East rift it was inferred that the microplate grew by the northward propagation of 

the East Rift at the expense of the West Rift. Rigid rotations of magnetic anomaly 

and GLORIA data back in time lead Rushy and Searle (1995) to conclude that 

2.5 Ma after Easter microplate initiation about 5 Ma ago, the East Rift ceased 

propagation and the Southwest Rift began to open along the southern boundary of 

the microplate. 

' In the Nazca plate to the north of Easter occur some of the most notable features 

in the whole region: a series of high-relief E-W trending ridges extending from 

around 22°S, l14°W, close to the EPR, to near the Pita deep area at 23°S, ll2°W 

(Fig. 2.8). 
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Fig. 2.8 A) Interpretation of GLORIA image of part of Nazca plate north of Easter. 

Normal fault scarps formed at the EPR are orthogonal to the spreading direction. Large, 

broad, east-west trending features, cross-cutting the normal faults are asymmetric ridges 

(confirmed as so by bathymetric data). B) close-up of ridge labelled a in the top diagram. 

The pair of asymmetric ridges appears to be linked by a transfer fault. The abrupt 

termination of the EPR-parallel spreading fabric against steep, south-facing slopes, as 

well as the sharp base of those slopes, indicates the ridges have a faulted origin. Arrows 

indicate dextral transpressive stress (combination of north-south compression and east

west dextral shear) (after Rusby and Searle, 1993). 
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These ridges vary in length between 20 and 50 km and some stand by more 

than 1 km above the surrounding seafloor. They show pronounced asymmetry, with 

steeper slopes ("" 30° - 40°) to the south than to the north ("" 7°), and many are 

found to truncate the spreading fabric to the south (Rushy and Searle, 1993). The 

finding of these ridges to the north of Easter suggests that the northern boundary 

of the microplate is unable to accommodate all the convergence between the Easter 

and Nazca plates, and that the Nazca plate has been undergoing compressional 

deformation. The asymmetry and steepness of these ridges led Rushy and Searle 

(1993) to propose that they were actually thrust faults. The observation that the 

abyssal-hill fabric in the GLORIA images often terminates abruptly against the 

ridges has also been interpreted as evidence of the ridge's faulted origin. 

The interior of the microplate is characterised by seafloor fanning and age con

trasts, due to the varying spreading rates, ridge propagation, and the microplate's 

rotation. The tectonic fabric consists predominantly of normal fault scarps and 

abyssal hills formed near and parallel to the ridges (Searle et al., 1989). Several 

anomalous ridges are observed inside the microplate, such as three ridges trending 

roughly N-S near 23°30'S, ll2°30'W. These ridges are similar to the E-W trending 

anomalous ridges in the Nazca plate. Considering that the fabric within the mi

croplate has been severely rotated in a clockwise direction, it is possible that the 

initial trend of the anomalous ridges observed in the microplate was also E-W. Since 

the age of these ridges is not known, it is not possible to verify this hypothesis. 

2.10 Stress indicators at Easter microplate 

The indicators of stress directions in Easter microplate fall into two categories: the 

structural observations described in the previous section, and the earthquake focal 

mechanism solutions listed in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1 Earthquake focal mechanisms in Easter microplate. 

Year Event Lat. Lon. Mo Strike Dip Slip Strike Dip Slip 

1963 3-07 -26.94 -113.49 280 82 188 

1964 6-06 -26.54 -114.42 324 65 270 

1965 11-03 -22.41 -113.94 65 85 165 

1965 11-06 -22.17 -113.86 52 60 166 

1968 8-09 -22.35 -113.15 140 78 ..... 182 

1969 4-22 -26.67 -113.96 203 88 170 

1970 7-31 -27.04 -113.14 20 79 12 

1973 5-13 -23.56 -111.82 330 35 90 

1974 6-22 -22.19 -113.36 294 40 90 

1974 12-16 -24.81 -112.07 70 89 360 

1976 9-14 -26.37 -114.73 320 67 270 

1978 78 -26.78 -115.12 1.3 127 26 -98 315 64 -86 

1979 177 -24.45 -112.02 1.6 121 58 175 213 85 32 

1980 31 -23.13 -114.35 2.7 63 66 9 329 81 156 

1980 349 -26.09 -113.09 1.3 175 90 ISO 265 90 0 

1980 456 -23.39 -113.45 2.0 312 90 ISO 42 90 0 

1981 218 -22.66 -113.23 7.8 246 76 -6 338 84 -166 
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TABLE 2.1 (cont. I) 

Year Event Lat. Lon. Mo Strike Dip Slip Strike Dip Slip 

1981 340 -26.94 -114.31 1.0 340 34 -46 Ill 67 -115 

1984 140 -25.69 -116.07 3.8 123 62 -177 31 88 -28 I 

I 
I 

1985 50 -27.13 -113.40 1.0 110 64 -178 19 88 -26 I 

I 

1985 83 -25.40 112.28 2.7 134 82 -177 43 87 -8 I 
I 

1986 92 -23.98 -114.40 6.4 78 72 -I 168 89 -162 
! 
I 

1986 09 -26.97 -114.28 3.8 123 35 -124 343 61 -38 
I 
I 
i 
i 

1986 08 -24.11 -112.22 1.8 149 18 -96 335 72 -88 
I 

1986 09 -23.81 -112.09 2.2 138 30 -108 338 61 
I 

-80 I 
! 
I 

1987 53 -23.34 -114.05 5.9 109 41 79 303 50 99 

1988 75 -27.04 -113.52 1.7 200 83 4 109 86 173 i 
I 
; 
I 

1988 28 -21.67 -114.11 6.5 157 90 180 247 90 0 I 
I 

1988 64 -23.47 -111.88 l Ill 27 -112 316 65 -79 I 
I 

1988 92 -24.70 -116.19 2.5 146 90 180 236 
I 

90 0 I 

1988 160 -26.66 -112.58 1.7 343 78 174 74 84 13 

1990 105 -25.84 -116.44 3.5 290 90 -180 20 90 I 0 I 
1990 113 -27.05 -114.72 0.9 297 45 -90 117 45 -90 
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TABLE 2.1 (cont. II) 

Year Event Lat. Lon. Mo Strike Dip Slip Strike Dip Slip 

1990 I 14 -27.24 -I 14.91 1.5 117 36 -108 318 56 -78 

1990 65 -25.00 -112.42 2.9 156 90 -180 246 90 0 

1990 121 -26.71 -114.16 6.9 274 87 179 4 89 3 

1991 55 -26.43 -114.69 1.1 201 68 -4 293 87 -158 

1991 58 -24.35 -116.14 2.2 155 80 -177 65 87 -11 

1991 75 -22.62 -113.04 1.2 142 90 180 232 90 0 

1991 84 -22.95 -112.58 7.3 168 90 -180 258 90 0 

1991 168 -2!.93 -113.99 2.0 74 79 5 343 85 169 

1991 81 -26.41 -115.21 3.0 176 34 -87 353 57 -92 

1993 4 -25.12 -1 12.33 7. I 83 82 -2 173 88 -172 

1993 7 -25.21 -I 12.35 4.0 71 77 -I 161 89 -167 

1994 85 -21.82 -113.41 3.8 173 90 -180 263 90 0 

1994 107 -21.84 -113.73 6.5 47 84 5 317 38 174 

1995 167 -26.89 -112.42 2.6 69 74 14 335 76 163 

1995 180 -27.56 -112.85 1.4 124 58 177 215 87 32 

1995 112 -24.41 -116.15 1.0 153 90 -180 243 90 0 
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Most of the listed focal mechanisms are displayed in Fig. 2.9, but some were 

omitted to avoid superpositions. The earthquakes until 1965 are from Engeln and 

Stein (1984). The remaining is a compilation of the Centroid Moment Tensor (CMT) 

solutions published each quarter (Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983). The focal 

mechanisms are located around the microplate, having a more diffuse distribution 

along the northern boundary than along the southern one. There is a large propor

tion of high magnitude earthquakes occurring in the Nazca plate. 
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Fig. 2.9 Earthquake focal plane solutions listed in Table 2.1, compiled from Engeln 

and Stein (1984) for earthquakes until 1965, and from the Centroid Moment Tensor 

solutions (Dziewonski and Woodhouse, 1983) for earthquakes after 1965. The crossed 

squares show the location of the NZ-EA and PA-EA three-plate closure poles calculated 

by Rusby and Searle (1995). P axis in the white quadrant. Size indicates the earthquakes 

relative magnitudes. 
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The axes of maximum compression along the East and West rifts follow approx

imately the rift strikes, with the axes of maximum extension being perpendicular 

to them. This means that the earthquakes along the East and West rifts are only 

representative of the state of stress within the spreading boundaries. Similarly to 

the earthquake focal mechanisms the tectonic pattern of the East and West bound

aries does not provide particular information about the state of stress of Easter 

microplate. Thus, the West and East boundaries of the microplate display a tec

tonic pattern typical of other propagating rifts and spreading segments of the EPR: 

normal faulting roughly parallel to the spreading axis, pseudofaults associated with 

the propagating rifts, and tectonically rotated fabric at the Overlapping Spreading 

Centres and propagating rifts. 

In the northern part of the microplate, and in the adjacent Nazca plate, the 

direction of the compression axis is consistently NNE-SSW. Such direction of maxi

mum compression explains the high relief and strike of both the northern boundary 

and the anomalous ridges in the Nazca plate. The large majority of the earthquakes 

show strike-slip motion combined with a component of thrust. The strike-slip mech

anisms are consistent with left lateral motion along ENE-WSW fault planes. The 

component of thrust is substantiated by two thrust mechanisms, one observed in 

Nazca and the other in the NW corner of the microplate. 

The earthquake focal mechanisms along the southern boundary of the microplate 

indicate a NW-SE direction of maximum compression. The strike of the Orongo 

fracture zone is WNW-ESE, so the earthquakes can be related with right-lateral 

strike-slip motion along WNW-ESE fault planes. To the east, between the Orongo 

fracture zone and the East Pacific Rise, there is no defined plate boundary, so it 

is not possible to decide if the observed earthquakes are related to right-lateral 

strike slip motion along NW-SE planes or left-lateral strike slip motion along NE-
' SW planes. However, since the earthquakes are relatively concentrated along the 

southern boundary they probably reflect the motion along the boundary, rather than 

the regional stress field. 

In this sense the ridges observed along the southern boundary are better stress 
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indicators. In the western part of this boundary the high relief of the Orongo 

fracture zone, as well as the anomalous elevation of the two ridges to the west of it, 

indicate a strong component of N-S compression. In the eastern part of the southern 

boundary, the shallow NW-SE trending ridge identified as the southern continuation 

of the Orongo fracture zone is consistent with NE-SW compression. 

The stress release in the South is relatively concentrated along the southern 

boundary, consisting of many small magnitude earthquakes. In the north of the 

microplate the earthquake distribution is broader, extending to the adjacent Nazca 

plate. Despite the fact that the magnitude of the earthquakes in the north is on 

average higher than in the south, it is not possible to conclude that there is a decrease 

in the stress level from the north to the south, because the density of earthquakes 

along the southern boundary is larger. 
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Stress and the finite element 

method 

3.1 Introduction 

The essence of any stress problem is to find the response of a structure, or struc

tures, to the applied loading. The solution of stress problems in general requires 

the satisfaction of the equilibrium conditions and rheological laws, which determine 

a set of differential equations with prescribed boundary conditions. The boundary 

conditions and material properties in geodynamic problems often have complex dis

tributions, and therefore the equations have to be solved numerically. The finite 

element method is one of the most versatile numerical tools in structural analysis 

and its applications to geodynamics. 

The basic principle of the method is to divide the structure to be analysed into 

elements, to form a finite element grid. Each element is characterised by material 

properties that depend on the rheology. In the present modelling the elastic, the 

viscoelastic and the elasto-plastic rheologies are used. 

'Boundary conditions, specifying the applied loads, are assigned to the relevant 

elements. The finite element equations are then derived and assembled to form the 

stiffness equation (section 3.3). The elastic displacements, and from these the elastic 

strains and the elastic stresses, are computed by solving the stiffness equation. The 

69 
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viscoelastic and elasto-plastic analysis is carried out using the initial strain method 

which is based on the iterative solution of the stiffness equation. 

Many commercial finite element programs are nowadays availa.ble. However, 

a finite element program specifically designed for geodynamic analysis has been 

developed over the years at Durham University (Bott, private communication) and 

has been used in this study. The DURHAM TECTONIC FINITE ELEMENT PACKAGE 

is in the form of a FORTRAN subroutine library and a master calling program. That 

facilitates the addition and modification of subroutines, and allows great flexibility 

in the program applications. The aim of this chapter is to introduce the finite 

element method, and outline the rheologies and techniques used in the modelling. 

3. 2 Elastic stress analysis 

The rheology defines the relation between stress and strain. Among the rheologies 

the elastic is of fundamental importance because it describes the behaviour of almost 

all solid materials at low temperatures and pressures, provided the stress does not 

exceed a critical level. Elastic behaviour is characterised by instantaneous defor

mation upon application of the load and by instantaneous recovery of the original 

shape upon removal of the load. 

The theory of elasticity is a good first order approximation for the long-term 

behaviour of rocks in the upper lithosphere. Direct evidence of the elastic behaviour 

of the upper lithosphere is provided by the general observation that surface tectonic 

plates do not deform significantly on geological time scales. For example, the to

pography in the continental crust, and the linearity of fracture zones in the oceanic 

crust, can be preserved on a time scale of the order of 108yr or more (Turcotte 

and Schubert, 1982). The bending of the oceanic lithosphere under surface loads 

constitutes another indication of the lithosphere's long-term elastic behaviour. 

The development of the theory of elasticity can be found in many books (e.g. 

Jaeger, 1969; Ranalli, 1995) so only some relevant definitions will be given here. Con

sider a set of three mutually perpendicular coordinate axes (x, y, z) with (u, v, w) 
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being the components of the displacement in that reference system. Under the as

sumption of infinitesimal strain (i.e. assuming that the displacements vary slowly 

so that the squares and products of their derivatives are negligible), the strain com

ponents at any point in a material are defined by (e.g. Jaeger, 1969), 

ow ov 
/yz = /zy = oy + oz' 

ou 
Ex=~' ux 

ov 
Ey = oy, 

ow 
Ez = OZ' 

ow ou ov ou 
/xz = /zx = OX + OZ' /xy = fyx = ox + oy' (3.1) 

where Ex, Ey, E2 are the extensions of lines in the directions of the axis and 1f /2- /yz 

is the angle in the strained state between lines initially parallel to the y and z axis. 

Similarly to the definition of principal stress (section 2.2) three orthogonal axes can 

always be chosen such that /yz = rxz = rxy = 0. The three principal normal strains 

in these coordinate directions are denoted E 1 , E2 and E3 . 

The constitutive equation for the linear elastic behaviour, known as Hooke's law, 

postulates that the strain components are linear functions of the stress components. 

In the isotropic approximation (usually satisfactory for the Earth's crust and mantle) 

Hooke's law may be written as, 

(3.2) 

where A and G are the Lame's parameters. More commonly used elastic constants 

are the Youngs modulus (defined as the ratio of tension to extension in a cylinder 

which is under axial tension and is unrestricted laterally), 

E = o-1 = G(3.A + 2G) 
E1 A+ G ' 

(3.3) 

and the Poisson's ratio (defined as the ratio of lateral contraction to longitudinal 

extension for the cylinder considered above), 

A 
1/ = -----,-----

2(.\ +G) 
(3.4) 
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When a threshold stress termed strength (essentially a function of the material, 

temperature and pressure) is reached, solids diverge from the linear elastic behaviour 

and eventually fail, in ~ither a brittle or ductile manner. The material is termed 

brittle if it fails by fracture or ductile if it fails by flow. In models of lithospheric 

stress, instantaneous plastic failure may be used to predict the occurrence of brittle 

failure. Plastic failure is considered in section 3.5. 

3.3 Derivation of the element equations for elastic 

stress analysis 

Before deriving the equations of the finite element method it is necessary to introduce 

the concept of shape function. The shape functions are interpolation polynomials 

that relate the position within an individual element to its nodal location. The 

displacements, from which the strains and stresses are derived, are also described 

by interpolation functions. As an example consider the one dimensional element 

shown in Fig. 3.1 with nodes i and j placed at distances Xi and Xj from the origin 

respectively. 

• 
xi 

l; 
L ! 

0· ·I 

I 1 

X: 
I 

X 

Fig. 3.1 Simplex element example to illustrate the concept of shape function. The 

one-dimensional element has two nodes i and j placed at distances Xi and Xj from the 

origin. The interpolation function cjJ is a linear function of x (after Fagan, 1992). 

The general form of the interpolation function in this element is, 

(3.5) 
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where a 1 and a 2 are constants and x is the distance from the origin. The constants 

can be found by evaluating <P at each node, 

</J;Xj- </JjXi 

L 

<Pi -<Pi 
L 

Substitution of Eq. 3.6 and Eq. 3.7 into Eq. 3.5 gives, 

that is, 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3.9) 

where N; =(xi- x)/ Land Ni = (x- xi)/ L are the shape functions. Each node is 

associated with one shape function. As the order of the interpolation function (and 

the number of constants to determine) increases, the number of nodes defining the 

element must also increase. 

Suppose for instance that the interpolation function <P is the displacement, and 

that a two-dimensional element with eight nodes is being considered. The displace

ment at any point in the element can be specified by (Fagan, 1992), 

(3.10) 

Ug 

Vg 

where the shape functions N1 to N8 are quadratic polynomials, u 1 and v1 are the dis

placements at node 1 in the x and y directions respectively, and so on. In condensed 

form Eq. 3.10 may be written as, 

u=Nu 
' 

(3.11) 

where u is the generic displacement vector at any point in the element, N is the 

shape function matrix and u is the vector of nodal displacements. 
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The equations of equilibrium in the finite element method are obtained using 

the variational approach to mechanics, more specifically the principle of virtual work 

(e.g. Lanczos, 1970). The principle demands that the work of the applied forces is 

zero for any infinitesimal variation of the equilibrium configuration of the system, 

and leads to the condition that the potential energy must assume a minimum for 

equilibrium to be stable. Consider that an infinitesimal small displacement ou is 

imposed on the nodes of a finite element with volume V and surfaceS. The virtual 

work done by the external loads acting on the element is, 

(3.12) 

where G is the vector of the body forces (e.g. gravitational), P is the vector of the 

surface tractions and C is the vector of nodal loads. The superscript T denotes a 

matrix or column vector transpose. 

The virtual strain energy is, 

on = j o~_T udV, (3.13) 

where E is the vector of total strains and u is the vector of the stress components. 

The aim of the following derivation is to express the potential energy of the 

model (IT = !1- w) in terms of the nodal displacements (u). Substitution of Eq. 

3.11 into Eq. 3.12 gives, 

(3.14) 

The theory of elasticity is used to set up the equations relating the stress, the strain 

and the displacements. Stress and stain are related through the laws of elasticity 

by, 

u = V(E- Eo)+ uo, (3.15) 

where Eo is the initial strain vector, u 0 is the initial stress vector and V is the 

elasticity matrix. Under the plane stress assumption the elasticity matrix is, 

1 v 0 

V= 
E 

1 - v2 v 1 0 (3.16) 

0 0 1-v 
2 
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Under the plane strain assumptions it becomes, 

1-v 

V= E 
(1 + v)(1 - 2v) 

v 

0 

Substitution of Eq. 3.15 into Eq. 3.13 gives, 

v 0 

1- v 0 

0 l-2v 
2 
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(3.17) 

(3.18) 

Since vr = v we deduce that J"( t€TV€) = JETV€. Consequently, integrating 

the variations J"w and M! leads to the potential energy of the element, 

II= { ~ j ETVEdV- j ETVE0dV + j ETVu0dV}

-{! uTJVTGdV+ J uTJVTpdS+uTc}. (3.19) 

The strain results from displacement gradients (Eq. 3.1) and so it can be equated 

to the nodal displacements as, 

E = Bu, (3.20) 

where B is the strain matrix, derived by the proper differentiation of the shape 

functions. Substituting Eq. 3.20 into Eq. 3.19, and summing the energies of all the 

elements in the model, gives the potential energy of the whole system, 

II= L {~ j uTBTVBudV- j uTBTVEodV + j uTBTVu0 dV}

- L {! UT JVTGdV +JUT AfTPdS + UTC}. (3.21) 

For the model to be in equilibrium its total potential energy must be a minimum. 

Hence, for then components of the displacement vector (two for each node in a 20 

model) we must have, 
aii aii aii 
-=-=···=-=0 
8ul avl 8vn . 

(3.22) 

This gives n equations in n unknowns. In a condensed form it can be written as, 

. aii _ 
0 8us- ' (3.23) 
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where Us is the vector of all the degrees of freedom in the model. Differentiation 

of Eq. 3.21 yields the stiffness equation, which is the fundamental equation of the 

finite element method, 

where 

K = 2: j BTVBdV, 

is known as the global stiffness matrix and, 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

is the global force vector. The global force vector includes the contribution from the 

initial strains € 0 , the initial stresses uo, the body forces G, the surface tractions P 

and finally the nodal forces C. 

The stiffness matrix depends only on the geometry of the model (through B) 

and on the material properties (through 'D). A solution to Eq. 3.24, by matrix 

inversion, can be accomplished using the Gaussian elimination method (e.g. Conte 

and de Boor, 1981 ). The strains are computed from the displacements Us using Eq. 

3.20 and the stresses are then obtained from the strains using Eq. 3.15. 

Throughout the modelling triangular and quadrilateral isoparametric elements 

are used. The elements are isoparametric when the displacement interpolation func

tion and the geometric interpolation function are polynomials of the same order 

(Fagan, 1992). Elements with mid- point nodes along their sides, such as those 

used in this thesis, have quadratic interpolation functions. lsoparametric elements 

of order 2 or higher are favoured not only because of their increased accuracy but 

also because they allow curved element boundaries. They are particularly useful in 

problems involving bending. 

As seen above, the finite element method involves integration of functions of the 

shape function (Eq. 3.25 and Eq. 3.26). For elements with order 2 or higher the 

integrations must be performed numerically. The numerical method for carrying out 

the integrations is Gauss quadrature ·(e.g. Conte and de Boor, 1981 ). This technique 
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requires the limits of integration to be -1 to 1, or 0 to -1, and so a transformation 

of coordinates is needed. Instead of expressing the coordinates of the nodes in the 

global coordinate system, they are expressed in natural coordinates (Fig. 3.2). For 

quadrilateral elements with eight nodes, the shape functions are defined in terms of 

natural coordinates as, 

1 
N1 = - 4(1- e)(1 -7})(1 + e + 1J) 

1 
N3 = - 4(1 + 0(1-7])(1- e + 1J) 

1 
N5 = - 4(1 + e)(1 + 7J)(1- e -1}) 

1 
N1 = - 4(1- 0(1 + 7]){1 + e -1}) (3.27) 

11 
y 

3 4 3 

(-1,1) (1,1) 

-~ 

2 

'---------~ ~ 
(-1,-1) (1.~1) 

2 

Fig. 3.2 Natural coordinate system for the simplest two-dimensional quadrilateral 

element (with four nodes, one at each corner). For this element the axes e and 7J are 

defined by lines drawn from the mid-side of opposite faces (after Fagan, 1992). 

The calculations of the element equations then need a change of the integration 

variable. For instance, 

(3.28) 

where t is the thickness of the element, considered 1 in the modelling, and IJI is the 

;Jacobian of the coordinate transformation. 

, Gauss quadrature works by evaluating the function to be integrated at a number 

of sampling points (called the Gauss points), multiplying these values by weighting 

functions and summing the products, 

(3.29) 
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where n is the number of integration points ( n points evaluate a polynomial of order 

2n- 1 exactly) and Hi is the weighting function at the sample point i with natural 

coordinates ( 1Ji,~i)· The location of the Gauss points and the V<;tlues of the weighting 

functions are available in the literature (e.g. Fagan, 1992). 

3.4 Viscoelastic analysis 

Fluids show steady-state flow under constant deviatoric stress. Newtonian or linearly 

viscous fluid behaviour is characterised by a strain rate linearly proportional to the 

stress, and is described by, 
. qD 

( = 277' 

where 17 is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid and uD is the deviatoric stress. 

(3.30) 

Materials that deform elastically on short time scales and viscously on long 

time scales, such as the mantle and possibly the lower crust, are represented by the 

viscoelastic rheology. In a viscoelastic (or Maxwell) body the instantaneous elastic 

deformation is followed by linear viscous deformation. The mechanical analogue 

consists of a dashpot (a fluid filled cylinder containing a porous piston) in series with 

a spring. The rheological equation for a Maxwell body is obtained by superposition 

of the elastic and viscous responses (e.g. Ranalli, 1995), 

(3.31) 

where 11 = E/2(1 + v) is the rigidity. The strain under constant stress a0 is, 

O'o ao 
<:= -+-t, 

2p 277 
(3.32) 

where t is time. For a constant imposed strain the initial elastic response is 

gradually converted into permanent viscous deformation. In that case f. = 0 and 

solving Eq. 3.31 in order to get the stress gives, 

D. [ /1] a = uoexp - ryt . (3.33) 
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After the initial elastic response the deviatoric stresses approach zero exponen

tially, with a time constant tm = 17/ {t called the Maxwell relaxation time. 

The initial strain method it:· used to implement the time-dependent viscoelastic 

behaviour in the finite element programme. The basis of the method is the division 

of the total stress relaxation time in time increments, of specified length. At each 

time increment the creep strain if found using the Newton-Raphson method (Owen 

and Hinton, 1980). For simplicity only the fundamental steps of the method are 

listed: 

1. Given the applied loads, material properties and model geometry, the elastic 

stresses a0 are computed at t = 0. 

2. Assuming that the stress remains unchanged during the time increment, the 

creep strains at the end of the time increment are computed according to 

E = E t. 

3. The creep strains are set up as initial strains, and a new global force vector is 

calculated. 

4. The stiffness equation is solved for the new force vector, to find the stresses at 

the end of the time increment. 

5. The residual force vector is calculated and subsequently used to correct the 

initial solution. 

6. The obtained stress is used as a0 at the onset of the next time increment, and 

the whole process is repeated. 

3. 5 Elasto-viscoplastic analysis 

Viscous rheology is unable to describe the behaviour of materials that only undergo 

non-elastic deformation when the stress reaches a critical value termed the yield 

stress. The yield stress of viscous bodies is zero, and therefore they flow at any stress. 

Materials that behave elastically below the yield stress, but flow above it, are called 
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elasto-plastic. Perfectly plastic rheology describes the behaviour of materials that 

fail instantaneouly without loss of continuity, in contrast with viscous deformation 

which is time dependent. An empirical failure criterion may be used to predict the 

occurrence of plastic failure. The Von-Mises criterion states that plastic yielding 

occurs when 

(3.34) 

where 12 is the second invariant of the deviatoric stress and oy is the Von-Mises 

yield strength (Jaeger, 1969). When there is no strain hardening the Von-Mises 

criterion also specifies the relation between the stress components after failure. 

Another rheological model combining elastic and plastic rheology is the elasto

viscoplastic body. Its behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. 
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Ftg. 3.3 Mechanical analogue of the elasto-viscoplastic model. The spring provides the 

instantaneous elastic response. The friction slider develops a stress uP becoming active 

only when the stress u exceeds the yield strength Y. The excess stress ud = u- uP is 

released by the dashpot. The total strain is the sum of the elastic fe and viscoplastic 

fvp strains (after Owen and Hinton, 1980). 
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Instantaneous elastic response below the yield stress is provided by the linear 

spring. A stress aP arises on the slider, only when the applied force exceeds the 

frictional resistance, or in other words when the stress is at or slightly above the 

yield stress. The excess stress ad = a - ap is released by the dash pot. The dash 

pot represents linear viscous flow, which occurs above the yield strength, with a 

strain rate proportional to ad. The stress level may instantaneously exceed the yield 

strength, but the viscous solution tends asymptotically to the elasto-plastic solution 

as the excess stress progressively decays. 

The elasto-viscoplastic model can be used to simulate elastic-perfectly plastic 

behaviour (Owen and Hinton, 1980). Throughout the modelling when elasto-plastic 

rheology is referred to I am in fact using the elasto-viscoplastic model. The numer

ical procedure to evaluate the viscous response in the elasto-viscoplastic analysis is 

similar to that used for viscoelastic analysis. The actual viscosity value imparted to 

elasto-viscoplastic materials is not relevant, because the transient viscous response 

is a technical procedure to achieve the elasto-plastic solution. The viscosity controls 

the amount of time required to obtain viscous stress relaxation. 

3.6 The dual node technique for fault modelling 

The method of modelling faults used in this thesis was initially developed by Mithen 

(1980) based on the work of Goodman et al. (1968). The fault is represented 

as a plane boundary between pairs of elements. The nodes defining the fault are 

'dual' because each node on one side of the fault has a counterpart on the other 

side. Initially the dual nodes have the same spatial coordinates, but they can move 

independently along the fault plane. 

The fault is divided into fault elements and for each of these a local stiffness 

matrix is calculated. The local stiffness matrix ensures the fault planes remain in 

contact but allows sliding to take place. The derivation of the local stiffness matrix, 

which is expressed in terms of the fault's shear and normal stiffness (ks and kn, 

respectively), is here omitted for the sake of simplicity. 
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The work done on a fault section can be written as (!vlithen, 1980), 

(3.35) 

where u 
1 

is the vector of nodal displacements in the fault section, and K 1 is the 

stiffness matrix for the fault section. Minimizing the work with respect to the nodal 

displacements gives, 

(3.36) 

The global stiffness equation for a model containing a fault is therefore (from 

Eq. 3.24), 

(3.37) 

The version of the DURHAM TECTONIC FINITE ELEMENT PROGRAM which I 

used could only work with two limiting values of the frictional fault strength. The 

faults modelled have either zero frictional strength (ks = 0) or a frictional strength 

so high that displacement along the fault is prevented (ks = 1016
). In order to 

maintain the fault closed, the fault normal stiffness kn is always assigned a high 

value such as 1016
. 
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The anomalous subsidence of the 

East Pacific Rise 

4.1 Introduction 

The stress distribution and the ridge push developed in oceanic lithosphere have 

been modelled by Bott (1991) for normal and hot-spot affected ridges. He mod

elled a semi-ocean bordered by a passive margin and continental crust. The same 

methodology, restricted to young oceanic lithosphere, is now used to investigate the 

stress field in the region of Easter microplate. The original aim of this study was to 

explore the relation between the anomalous subsidence of the Pacific plate and the 

existence of Easter microplate. 

The anomalous asymmetric subsidence of the East Pacific Rise, at about 20°, 

is assumed to be due to a thermal anomaly in the asthenosphere, as indicated by 

geophysical observations and other modelling (section 1.10). To begin with, the 

thermal anomaly in the asthenosphere is estimated to fit the anomalously shallow 

bathymetry observed on the western flank of the rise. Then, the stress field is 

modelled by elastic/viscoelastic finite element analysis. Comparison between the 

symmetric normal model and the asymmetric anomalous model allows me to analyse 

the effect of the asthenospheric thermal anomaly. Finally, the results are discussed 

83 
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in the light of observations. 

4.2 Grid and rheology 

The models represent a vertical section of the Earth across the East Pacific Rise. 

They include an elastic layer, representing the strong upper lithosphere, overlying 

a viscoelastic layer representing the lower lithospheric mantle. Beneath the litho

sphere, the asthenospheric mantle is also represented by a viscoelastic material, but 

with a lower viscosity. 

The finite element grid used in the modelling is shown in Fig. 4.1. The grid 

contains 104 isoparametric elements, 99 of which are quadrilateral and 5 are trian

gular. The elastic and the viscoelastic lithospheric layers are each only one element 

thick. 

The lateral extent of the grid is 1200 km on each side of the East Pacific Rise. 

The spreading velocities observed at about 19°S are 65 mm/yr for the Pacific plate 

and 80 mm/yr for the Nazca plate (Cormier et al., 1994). Using these velocities the 

ages at the ends of the model are 18.5 Ma and 15 Ma on the western and eastern 

flanks of the East Pacific Rise respectively. 

The vertical extent of the grid is 400 km. Fleitout and Froidevaux (1982) sug

gested that mass anomalies beneath the 200-300 km depth do not contribute to 

topography, so a maximum depth of 400 km should be enough to include density 

anomalies which affect the seafloor subsidence. 

The structure of the grid in the ridge region, at the centre of the model, is more 

detailed to allow the inclusion of density anomalies related to the asthenosphere 

upwelling. Also, to simulate the ascent of the asthenosphere to the surface, the 
, 

viscoelastic asthenospheric rheology is used in the central elements of the grid up to 

the surface. The width of the surface viscoelastic element at the ridge axis is 2 km. 
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Fig. 4.1 Finite element grid used in the modelling. It represents a cut 

across the East Pacific Rise, at about 20°5. At the centre of the grid 

the column of elements 10 km wide represents the mid-ocean ridge 

conduit. At the surface, the conduit narrows to 2 km wide. On the 

ridge flanks, the one element thick top layer corresponds to the elastic 

lithosphere, which is delimited at the base by the 600°( isotherm of 

Parsons and Sclater (1977) model. The layer below, also one element 

thick, corresponds to the viscoelastic lithosphere, which is delimited at 

the base by the 1000°( isotherm. The asthenosphere extends from the 

base of the lithosphere to 400 km depth. An average half spreading 

rate of 65 mm/yr in the Pacific plate (on the left flank of the ridge) 

and an average half spreading rate of 80 mm/yr in the Nazca plate (on 

the right flank of the ridge) were assumed to compute the thickness of 

the elastic and viscoelastic lithospheric layers. 
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The isotherms predicted by the half space cooling model (David and Lister, 

1974) are used to delimit the different rheologic layers, 

T(z, t) = Tmer f(zj2Vkt), ( 4.1) 

where T(z, t) is the temperature, which is a function of the depth, z, and of age, t. 

T m is the mantle temperature at the ridge axis and k is the thermal diffusivity of 

the mantle. 

Flexural studies show that the lithosphere responds to long term surface loads 

like a thin elastic layer overlying a weak fluid (e.g. Walcott, 1970). When plotted 

as a function of lithospheric age, the estimated effective elastic plate thickness lies 

between the depths of the 300°C and 600°C isotherms, according to the thermal 

model of Parsons and Sclater (1977) (Watts et al., 1980). According to the same 

thermal model, the 800°C isotherm limits the maximum depth of the oceanic in

traplate seismicity (Weins and Stein, 1984; Bergman and Solomon, 1984). As a 

compromise between the seismicity and flexural indications for the thickness of the 

stronger upper lithosphere, the 600°C isotherm has been chosen to delimit the base 

of the elastic layer. 

The depth to the top of the low velocity zone inferred from Rayleigh wave dis

persion studies in the Pacific approximately follows the 1000°C isotherm of Parsons 

and Sclater's model (Leeds et al., 1974). For that reason the 1000°C isotherm has 

been chosen to separate the lower lithospheric mantle from the asthenosphere. 

The depth of the isotherms was computed by setting T(z, x) in Eq. 4.1 to 

600°C and to 1000°C and solving to obtain the depth. Using the values of the 

material parameters and thermal model parameters listed in table 4.1, the depth of 

the 1000°C isotherm (the thickness of the lithosphere, L) as a function of age t is 

given by, 

L = 8Vt, (4.2) 

where L is in kilometres and t in million years. 

The minimum viscosity value attributed to the viscoelastic materials determines 

the length of the time step in the ·initial strain method (section 3.4). Provided 
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Table 4.1 Modelling parameter values 

Young modulus (lithosphere and asthenosphere) 1. 75 x 1011 Pa 

Poisson's ratio (lithosphere and asthenosphere) 0.27 

Viscosity of viscoelastic lithosphere 1.0 x 1022 Pa s 

Viscosity of asthenosphere 1.0 x 1020 Pa s 

Mantle thermal diffusivity k 0.8 mm2s 

Mantle coefficient of thermal expansion a 3.2 x 10-soc-1 

Mantle temperature at the ridge axis T m 1350°C 

Mantle reference density Pm 3300 kgm-3 

Seawater density Pw 1030 kgm-3 

Half-spreading rate for the Pacific plate 65 mm/yr 

Half-spreading rate for the Nazca plate 80 mm/yr 

Subsidence rate for the Pacific plate 198m Ma- 112 

Subsidence rate for the Nazca plate 356m Ma- 112 

that the total number of time steps is enough for nearly complete deviatoric stress 

relaxation to occur in the most viscous material, the actual viscosity values do not 

influence the results. It is, however, desirable that the different material viscosities 

do not differ by more than two orders of magnitude. Otherwise the total number 

of 'small' time steps needed would be excessive, as would be the time needed to 

run each model. Viscosity values of 1022 Pa s and 1020 Pas have been used for the 

lithospheric mantle and the asthenospheric mantle respectively. 

The oceanic crust is neglected in the modelling. There are two main reasons 

for this. First, away from mid-ocean ridges the crust seems to play only a passive 

role in plate deformation, as indicated by the lack of intraplate oceanic earthquakes 

above the Moho (Bergman and Solomon, 1984). Second, a crust with constant 

thickness and density does not contribute to the density anomalies. Multichannel 

seismic reflection data in the South Pacific Superswell region indicates that, apart 

from local crustal thickening beneath the islands and seamounts, the thickness of 

the crust in this region is normal and uniform(McNutt, 1998). 
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4.3 Modelling principles 

At the onset of the modelling, the surface of the model is horizontal and at 'zero' 

depth. Density anomalies are specified in the lithosphere and in the asthenosphere. 

These generate anomalous pressures which produce vertical displacements of the 

surface of the model, so that isostatic equilibrium can be reached. 

The seafloor depth (the depth of the model's surface) and the density structure 

of the lithosphere, are referenced to the seafloor depth and to the density structure 

of lithosphere 75 Ma old. 

The density anomalies in the asthenosphere, which give rise to the anomalous 

subsidence, are relative to the reference mantle density Pm = 3300 kg m-3
. 

The viscoelastic solution for the specified lithospheric and sublithospheric load

ing is computed using the initial strain method. As viscous relaxation takes place in 

the lower layers, the stress concentrates upwards into the elastic layer, as recognised 

by Kusznir and Bott (1977). The uplift of the surface of the models increases until 

viscoelastic equilibrium is approached, i.e. until almost complete deviatoric stress 

relaxation has taken place in the most viscous layer. The process of achievement of 

viscoelastic equilibrium does not have geological significance because its timescale 

is much shorter than that of geological processes such as the anomalous subsidence 

of the East Pacific Rise. 

By the time viscoelastic equilibrium is achieved, the surface uplift relative to 

the initial zero depth must isostatically balance the subsurface mass anomalies. The 

isostatic equilibrium is flexural and consequently there is a combination of loading 

and bending stresses. Because the loads in this study are wide (the extent of the 

load is the extent of the model, 1200 km to each side of the EPR) bending stresses 

are ,negligible. 

The out-of-plane stress is assumed to be the arithmetic mean of the two in

plane principal stresses. This is equivalent to the assumption of plane strain with a 

Poisson's ratio of 0. 5. In viscoelastic modelling this is conceptually more satisfactory 
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than the plane strain assumption with a more realistic Poisson's ratio (Table 4.1) 

because of the high pressures within the Earth (e.g. Whittaker et al., 1992). As a 

consequence the in-plane deviatoric stresses are equal and opposite. 

The 'observed' subsidence rates calculated by Cochran (1986) are used to set 

up the bathymetric profiles my models try to fit. The average subsidence rate 

for the Pacific plate is 198 m Ma- 112
. For the Nazca plate it is 356 m Ma- 112

. 

These subsidence rates have been derived for lithosphere aged between 0 and 5 Ma 

(Cochran, 1986), so they are extrapolated to 18.5 !via on the Pacific plate and to 15 

Ma on the Nazca plate. This extrapolation is supported by observations that the 

anomalous subsidence of the Pacific plate extends out to at least 12 Ma lithosphere 

(Cochran, 1986). Furthermore, the shallow depths of the South Pacific Superswell 

are observed out to about 100 Ma lithosphere (McNutt, 1998). 

4.4 The density structure in normal plate cooling 

models 

Normal oceanic subsidence results from the cooling of the lithosphere. For litho

spheric ages less than about 70 Ma, the normal subsidence rate of 350m Ma- 112 is 

predicted by both the half space cooling model and the plate cooling model (Parsons 

and Sclater, 1977). Assuming a zero depth at the ridge crest, this subsidence rate 

is used to compute the normal depth of the seafloor, ignoring flexural effects. 

The seafloor depth and the density profile of lithosphere 75 Ma old are used as 

reference. The normal seafloor depth of lithosphere 75 Ma is 3031 m. At each point, 

the vertical displacement W of the surface of the model relative to the reference 

depth produces a vertical load that must be balanced by the subsurface loading, 

that is, 
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(4.3) 

where Pm is the reference mantle density, Pw is the seawater density, /::).p 1 is the 

density anomaly in the elastic lithosphere, with thickness Le, /::).p2 is the density 

anomaly in the viscoelastic lithosphere and /::).p3 is the density anomaly in the as

thenosphere distributed between the base of the lithosphere, at depth L, and the 

compensation depth D. 

At depths less then the base of 75 Ma old lithosphere, the temperatures in the 

model are higher than the temperature of the reference lithosphere at the same 

depth. It is assumed that the density disturbances have only a thermal origin, that 

1S 1 

( 4.4) 

where /::).pis the density anomaly, Pm is the reference mantle density, a is the mantle 

coefficient of thermal expansion and f:).T is the temperature anomaly. 

For each grid element in the lithosphere the temperature anomaly f:).T, relative to 

the temperature of the 75 Ma lithosphere at the same depth, is computed according 

to 

f:).T = T(z, t)- T(z, 75Ma), (4.5) 

where T(z,t) is the temperature at depth z and age t, calculated from Eq. 4.1. Eq. 

4.4 then gives the density anomalies /::).p 1 and /::).p2 in the lithosphere. 

The density anomaly in the asthenosphere is determined by solving Eq. 4.3 for 

4.5 The density structure in anomalous subsidence 

models 

To model the anomalous subsidence of the western flank of the East Pacific Rise 

anomalous low densities in the asthenosphere must be combined with /::).p3 . 
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The anomaly in the subsidence 6.5 is defined as the difference between the 

'observed' subsidence computed by Cochran (1986) and the normal subsidence of 

the model of Parsons and Sclater (1977)(Fig. 4.2). The anomaly in the subsidence 

can be related to the anomalous density in the asthenosphere 6..pa through, 

1 {D 
6..5 = }

1 
6.padz. 

Pm- Pw L 
(4.6) 

Assuming that the anomalous density in the asthenosphere arises from a constant 

lateral temperature gradient, starting at the ridge crest and extending westwards, 

Eq. 4.4 and Eq. 4.6 give, 

1 ~D 6..5 = ( -pmaGrx)dz. 
Pm- Pw L 

(4.7) 

where x is the lateral distance to the ridge axis and Gr is the constant lateral tem

perature gradient in the asthenosphere. Assuming that Gr is constant throughout 

depth, the anomaly in the subsidence becomes, 

6..5=- apm xGr[D-L)]. (4.8) 
Pm- Pw 
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Fig. 4.2 The normal subsidence curve (P&s) corresponds to the empirical subsidence 

rate determined by Parsons and Sclater (1977). The observed subsidence curve (suBSI

DENcE) corresponds to the subsidence rates calculated by Cochran (1986) from stacked 

bathymetric profiles between 14°5 and 21 as along the EPR. The displacements are rel

ative to the 3031 m depth, which is the normal depth of 75 Ma old seafloor. 

Different values of the compensation depth correspond to different temperature 

gradients in the asthenosphere. There is a good correlation between the pattern 
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of shallow depth and the slow shear wave velocities in the upper 150 km of the 

mantle (McNutt, 1998), suggesting that the source for the anomalous subsidence of 

the western flank of the East Pacific Rise lies above 150 km depth. Therefore, a 

compensation depth D = 150 km is assumed. 

Consider the anomaly in the subsidence on the western end of the model. There, 

x = 1200 km, t = 18.5 Ma, !:!.S = 198.;18.5- 350.;18.5 = -653.8 m and L = 
8.;18.5 = 34.4 km. Solving Eq. 4.8 using these values and the constant values listed 

in table 4.1 we obtain Gr = 0.101° C/km. This result is in agreement with the 

linear temperature gradient in the asthenosphere beneath the western flank of the 

East Pacific Rise estimated by Cochran (1986). 

4.6 The density structure at the ridge axis 

Thermal models of lithospheric cooling such as that of Parsons and Sclater (1977) 

predict the heat flow and subsidence rates on the ridge flanks but do not reproduce 

the ridge axial bathymetry. The details of the stress field and temperature structure 

at the ridge axis are not the subject of this work, so no attempt is made to match the 

vertical displacements of the surface of the model with the East Pacific Rise axial 

high. Nevertheless there is evidence for additional low density material beneath the 

ridge crest and that must be accounted for in the modelling. 

Constraints on the magnitude, extent and depth of the density anomalies be

neath the EPR have been advanced from the modelling of bathymetric and gravi

metric data (e.g. Madsen et al., 1984; Wang and Cochran, 1993). These studies 

indicate that the density anomalies are concentrated within 5 to 10 km from the 

ridge axis, and that the product of the anomaly and its depth extent is within the 

rar:ge of 105 to 106 kg/m2
. A density anomaly of this magnitude has been specified 

at the ridge axis. It is confined to a triangular shaped conduit 2 km wide at the 

surface and 10 km wide at the bottom, reaching a maximum depth of 20 km. 
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4. 7 Boundary conditions 

The nodes at the left and right ends of the model are constrained to zero horizontal 

displacement but remain free vertically. These constraints allow us to determine the 

force exerted by the ridge in the absence of underside drag. 

· Free boundary conditions are used at the base of the model, representing an 

inviscid substratum at 400 km depth without density change. 

Isostatic boundary conditions are applied at the surface of the model, repre

senting the bathymetric load relative to 75 Ma ocean floor. The isostatic boundary 

conditions are restoring forces that must be applied when vertical displacements 

change the vertical loading. The restoring forces are proportional to the product 

of the vertical displacement at the surface and the change in density. Because the 

crust is neglected, the change in density is the difference between the seawater den

sity Pw and the reference mantle density Pm· The isostatic boundary conditions 

effectively constrain the surface of the model in the vertical direction, so no further 

constraints are necessary to guarantee the convergence of the finite element program 

to a solution. 

4.8 Presentation of the models 

In the stress diagrams only the nearest to horizontal deviatoric stresses are displayed, 

as the in-plane deviatoric stresses are equal but opposite. The stresses are averaged 

over the Gauss points and plotted at the centre of each element. In the elastic layer, 

which is only one element thick, this implies that the small bending stresses in the 

layer are averaged out. Tensional stresses are represented by a broken line, and 

compressional stresses by a solid line. When the magnitude of the stress is small, it 

is often not possible to discern if the line is solid or broken. In such case the stress 

sign is indicated in the legend of the figure. The stress scale is displayed at the right 

top of the diagrams and is the same for all models. 
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Two stress diagrams, with different horizontal scales, are displayed in each figure. 

The bottom diagram shows the whole length of the model and the stress in the 

elements awa):' from the ridge. The top diagram is an enlargement of the central 

part of the model and shows the stresses within 150 km of the ridge axis. Only the 

top 40 km of the models is depicted, because the deviatoric stress below is negligible. 

The name of the model, the compensation depth D, and the total relaxation time 

T is displayed at the left top of each diagram. Three models are presented: 

• Model EPR.C2T has a normal density structure relative to 75 Ma lithosphere, 

and a stress relaxation time of 25000 yr. It fits the normal, although asym

metric, idealised subsidence profile (Fig. 4.3). 

• Model EPR.C2 has the same density structure as model EPR.C2T but a dif

ferent stress relaxation time of 50000 yr. It also fits the normal idealised 

subsidence profile (Fig. 4.4). 

• Model EPR.A150 has an anomalous density structure in the asthenosphere, 

and a stress relaxation time of 50000 yr. It fits the anomalously shallow 

bathymetry observed on the western flank of the East Pacific Rise (Fig. 4.5). 

The stress diagrams of models EPR.C2T, EPR.C2, and EPR.A150 are presented 

in Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.7, and Fig. 4.8 respectively. 

4.9 General description of the r_esults 

An important feature common to all models is the viscoelastic surface element at the 

ridge axis, having the same viscosity as the underlying asthenosphere. Incomplete 

relaxation of deviatoric stress in this element causes a local decrease in elevation of 
' 

about 250 m at the ridge axis (Fig. 4.3, Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5). This simulates the 

head-loss effect caused by the resistance to viscous inflow into a constricted region. 
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Fig. 4.3 The flexural profile of the finite element model EPR.C2T compared to the 

Parsons and Sclater {1977) predicted bathymeric profile. Model EPR.C2T is a normal 

subsidence model with an assumed compensation depth of 150 km. The viscoelastic 

relaxation time is 25000 yr. 
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Fig. 4.4 The flexural profile of the finite element model EPR.C2 compared to the Parsons 

and Sclater (1977) predicted bathymeric profile. Model EPR.C2 is a normal subsidence 

model with an assumed compensation depth of 150 km. The viscoelastic relaxation time 

is 50000 yr. 
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Fig. 4.5 The flexural profile of the finite element model EPR.A150 compared to the 

subsidence observed by Cochran (1986). Superimposed on the normal density structure 

referenced to 75 Ma lithosphere, model EPR.A150 contains density anomalies between 

the base of the lithosphere and the 150 km compensation depth. The density anomalies 

in the asthenosphere correspond to a temperature gradient of 0.1 °(/km starting at the 

ridge axis and increasing westwards. 

The weak element at the ridge axis has a radical effect on the stress pattern. It 

imposes a push on the adjacent elements and superimposes compressional stresses 

on the elastic layer. The push results from the increase of the horizontal principal 

compression in the weak element, as viscoelastic relaxation causes it to approach 

the high vertical principal compression due to high ridge topography. 

Effective complete relaxation of the deviatoric stress in the most viscous material 

was deliberately not reached, so that small deviatoric compressions remain in the 

lower lithosphere. The lower lithosphere, defined between the 600°C and the 1000°C 

isotherms, has a small average strength consistent with the maximum depth of 

earthquakes delimited by the 800°C isotherm (e.g. Bergman and Solomon, 1984). 

Also, the base of the lithosphere is usually defined as the depth below which the 

ductile strength drops below a chosen value (e.g. Kirby, 1980). 
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The stress pattern in the elastic lithosphere is tensional at the ridge axis and 

compressional in the plate interiors. The modelling predicts that the transition 

from tension to compression is gradual and depends fundamentally on the material 

properties of the weak element at the ridge crest and the extent to which the stress 

has relaxed. 

4.10 Changing the strength of the ridge 

The ridge strength can be regarded as the deviatoric stress supported by the axial 

viscoelastic element. The depth integrated effect of this deviatoric stress constitutes 

the ridge resistance. The amount of deviatoric stress in the axial viscoelastic element 

is controlled by the viscoelastic relaxation time. 

Model EPR.C2T (Fig. 4.6) has a relaxation time of 25000 yr. It shows a tensile 

deviatoric stress of 40 MPa at the ridge axis, and a compressive deviatoric stress 

of 30 MPa' at the ends of the model. The transition from tension to compression 

occurs at ""' 150 km from the ridge axis on both flanks. 

Model EPR. C2 (Fig. 4. 7) has a relaxation time of 50000 yr. It shows a tensile 

deviatoric stress of 15 MPa at the ridge axis, and a compressive deviatoric stress of 

35 MPa at the ends of the model. The distance from the ridge axis at which the 

transition from tension to compression occurs is rv 25 km on the western flank and 

rv 75 km on the eastern flank. This asymmetry in the extent of the tensile stresses 

near the ridge is due to the asymmetry in the spreading rate. At a given distance 

from the ridge axis the lithosphere is younger, and the density anomalies larger, to 

the east than to the west. 

Although a stress level of 30-35 MPa at 1000 km from the ridge axis is compatible 

with other stress estimates in oceanic plate interiors (e.g. Bott, 1991), a ridge 

strength of 40 MPa is certainly too high for the fast spreading East Pacific Rise. A 

tensile stress of 15 MPa at the ridge axis is more in agreement with estimates of the 

ridge resistance at fast spreading ridges (section 2.5.3), so a stress relaxation time 

of 50000 yr is preferred and used in the following section. 
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Fig. 4.6 The stress pattern of model EPR.C2T. In the elements ad

jacent to the ridge axis the tensile stress is 42 M Pa in the western 

flank and is 47 MPa in the eastern flank of the ridge. Between 75 km 

and 150 km from the ridge axis a tensile stress of 2 MPa exists in the 

western flank and a tensile stress of 7 MPa exists in the eastern flank. 

Beyond 150 km off axis the stress becomes compressional, reaching 30 

M Pa at 1000 km from the ridge in both flanks. A small residual stress 

of less than 5 MPa is present in the viscoelastic layer. 
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Fig. 4. 7 The stress pattern of model EPR.C2. At the ridge axis there 

is a tensile stress of 15 MPa. Between 25 km and 75 km from the ridge 

axis the stresses are so small that tensile and compressional stresses are 

not distinguished in the diagrams. Inspection of the output files has 

shown that a small compressional stress of 3 M Pa exists on the western 

flank, and a small tensile stress of 1.5 MPa exists on the eastern flank. 

At 1000 km from the ridge axis the compressional stress is about 35 

M Pa on both flanks. 
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4.11 Anomalous versus normal subsidence 

To model the anomalous subsidence, density anomalies are added to model EPR.C2, 

between the base of the lithosphere and the 150 km compensation depth. The re

sulting model is called EPR.A150. The additional density anomalies correspond to 

the 0.101 °C/km asthenospherlc temperature gradient as specified in section 4.5. Al

though this gradient was calculated for a specific distance from the ridge of 1200 km, 

the fit between the flexure profile of model EPR.A150 and the anomalous subsidence 

profile (Fig. 4.5) shows it applies all along the western flank of the ridge. 

The stress in model EPR.A150 (Fig. 4.8) becomes compressional at rv 75 km 

and rv 25 km from the ridge axis on the western and eastern flank respectively. At 

1000 km from the axis the compressional stress reaches 20 MPa on the western flank, 

and 40 rdPa on the eastern flank. Comparison with the normal subsidence model 

EPR.C2 (Fig. 4.7) allow us to conclude that (1) the asthenospheric temperature 

gradient increases the tensile stresses within the western flank of the ridge, and (2) 

has the greatest effect at the western end of the model where the compressional 

stresses are reduced by 50%. 

The effect of the thermal anomaly beneath the western flank extends across the 

ridge. Thus, the compressive stresses on the eastern flank are 5-10 MPa higher in 

the anomalous subsidence model EPR.A150 than in the normal subsidence model 

EPR.C2. This increase in the compressive stress within the eastern flank can be 

understood in terms of the normal and shear stresses in the viscoelastic layers. The 

most obvious effect of the anomalously low asthenospherie densities beneath the 

western flank is to create an anomalous pressure above the load, which acts at the 

base of the lithosphere and produces the flexural uplift. The other effect, which is 

less obvious but gives a substantial contribution to the deviatoric stress, is caused 

by the advection of mantle material drive~ by the load. As a result of this advection, 

eastwardly directed shear stress acts at the base of the elastic layer below the eastern 

flank of the ridge, increasing the compressive stress there. Beneath the western flank 

of the rise the advection in the asthenosphere contributes to increase the tension. 
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Fig. 4.8 The stress pattern of model EPR.A150. In the elements 

adjacent to the ridge axis the tensile stress is about 10 MPa. Between 

25 km and 75 km from the ridge axis it is not possible to distinguish 

the tensile and the compressional stresses in the diagrams. Inspection 

of the output files has shown that there is a small tensile stress of 

3 M Pa on the western flank, and a small compressional stress of 5 

MPa on the eastern flank of the rise. On the western flank the stress 

becomes compressional at a distance of approximately 75 km from 

the ridge axis, reaching 4 M Pa and 20 M Pa at 100 km and 1000 

km from the ridge respectively. On the eastern flank of the ridge 

the compressional stress reaches 40 M Pa at 1000 km from the ridge 

axis. The anomalously hot asthenosphere on the western flank greatly 

reduces the compressional stresses directly above the anomaly, and 

slightly increases the compressional stress on the other flank of the 

ridge. 
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4.12 Estimate of neglected factors 

There is an error in the asthenospheric temperature gradient introduced by neglect

ing the thermal expansion of the lithosphere. Assuming that the thermal expansion 

of the lithosphere can be approximated by the thermal expansion of a half-space 

having a time-dependent surface boundary condition, the elevation caused by the 

thermal expansion of the lithosphere is (Cochran, 1986), 

(4.9) 

where K is the asthenospheric temperature gradient per unit of plate age, t is the 

age, k is the thermal diffusivity and a is the coefficient of thermal expansion of 

the lithosphere. This elevation is maximum at the end of the western flank of the 

model, where the age is 18.5 Ma. Using a half space model temperature gradient of 

0.1 °C /km, a spreading velocity of 65 km/Ma, the coefficient of thermal expansion 

and the thermal diffusivity values listed in table 4.1, the elevation at the western end 

of the model predicted by Eq. 4.9 is 60 m. The anomaly in the subsidence at 1200 

km from the EPR, used to estimate the temperature gradient in the asthenosphere in 

section 4.5 is 653.8 m. Therefore, to neglect the thermal expansion of the lithosphere 

introduces an error of "' 9% in the computation of the asthenospheric temperature 

gradient. A change of "' 9% in the asthenospheric temperature gradient affects the 

deviatoric stress pattern only marginally. 

To estimate the stress arising from possible asthenosphere basal drag, suppose 

that the asthenosphere exerts a constant shear stress u~z on the base of the litho

sphere. The effect of a resistive basal drag, directed towards the ridge, is to reduce 

the intraplate compression. The magnitude of the induced tension can be estimated 

from the horizontal condition of mechanical equilibrium in two dimensions, 

(4.10) 

where x is the lateral distance to the ridge axis and z is the depth. Neglecting 

the shear stress caused by viscous advection driven by the asthenospheric density 
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anomalies, Uxz = cr~z at the base of the lithosphere and Uxz = 0 at the surface of the 

elastic layer. Under this assumption the variation of the depth averaged horizontal 

stress cr;x in the lithosphere is, 

L 

d - (J'xz d 
crxx =- L(x) x, (4.11) 

where L(x) is the lithosphere thickness at a given distance x to the ridge axis. 

Expressing L(x) in terms of age t according to Eq. 4.2 and making dx = V dt where 

V is the spreading velocity, the variation in the depth averaged horizontal stress 

between the ridge axis (x=t=O) and the western end of the model (x=1200km, 

t=18.5 Ma) is, 

(4.12) 

Assuming a constant shear stress u~z = 0.1 MPa and a spreading velocity V=65 

km/Ma, the maximum variation in the depth averaged horizontal stress for my 

models is approximately -7 MPa. Neglecting any contribution of the basal drag to 

the vertical stress in the lithosphere, then the maximum contribution of the basal 

drag to the deviatoric stress in the lithosphere is a tensile stress of about 7 MPa. 

The main results of my modelling would still apply if such stress was superimposed 

on the elastic layer. 

In chapter 7 it will be argued that a basal shear stress of 0.1 MPa is consistent 

with an asthenosphere viscosity beneath oceans of the order of 1019Pa s, which is 

more likely than the value assumed in the modelling here (1020Pa s). However, the 

value of the asthenosphere viscosity used in the modelling does not affect the results 

significantly, only the computational time. 

4.13 Discussion 

The modelling indicates that the intraplate compressional deviatoric stresses are 

greatly reduced above the anomalously hot asthenosphere. At a distance of about 

one thousand kilometres from the East Pacific Rise, the compressional deviatoric 
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stresses in the Pacific plate are predicted to be reduced by 50% relatively to normal 

ocean floor. To confirm these results there should be less evidence of intraplate 

compression in the Pacific than in the Nazca plate. 

The stress indicators in the region (Fig. 4.9) reveal a different reality. To the 

north of Easter microplate, tensional stresses give way to compressional stresses as 

the plate age increases, in agreement with the transition from tension to compression 

predicted by the modelling. However, at the latitude of Easter the stress indicators 

concentrate over the Pitcairn-Gambier and Tuamotu seamount chains in the Pacific 

plate, and over the Easter-S ala y Gomez seamount chains in the Nazca plate. 

Seamount loading induces flexural stresses that can reach hundreds of mega

pascals, and can perturb the regional stress field for hundreds of kilometers (e.g. 

Bodine et al., 1981; McNutt and Menard, 1982). At shallow depths, compressive 

bending stresses occur beneath the center of the load, and tensile bending stresses 

occur in the peripheral bulge regions. Bending stresses of opposite sign occur at 

depth. Therefore, bending stresses can account for the diversity of faulting styles 

observed at the latitude of Easter microplate, particularly in the Pacific plate (e.g. 

Okal et al, 1980). 

Bending stresses may easily swamp the small stresses predicted by the modelling 

in the Pacific plate. In the Nazca plate, another source of stress may explain why 

evidence for intraplate compression is so weak. This source of stress is slab pull, 

which is expected to superimpose tension in old ocean floor (e.g. Whittaker et al., 

1992). In summary, what the comparison between the modelling results and the 

stress indicators points out, is that other sources of stress are superimposed on the 

loading distribution that has been assumed, dominating the stress field in the region 

of Easter microplate. 
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Fig. 4.9 World-Stress-Map max1mum horizontal stress orientation 

SHmax in the Southeast Pacific. The stress orientations are plotted on 

a base of average topography (after Mueller et al., 1997). 

Qualities: 
A - stress orientations to within 10 - 15° 
B - stress orientations to within 15 - 20° 
C - stress orientations to within 20 - 25° 

Red data NF- normal faulting regime Sv > SHmax > Shmin 

Green data SS- strike-slip faulting regime SHmax > Sv > Shmin 

Blue data TF- thrust faulting stress regime SHmax > Shmin > Sv 

Black data U - unknown stress regime 
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Chapter 5 

Elasto-plastic models of normal 

faulting in the oceanic lithosphere 

5.1 Introduction 

Flexural models of normal faults have been mainly applied to continental lithosphere. 

Among such models a few refer to the importance of plastic failure and -discuss its 

implication on estimates of the effective elastic plate thickness (e.g. Buck, 1988; 

Kusznir et al., 1991; Forsyth, 1992). Recently Bott (1997) proposed a model of 

development of half-grabens in continental lithosphere including the effect of plastic 

yielding. He verified that plastic deformation may reduce the effective elastic plate 

thickness by up to 70%, helping to explain the anomalously low values of the elastic 

thickness associated with normal faulting. He also showed that plastic yielding 

places a limit on the maximum amount of subsidence and fault displacement that 

can occur. 

Until now flexural models of faulting in oceanic lithosphere, including plastic 

yielding of the elastic plate, have only been applied to thrust faulting at oceanic 

trenches (McAddoo et al., 1978; Goetze and Evans, 1979). Because plastic yielding 

plays such an important role in the evolution of normal faults and associated plate 

flexure in the continents, we expect the same will happen in the oceans. 
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The main purpose of this chapter is to investigate the influence of plastic yielding 

on the evolution of normal faults in the oceanic lithosphere. The stress, the pattern 

of failure and the flexure profile produced when extension is applied to a brittle plate 

containing a pre-existing normal fault is modelled using elasto-plastic finite element 

analysis. An oceanic type of strength envelope is inferred and used. The effects of 

changing the brittle layer thickness and the fault dip angle are also investigated. 

5.2 Rheology 

Models of the lithosphere as an elastic plate that bends under applied loads, over

lying an inviscid fluid, have been successful in matching bathymetric and gravity 

observations at seamounts, oceanic volcanic chains and trench-rise systems (e.g. 

Walcott, 1970; Bodine and Watts, 1979; McNutt and Menard, 1982). Matching 

between observed and theoretical elastic plate profiles produces estimates of the 

flexural rigidity D and the elastic plate thickness h. The flexural rigidity D relates 

the local bending moment M to the local plate curvature, M(x) = -D(dw2 fdx 2 ), 

where w is the vertical deflection and x the horizontal distance. The flexural rigidity 

is expressed in terms of the elastic plate thickness h, Poisson's ratio v and Young's 

modulus E through D = Eh3 /(12(1 -v2
)] (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). 

The thickness of the elastic plate is often interpreted as the thickness of the 

high-strength brittle layer assuming no plastic failure. The comparison between 

estimates of h from flexural studies and the isotherms of the Parsons and Sclater 

( 1977) plate cooling model, suggests that a) the elastic thickness is determined by 

a particular isotherm, and b) that D and h increase with the age of the lithosphere 

at the time of loading (e.g. Watts et al., 1980; Bodine et al., 1981). Although the 

elastic plate model of the lithosphere works well as a first order model, by the early 

1980s there were already a number of reasons to consider it an oversimplification. 

For instance ( 1) observed plate curvatures and bending strains at trench-rise systems 

are more localised than those predicted by elastic models, (2) the large value of the 

bending stresses at the surface of the elastic models is unrealistic, {3) the literal 
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interpretation of the flexural data would place the elastic layer thickness at the 

450°C isotherm instead of the 700°C isotherm indicated by the flow law of olivine, 

and ( 4) the calculated values of D and h vary more than would be expected if they 

only depended on the temperature structure (Kirby, 1983). 

As an alternative model, an elastic-plastic rheology has been proposed for the 

high strength layer (defined as the layer that extends to the depth of the 700°C 

isotherm). Such elastic-plastic models, where bending stresses larger than the 

strength are relaxed by plastic flow, were particularly successful in explaining the 

observed localised high plate curvatures and the variability in the values of D and 

h along some trench-rise systems (e.g. McAdoo et al., 1978). They also explained 

the discrepancy between the estimates of the elastic thickness, roughly limited by 

the 450°C isotherm, and the thickness of the high-strength lithosphere, defined by 

the 700°C isotherm. 

The models in this chapter represent vertical sections of the brittle lithosphere 

cut by a high angle planar fault, overlying an inviscid substratum of the same density. 

It is assumed that the oceanic crust mainly consists of basalt, gabbro and diabase, 

while the brittle mantle mainly consists of peridotite and dunite. For these rocks, 

Young's modulus ranges from 0.6 x lOll Pa to 1.6 x lOll Pa (Turcotte and Schubert, 

1982). A Poisson's ratio equal to 0.27 and a Young's modulus equal to 1.0 x lOll 

Pa are assumed in the modelling. 

5.3 Strength envelope 

Strength profiles, also termed strength envelopes, depict the variations of litho

spheric strength with depth, by limiting the maximum stress difference S = u1 - u3 

that rocks can support at a given pressure, temperature and strain rate (recall that 

u 1 and u3 are respectively the maximum and minimum principal compressive stress). 

The maximum shear stress in a three dimensional state of stress is one half the dif

ference between the minimum and maximum principal stresses. Therefore strength 

profiles provide a limit to the maximum shear stress. 
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The widespread existence of fractures at shallow depths suggests that the overall 

stress in the brittle lithosphere is the stress at which rocks can slide along pre

existing faults and joints when opposed by friction. The magnitude of the shear 

stress ( r) that must be applied across a fault to initiate sliding when there is a 

normal compressive stress (ern) acting on the fault is I r I= f 8 crn, where / 8 is the 

coefficient of friction (Turcotte and Schubert, 1982, p.351 ). 

It has been found in laboratory experiments that the coefficient of friction which 

determines the peak stress necessary to cause sliding on optimally oriented fractures 

is constant and the same for almost all rocks except clays (Byerlee, 1978). This 

result is known as Byerlee's law. Later Brace and Kohlstedt (1980) verified that the 

laboratory measurements of rock strength during frictional sliding provide a good 

fit for observations of in-situ stress (McGarr and Gay, 1978). Consequently the 

strength of the brittle lithosphere is usually assumed to be given by Byerlee's law. 

The presence of water along a fault creates a fluid pressure ( Pw) which decreases 

the normal stress across the fault surface, and consequently the shear stress required 

for sliding. On a wet fault the shear stress necessary to initiate sliding is therefore 

related to the effective normal stress which is the actual normal stress across the 

fault less the pore fluid pressure (Hubbert and Rubey, 1959; Turcotte and Schubert, 

1982, p.352), 

(5.1) 

Values of the pore fluid pressure range from zero to the lithostatic pressure, consti

tuting the main source of uncertainty when applying Byerlee's law. The Byerlee law 

applied to dry friction is an upper bound to stress measurements in the uppermost 

crust, while a pore fluid pressure equal to the lithostatic pressure gives the lower 

bound. An intermediate pore fluid pressure, especially the hydrostatic pressure, 

is often assumed and gives good agreement with stress measurements (Brace and 

Kohlstedt, 1980). 

According to Anderson's theory of faulting (Anderson, 1951), normal faulting 

is associated with a state of stress in which the maximum compressive stress is the 
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vertical stress and the minimum compressive stress is the horizontal stress. The 

vertical stress O'zz is the lithostatic pressure. The horizontal stress O'xx is the sum 

of the lithostatic pressure and a tectonic tensile horizontal stress D..O'xx (negative). 

Under these assumptions the maximum and minimum compressive stress at a depth 

z below the seabed are 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

where Pw is the density of seawater, g is the acceleration due to gravity, hw is the 

seawater depth and p is the rock density. The difference between the maximum 

and minimum compressive principal stresses corresponds to the tectonic horizontal 

stress, 

(5.4) 

The strength is defined as the maximum horizontal tectonic stress rocks can support. 

The normal and shear stress across a fault are related to the vertical and hori-

zontal components of stress (assumed to be the principal stresses) by (Turcotte and 

Schubert, 1982, p.354), 

1 1 
O'n = 2(0'xx + O'zz) + 2(0"xx- O"zz)cos 2(), (5.5) 

T = -~(O"xx- O"zz)sin20, (5.6) 

where(} is the angle of the fault plane with respect to the vertical (the hade). Upon 

substituting Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3 into Eqs. 5.5 and 5.6 the normal and the shear stress 

on the fault are, 
1 

O"n = Pw9hw + pgz + 2D..O"xx(1 +COS 2(}), (5.7) 

/),.(7 XX • 

T = --
2
-sm20. (5.8) 

We can now substitute O'n and T into Eq. 5.1 to relate the tectonic stress to the 

coefficient of friction and the angle of dip of the fault. But first we have to com

pute the pore fluid pressure at a depth z below the seabed, which for hydrostatic 

conditions is, 

(5.9) 
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Eq. 5.1 then becomes 

/J.(J XX [ /J.(J XX ( )] --
2
-sin 20 =is pgz- Pw9Z + -

2
- 1 +cos 20 . (5.10) 

The yield strength, that is the maximum tectonic stress the brittle layer can with

stand without sliding along pre-existing normal faults, is therefore, 

!J. _ 2is(pgz- Pw9Z) 
axx - -sin 20- is(1 +COS 20) 

(5.11) 

Under the hypothesis that reactivation of pre-existing normal faults will occur at 

angles that minimise the tectonic stress (i.e. making d!J.axxfdO = 0), it is found 

that 
1 

tan 20 =is. (5.12) 

Substituting Eq. 5.12 in Eq. 5.11 we obtain the tectonic stress needed to cause slip 

on optimally oriented normal faults as, 

(5.13) 

This is the strength in extension. In the modelling program a modified formula 

is used, which has been deduced by Bott (private comunication) for directions of 

tectonic principal stress making an angle <P with the horizontal, 

/J.a = -2is(pgz- Pw9Z) 
xx (1 + is 2)1/2 + fsCOS 2<P. 

(5.14) 

To find the strength in compression we follow the same reasoning but assume that 

the maximum compressive stress is the horizontal stress (equal to the lithostatic 

stress plus a compressive tectonic stress) and that the minimum compressive stress 

is the vertical stress (equal to the lithostatic stress). Either in tension or in compres

sion, the strength increases from zero at the seabed. This result differs from other 

estimates of the strength in· the oceanic lithosphere, particularly near spreading 

ridges (e.g. Norrell, 1991). 

If the depth below the sea bed is less than the crustal thickness, the lithostatic 

stress in the modelling program is Pc9Z, where Pc is the density of rock in the oceanic 

crust. The Moho is assumed to be at 6 km depth below the seabed, so that if the 
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Symbol 

Pw 

Pc 

Pm 

g 

fs 

value 

1030 kgjm3 

2950 kg/m3 

3300 kg/m3 

9.8 m/s2 

0.75 
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Table 5.1: Values for the parameters used 

in the computation of the strength enve

lope 

model thickness is larger than 6 km the mantle density Pm must also be used to 

compute the contribution of mantle rock to the lithostatic pressure. Table 5.1 lists 

the values of the constants used in the modelling. 

The plane strain formulation was used throughout the modelling. This is the 

best assumption for modelling of bending problems since it implies zero bending 

in the out-of-plane direction (Bott, 1997). In the finite element program viscous 

relaxation reduces the stress to the yield strength according to the Von-Mises crite

rion (section 3.5). In plane strain the Von Mises yield strength ay is related to the 

strengthS (the maximum stress difference) by a factor equal to -/3/2, provided that 

the principal stresses are horizontal and vertical, and is a reasonable approximation 

more generally. 

5.4 Model length and thickness 

To investigate the evolution of normal faulting at mid-ocean ridges, the length of 

the model must correspond to the distance from the ridge axis characterised by 

extension and active faulting. The distribution of active normal faults at mid-ocean 

ridges has been inferred from seismic data and from high resolution bathymetric or 

side-scan sonar data. Both data sets indicate that active normal faulting at slow 

spreading ridges is confined to a maximum distance from the ridge axis of 10-20 km 

(section 1.3). At fast spreading ridges the same range of activity applies. 

Given the above occurrence of active faulting it was decided to model a normal 

fault placed at 15 km from the ridge axis. An inward facing fault is modelled because 
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these faults are predominant at slow spreading ridges. In the finite element model 

the position of the ridge axis corresponds to the left edge of the grid. The length of 

the downthrown block, between the fault and the left end of the model, is therefore 

15 km. The length of the upthrown block, between the fault and the right end of the 

model, is also 15 km. This makes a total length of the finite element model equal 

to 30 km, which approximately agrees with estimates of the extent of extension at 

mid-ocean ridges given by ridge push stress models (Fleitout and Froidevaux, 1983; 

Bott, 1991 ). 

The thickness of the finite element model is the thickness of the layer that can 

be affected by brittle failure. The best constraints on the brittle layer thickness at 

mid-ocean ridges are supplied by seismic experiments. At slow spreading ridges the 

maximum focal depth of microearthquakes and teleseismically recorded earthquakes 

indicate that the brittle layer thickness ranges from 2 to 10 km (section 1.2). From 

this range of brittle layer thicknesses, minimum values occur in the middle of the 

segment and inaximum values occur at segment ends (e.g. Kong et al., 1992; Wolfe 

et al., 1995). At fast spreading ridges, the depth to the top of axial magma chambers, 

inferred from seismic reflection sections, indicates a brittle layer thickness ranging 

from 1 to 2 km (e.g. Detrick et al., 1987). Given these estimates for the brittle 

layer thickness, two main models are used. One, 8 km thick, represents sections 

of the brittle lithosphere at slow spreading segment ends. The other, 2 km thick, 

represents sections of the brittle lithosphere either at fast spreading ridges or in the 

middle of slow spreading segments. 

5.5 Fault parameters 

Four parameters characterise the planar fault considered in the finite element models: 

the fault's maximum depth, the fault dip angle, the fault's coefficient of friction, and 

the fluid pressure. 

The maximum depth of observed earthquakes at mid-ocean ridges was used 

to estimate the thickness of the brittle layer, and thus, the thickness of the finite 
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element model. Taking into account that earthquakes result from slip along faults, 

it is reasonable to consider a fault that cuts the entire brittle thickness. Therefore 

it is assumed that the maximum depth of the fault corresponds to the maximum 

depth of the model. The underlying region is treated as inviscid. 

Seismic observations at mid-ocean ridges suggest that the mean dip of faults is 

45° (section 1.3). However, high angle normal faults (up to 90°) are observed both 

at segment centres and segment ends (e.g. Tucholke and Lin, 1994). Moreover, it 

has been suggested that the exposure of mafic and ultramafic rocks at inside corners 

results from low angle normal faulting (e.g. Karson, 1990; Tucholke et al., 1998). 

Given the range of possible fault dips, and the implication of fault dip on models 

of ridge segmentation, it was decided to model: (1) a fault dipping at 63° represent

ing high angle faulting, (2) a fault dipping at 45° representing the average faulting, 

and (3) a fault dipping at 33° representing low angle faulting. Because low and 

high angle normal faulting are more important at segment ends of slow spreading 

ridges, especially at inside corners, the fault dip angle is studied using the 8 km 

thick model. 

Friction at mid-ocean ridge normal faults has not yet been quantified. The 

best constraint on the amount of friction existent at oceanic faults is provided by 

observations at transform faults (section 2.8). These observations suggest that trans

form faults have a much smaller coefficient of friction than indicated by Byerlee's 

law, thus seeming to have a much smaller strength than the surrounding lithosphere 

(e.g. Zoback, 1991 ). I assume that normal faults at mid-ocean ridges, like transform 

faults, have negligible effective friction. 

The fault is modelled using the dual node technique (section 3.6). Bott (1996) 

demonstrated that the dual node technique produces a good fit to theoretical flexure 

profiles in which the fault planes are constrained to remain parallel and in contact 

as slip proceeds. 
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5.6 Grid 

The 4 finite element grids displayed in Fig. 5.1 correspond to the combinations of 

fault dip angle, length and thickness of the model assumed in the previous sections. 
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Fig. 5.1 The 4 finite element grids used in the modelling. From top to bottom, the 

first grid corresponds to models F* and FL*, the second grid to model 5*, the third grid 

to model 045* and the fourth grid to model 033*. 
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In all the grids triangular elements were used to define the fault. Apart from 

the triangular elements bordering the fault, there are otherwise only quadrilateral 

elements. The triangular elements have 6 nodes each and the quadrilateral elements 

have 8 nodes each. The number of Gauss points used to evaluate the stress was 3 
-

in the triangular elements and 4 in the quadrilateral elements. 

The grid at the top of Fig. 5.1 is 2 km thick and 31 km long. It contains a 

linear fault at a distance of 15 km from the left end of the model (this distance is 

averaged over the fault thickness), dipping at 63°. The grid contains a total of 124 

isoparametric elements, of which 116 are quadrilateral and 8 triangular. 

The second grid from top is 8 km thick and 30 km long. It also contains a linear 

fault at a distance of 15 km from the left end of the model, dipping at 63°. The grid 

contains a total of 112 isoparametric elements, from which 104 are quadrilateral and 

8 triangular. 

The third grid is identical to the second in number of elements and topology. 

However, the elements surrounding the fault are wider so that the fault dips at 45°. 

This grid is 8 km thick, 34 km long, and the fault is at 15 km from the left end of 

the model. 

The grid at the bottom of the Fig. 5:1 is 8 km thick and 38 km long. It also 

results from a widening of the second grid but the number of elements and the 

topology remain the same. The fault dips at 33° and the distance between the fault 

and the left end of the model, averaged over the fault thickness, is 17 km. 

5. 7 Application of extension 

Extension is applied to the finite element model.by fixing the right edge of the grid 

and incrementally extending the left edge. At each increment of extension the elasto

plastic solution is computed. Before the next increment of extension is applied the 

model geometry is updated by modifying the stiffness matrix. The response of the 

model to the applied extension is mainJy. controlled by the brittle layer thickness 
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and the fault dip angle. Therefore the magnitude of the increments of extension and 

the total amount of applied stretching vary with the model geometry. 

The tectonic force equivalent to the applied displacement at the edge of the 

model can be found by integration of the stress difference ( CJxx - CJ zz) over the depth 

of the plate. Since the stresses are corrected by the strength profile, after plastic 

failure the stress difference at the edge of the model reflects the Byerlee strength 

envelope. 

5. 8 Infill loading 

The role of sedimentation in the evolution of continental half-grabens was analysed 

by Bott (1997). He concluded that the density of the infill that fills the half-graben is 

a determining factor in the final amount of subsidence and half-graben width. Low

ering the density of the infill reduced the final half-graben width and the amount 

of subsidence. Sediment and volcanic infill in the oceanic crust is insignificant com

pared to sedimentation in the continents. Thus, infill thickness in the oceans is 

usually less than 0.5 km (e.g. Fowler, 1990). Nevertheless in the vicinity of mid

ocean ridges infill in the form of extrusive volcanism may be important. For that 

reason, the effect of volcanic/sediment loading on the evolution of mid-ocean ridge 

normal faults deserves investigation. 

The infill is assumed to mainly consist of extrusive rocks, and its density is 

assumed to be 2500 kg/m3 . Seismic studies along the East Pacific Rise have reported 

that the thickness of the extrusive layer 2A, about 200 m beneath the rise axis, 

almost doubles within 1-2 km off axis (e.g. Kent et al., 1994). The extrusive layer is 

characterised by low seismic velocities suggesting low rock densities. Bottom gravity 

measurements indicate a density range of 2400-2600 kg/m3 for these near surface 

rocks (Stevenson et al., 1994). The infill is assumed to occur in regions of subsidence, 

and to fill the space between the surface of the model and the initial datum. 

Vertical displacements cause modified vertical loading to act on the plate. To 

maintain isostatic equilibrium, restoring forces are applied through isostatic boun-
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dary conditions at each density interface. They are proportional to the product of 

the vertical displacement and the change of density at each interface. When there 

is no infill the density contrast along the surface of the model is 2950-1030=1920 

kg/m3 , which is the density difference between the basaltic oceanic crust and the 

seawater. When there is infill the density contrast_ at the surface of the model is 

2950-2500=450 kg/m3• 

For the thicker models there is also a density contrast of 3300-2950=350 kg/m3 

at 6 km depth (the Moho). Tests have shown that the same density contrast (350 

kg/m3) at the base of the 2 km thick model does not significantly affect the results. 

As extension proceeds, the edge of the subsiding region migrates slightly towards 

the fault. The location of the half-graben hinge-line and the updating of the isostatic 

boundary conditions are done iteratively. At each stage of extension I first run the 

model to locate the edge of the subsiding region. Then, the isostatic boundary 

conditions are updated, and the model run again to determine the new position 

of the half-graben hinge-line. The updating of the isostatic boundary conditions 

continues until the edge of the subsiding region is at the same location as in the 

preceding step. 

5.9 Presentation of the models 

Four types of model were computed, corresponding to the four grids presented in 

section 5.6: 

• Model F* (Fig. 5.2) is 2 km thick and has a fault dipping at 63°. It represents 

a section of the brittle lithosphere at a fast spreading ridge segment, or in the 

middle of a slow spreading segment. 

• Model FL * (Fig. 5.3) is used to study the effect of loading by infill. It is 

otherwise identical to model F*. 

• Model S* (Fig. 5.4) is 8 km thick and has a fault dipping at 63°. It represents 

a section of the brittle lithosphere at the end of a slow spreading segment. 
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• Model D45* (Fig. 5.5) is 8 km thick and has a fault dipping at 45°. It is used 

to study the effect of changing the fault angle while maintaining all the other 

parameters. 

• Model D33* (Fig. 5.6) is 8 km thick and has a fault dipping at 33°. It is also 

used to study the effect of changing the fault angle. 

In the 2 km thick models the asterisk is replaced by the number of 10 m incre

ments by which the model was extended. Models F* and FL* are presented at 10, 

50, 100, and 150m of applied extension. 

In the 8 km thick models the asterisk is replaced by the number of 100 m 

increments by which the model was extended. Models S*, D45* and D33* are 

presented at 100, 300, 500, and 700 m of applied extension. 

In the stress diagrams, tensile non-lithostatic stresses are represented by outward 

pointing arrows. Compressive non-lithostatic stresses are represented by inward 

pointing arrows. Within the model, stresses are plotted at the centre of each element, 

corresponding to the average stress over the Gauss points of each element. For plane 

strain the maximum and minimum stresses are always in-plane. The out-of-plane 

stresses, which are intermediate, are not plotted. The in-plane stresses are scaled 

relative to the maximum stress. The maximum stress is labelled in MPa and is 

plotted at the right of the 2 km thick model and at the top of the 8 km thick 

models. 

Two different scales are used to display the results of the rriodel 2 km thick, due 

to the wide range of element widths in the grid. For each stage of stretching two 

diagrams are presented, one with the results for the larger elements and another 

with the results for the region close to the fault. For the models 8 km thick only 

one diagram is presented for each stage of stretching. 

The plastic failure symbols are plotted at each Gauss point. Plastic failure in 

extension is represented by a circle. Plastic failure in compression is represented by 

a square. 
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Fig. 5.2 Stress and failure pattern of model F* (2 km thick, 63° 

fault). The * denotes the number of 10 m increments of applied 

extension. There is no volcanic/sediment loading. Outward pointing 

arrows represent tensile stresses and inward pointing arrows represent 

compressive stresses. The circles with a cross inside denote plastic 

failure in extension and the squares with the cross inside denote plastic 

failure in compression. The results are presented at two different scales, 

each scale in a separate diagram, with the first showing the whole model 

with the central section blank, and the second showing an enlargement 

in the vicinity of the fault. The maximum stress and the fault throw 

are shown at the right of each model. 
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Fig. 5.2 Continuation 
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Fig. 5.3 Stress and failure pattern of model FL * (2 km thick, 63° 

fault). Volcanic infill of density 2500kg/m3 fills the half-graben to the 

initial datum (at zero depth). Symbols and labels are as described in 

the caption of figure 5.2. As in figure 5.2 each stage of extension is 

shown on two different scales. 
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model. All symbols are as described in figure 5.2. 
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Models S*, D45*, and D33* have lengths of 30 km, 34 km and 38 km respec

tively. To check if the difference in length between the 8 km thick models affected 

the results, the length of model S* was increased by 10 km, by adding four more 

columns of qt1;adrilateral elements to the left edge of the grid. The stress and failure 

patterns and the flexure profile of mooers,;; were not affeCted by this modification. 

Consequently, in the analysis of the results the difference in length between the 8 

km thick models is ignored. 

5.10 General description of the results 

Problems arise due to the small length to thickness ratio of the 8 km thick models. 

The natural width of flexure is proportional to the flexural parameter, defined as a = 

[4D/(Pm- Pw)g] 114 when there is no loading by infill (Turcotte and Schubert,1982). 

Using the definition of the flexural rigidity D (section 5.2), and the elastic parameter 

values listed in Table 5.1, the flexural parameter for an elastic plate 8 km thick is 

,..._ 170 km. The 8 km thick models are less than 40 km long and are fixed in the 

horizontal direction at the edges. These boundary conditions imply that the edges 

cannot rotate in a vertical plane, and thus the flexure profile must be horizontal 

at the edges of the model. The plate is forced to bend in the close vicinity of the 

fault and simultaneously remains unbended at less than 20 km away from it. For 

large applied extension this causes distortions of the grid and generates numerical 

instabilities that prevent the convergence of the program to a solution. Therefore, 

the extension applied to the 8 km thick models is limited to a maximum of 700 m. 

The 2 km thick model is not seriously affected by the above problem, and so it is 

extended until almost complete plastic failure through the whole thickness of the 

layer is achieved. 

There are some general features of the results regardless of the layer thickness or 

the fault dip angle. These are described in terms of the stress distribution, pattern 

of plastic failure, and vertical displacement of the model's surface. 
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STRESS DISTRIBUTION (e.g. Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.4). As first recognised by Bott 

{1997) the, non-lithostatic stress at each stage of extension is the superposition of 

three different types of stress: 

( 1) Tensional stresses caused by the stretching of the layer. The tensional 

stresses produced by the stretching of the layer are horizontal, and ·jf-it" 

was not for the fault would be equally distributed throughout the layer 

thickness, except where the strength is exceeded and the failure envelope 

is followed. 

{2) Bending stresses caused by the displacement along the fault. The 

bending stresses are dominant in these models. In the hanging wall they 

are tensile near the surface and compressive near the bottom of the layer. 

In the footwall they are compressive near the surface and tensile near 

the bottom of the layer. Bending stresses are parallel to the surface and 

nearly horizontal. 

{3) Topographical stresses arising from the excess of mass in the up

thrown block and deficiency of mass on the downthrown block. Topo

graphical or loading stresses are mainly vertical, being tensile beneath 

the half-graben because of the low density infill, and compressive be

neath the footwall uplift because of the anomalous topographic load. 

The vertical stresses are much smaller in magnitude than the stretching 

or bending stresses. Nevertheless they have some influence in the failure 

pattern as will be seen in section 5.8 where loading is investigated. 

As the fault is approached the principal stresses rotate to remain parallel and 

tangential to the fault plane. This is consistent with the lack of friction along the 

fault so that it cannot sustain shearing stresses. 

PATTERN OF PLASTIC FAILURE (e.g. Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.4). Failure first occurs 

in extension at the surface of the downthrown block. Next, failure in compression 

occurs at the-surface of the upthrown block. The bottom of the upthrown block 
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close to the right edge of the models also begins to fails in extension at early stages 

of stretchil)g. 

At relatively early stages of stretching, failure in compression develops at the 

surface of the downthrown ~lock, close to the fault (e.g. model S3 in Fig. 5.4). The 

compressional failure at shallow levels of the downthrown block is partially caused 

by unbending close to the fault. As the tensile stresses due to the stretching increase, 

failure in compression is progressively replaced by failure in extension. 

As stretching proceeds, the shallow region of extensional failure in the down

thrown block extends laterally and enlarges downwards. At the same time the 

region of extensional failure at the bottom of the upthrown block grows upwards 

and towards the fault. 

The maximum observed stresses are tensile and occur at the bottom of the 

upthrown block, at some distance from the fault. There, the strength is maximum, 

and the extensional bending stresses reinforce the stretching stresses. In contrast, at 

the bottom of the down thrown block the compressive stresses caused by the bending 

oppose the extensional stresses due to the stretching. As a result this region remains 

mainly unaffected by failure. 

FLEXURE PROFILE (e.g. Fig. 5.7 and Fig. 5.8). In general, the bending of 

the plate increases with stretching, becoming more localised with increasing plastic 

failure. As slip takes place, the hanging wall and the footwall are displaced m 

opposite senses from the initial datum at zero depth. 

For small amounts of extension there is only slight bending. As stretching pro

ceeds the plate's curvature and the displacement relative to the initial datum depend 

on the model thickness. In the 2 km thick model (Fig. 5. 7), ·the left end of the down

thrown block moves slightly above the initial datum, while the remaining part of the 

block moves below the initial datum. In the upthrown block the opposite happens, 

with uplift occurring close to the fault and subsidence occurring near the right end 

of the model. 
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Fig. 5.8 The flexure profile of model 045* (8 km thick , 45° fault ) at 100 and 700 m 

of applied extension . The vertical displacements relative to the initial datum are greatly 

affected by the boundary conditions . The flexure profile is much nearer the horizontal 

than it should be for a longer or rotationally unconstra ined model. 
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In the 8 km thick model (Fig. 5.8), slip along the fault shifts the entire down

thrown block downwards and the entire up thrown block upwards. However, this 

result is vitiated by the length to thickness ratio problem referred to at the begin

ning of this section. 

5.11 The effect of changing the brittle layer thick-

ness 

Differences between fault observations at fast and slow spreading ridges, and along 

the axis of slow spreading ridges, have been attributed to differences in the plate's 

strength. Since strength increases with depth, the larger the brittle layer thickness 

the larger the plate's strength .. To investigate how differences in the brittle layer 

thickness affect the stress, the pattern of plastic failure is compared for models F* 

(Fig. 5.2) and S* (Fig. 5.4). The main results are: 

• The 2 km thick model (F*) undergoes almost throughgoing plastic failure at 

150 m of applied extension, when the fault throw is 270 m. It is difficult 

to envisage how slip may continue along the fault when the whole layer is 

flowing plastically in response to extension. As a consequence it is considered 

that throughgoing plastic failure places a limit on the maximum possible fault 

throw. 

• The 8 km thick model (S*) sustains a maximum stretching of 700 m due to the 

development of numerical instabilities. However, stretching this model beyond 

700 m would result in a fault throw larger than 1100 m. Maximum observed 

fault throws at slow spreading ridges are about this value, so that it would be 

unrealistic to stretch this model further. 

These results show that the strength profiles can explain why faulting is more 

well developed at slow spreading ridg~s _than at fast spreading ridges. 
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The flexural profiles of models F15 and S7 are compared in Fig. 5.9. The main 

results are: 

• The plate curvature in the thinner model is smaller. 

• The final fault throw in the thinner model is smaller. 

• The departure of the surface from the initial datum is much smaller in the 

thinner model. However, this large discrepancy between the two models is 

artificially caused by the boundary conditions at the edges. 
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Fig. 5.9 Flexure profile versus brittle layer thickness , for model F* at maximum applied 

extension (model 2 km thick , 63° fault , 150m of stretching) and modelS* at maximum 

applied extension (model 8 km thick, 63° fault, 700 m of stretching) . The fault throw 

and the plate curvature are greater for the thicker brittle layer. 

In summary, the thickness of the brittle layer varies in the same sense as ( 1) the 

maximum stretching the model can sustain, (2) the maximum fault throw, (3) the 

plate's curvature, and varies in the opposite sense to the degree of plastic failure . 

Assuming that the amount of extension applied is directly proportional to time, it 

is concluded that the period of brittle activity of a fault increases with the thickness 

of the lithosphere. 
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5.12 The effect of changing the fault dip angle 

According to Anderson's theory of faulting (Anderson, 1951) and for a fault coef

ficient of friction fs = 0.85, the optimal dip angle for normal faults is 65.2° from 
-

the horizontal (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). Slightly different coe~cients of 

friction yield preferred orientations for active normal faults between 45° and 70° 

from the horizontal. The purpose of this section is to investigate how the stress 

and the failure patterns depend on the fault dip angle. At mid-ocean ridges such 

an investigation is relevant not only because a wide range of fault dip angles are 

observed, but also because the existence of low-angle faults at segment ends has 

been used to explain the observed segmentation of slow spreading ridges . 
. , 

Comparison between models S* (Fig. 5.4), D45* (Fig. 5.5) and D33* (Fig. 5.6) 

indicates the following: 

(1) For a fixed amount of extension, the extent of plastic failure and 

the fault throw are directly proportional to the fault dip angle. For a 

given extension, for instance 700 m, the fault throw and plastic failure 

incidence is maximum in modelS* and minimum in model D33*. Since 

the three models have the same strength envelope, the difference in the 

failure pattern at-a given stage of extension is only due to the inclination 

of the fault plane. The stretching stresses are basically the same for 

the three models. The loading stresses are also similar. The difference 

in the failure pattern of the three models is attributed to the bending 

stresses and to the amount of extension taken up by the fault's heave. 

The bending stresses decrease as the fault throw and fault dip angle 

decrease. Morover, the lower the fault dip the more of the extension is 

taken up by the heave of the fault. 

(2) Plastic failure of the whole layer limits the brittle slippage along the 

fault. If plastic failure increases with the fault dip angle, then faults 

dipping at higher angles wiil cease to be active before faults dipping at 
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lower angles. These results agree with Forsyth's model (1992) in which 

the regional stress required to continue sliding against the flexure induced 

stresses increase with the dip of the fault. Forsyth (1992) predicted that 

high-angle normal faults, with normal coefficients of friction (around 
-

0. 75) cannot accommodate much extension before a new fault forms. 

His elastic model did not take into account plastic failure. Thus, the 

higher the fault dip the larger the bending stresses, independently of the 

model being elastic or elasto-plastic. The results now presented imply 

that plastic failure further contributes to reduce the ability of the high

angle normal faults to withstand large amounts of extension. 

5.13 The effect of loading by infill 

Lava flows are more extensive and continuous at fast spreading ridges than at slow 

spreading ridges. Also, at slow spreading ridges the magmatic budget is higher at 

segment centres where the brittle plate is thinner. For this reason the effect of 

loading by infill is studied using the 2 km thick model. The main difference between 

the failure patterns of the unloaded F* (Fig. 5.2) and loaded FL * (Fig. 5.3) models 

Is: 

• Beneath the half-graben, near vertical tensile stresses arise as a result of the 

effective replacement of crustal rock by lower density infill. These vertical 

tensile stresses reduce the horizontal deviatoric tensile stresses and increase 

the horizontal deviatoric compressive stresses. PlastiC failure is proportional 

to the deviatoric stress, so that failure in extension is reduced and failure in 

compression is enhanced. 
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The flexure profiles of the loaded and of the unloaded models are compared in 

Fig. 5.10. 
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Fig. 5.10 The flexure profiles of model F* (2 km thick, 63° fault) and of model FL * (2 

km thick , 63° fault, with infill on the half-graben) at 10 and 150 m of applied tension. 

Loading by infill increases the subsidence of the hanging wall , reduces the uplift of the 

footwall , and increases the width of the half-graben . 

Loading by infill causes no visible difference at 10 m of extension , when vrrtical 

displacements in both models are small. At 150 m of extension the loading increases 

the subsidence of the down thrown block by 50 m, but also decreases the uplift of the 

upthrown block by 35 m. As a. result the throw of the fault is only 1.5 m larger in 

the loaded model. The most significant difference between the two models concerns 

the width of the half-graben: 

• Loading by infill widens the half-graben significantly. The reason for this is ap

parent from simple flexure theory. The width of the half-graben is proportional 

to the flexural parameter (section 5.10), which is inversely proportional to the 

density contrast between water /infill and substratum. The density contrast is 

larger for water than for infill. Consequently, the unloaded model displays a 

much narrower half-graben. 
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5.14 Comparison between elastic and elasto-plastic 

models 

The elastic solution for the 2 km thick, unloaded model F* has been computed. 

The elastic and elasto-plastic flexure profiles are compared at 10, 100 and 150 m of 

applied extension (Fig. 5.11 ). 
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Fig. 5.11 The elastic and elasto-plastic flexure profiles of model F* (2 km thick, 63° 

fault) are compared at 10, 100 and 150 m of applied extension. Relative to the elastic 

solution, plastic failure sharpens the plate curvature and reduces the width of the half

graben . It also slightly reduces the subsidence of the hanging wall and the uplift of the 

footwal. 
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For small amounts of extension the elastic and elasto-plastic flexure profiles are 

practically 'coincident, but as extension and plastic failure increase the two profiles 

separate. At 150 m of extension, the displacements relative to zero depth at the 

ends of the elastic model have opposite signs from those observed at the ends of the 

elasto-plastic model. Nevertheless the vertical distance between the two profiles is 

never greater than 50 m, and at the fault is only about 35 m. This result shows that 

in this example plasticity does not significantly modify the fault throw, although it 

places a limit on the maximum throw that can be reached. 

The most important effect of plasticity is to sharpen the plate's curvature and 

to decrease the width of the half-graben. The width of the half-graben is propor

tional to the flexural parameter (section 5.10), which decreases for decreasing elastic 

plate thickness. Plastic failure reduces the equivalent elastic plate thickness, and 

consequently causes the narrowing of the half-graben. 

5.15 Discussion 

5.15.1 Comparison with observations 

The flexure profiles associated with normal faults cannot be directly compared with 

observations at mid-ocean ridges. The main reason for this is that in reality fault 

spacing is too close to allow the measurement of the half-graben width (section 1.3). 

Nevertheless, it is possible to compare the modelled and observed fault throws. 

At fast spreading ridges lava flows are expected to fill up the half-graben to the 

initial datum. In this case only the footwall uplift can be observed. The loaded 2 

km thick model yields a maximum footwall uplift of 95 m. Footwall uplifts reported 

along the East Pacific Rise and other fast spreading ridges range from a few tens of 

meters to about 150 m (e.g. Carbotte and Macdonald, 1994), consistent with the 

modelled value. 

At slow spreading segments sediment and/or volcanic infill is small, and con

sequently it is not expected to affect the fault throw· observations. The unloaded 
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models yield maximum fault throws of 255 m and 1100 m for the 2 km and 8 km 

thick brittle layers, respectively. These values are consistent with fault throws ob

served along the MAR, of 200-600 mat segment centres and 800-1200 mat segment 

ends (e.g. Shaw, 1992). 

From the above comparisons it is concluded that the models provide a good fit to 

observations of fault throws at mid-ocean ridges. More importantly, the modelling 

shows that (1) plastic failure prevents large fault throws from occurring in thin 

strong layers at fast spreading ridges, in contrast to slow spreading ridges, and (2) 

variations in the brittle layer thickness can account for the observed dependence of 

the fault throw on the spreading rate and along axis position. 

5.15.2 Tectonic strain 

The tectonic strain is the total strain accommodated by brittle deformation. It 

is usually calculated from the fault heave and spacing. Estimates of the tectonic 

strain at the East Pacific Rise range from 5% to 10% (Cowie et al., 1993; Bicknell 

et al., 1987). At the Mid-Atlantic Ridge recent estimates based on high resolution 

side-scan sonar data suggest tectonic strains between 10% and 25% (Escartin et al., 

1999). 

The tectonic strain in the modelling can be computed using e = H/ Li, where 

H is the heave of the fault after maximum applied extension and Li is the initial 

length of the model. The 2 km thick, unloaded model after 150 m of extension yields 

e = 0.43%. The 8 km thick model after 700 m of extension yields e = 1.84%. The 

modelled tectonic strains are therefore much less than the observed ones, simply 

because just one fault is used in the modelling whereas multiple faults occur in 

reality. This result also implies that the stretching applied to the models has not 

reached unrealistic values. 

The modelled tectonic strain can be compared with the modelled total exten

sional strain, which is given by E = (L1 - Li)/ Li, where L1 is the final length of the 

model after maximum applied extension. Application to the 2 km thick, unloaded 
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model after 700 m of extension gives E = 2.33%. The fraction of the modelled strain 

that can be attributed to elasto-plastic extension (E- e)/E is thus much less than 

the fraction attributed to the fault heave e/E. 

5.15.3 Fault longevity 

Fault longevity is important in the context of ridge segmentation models that involve 

detachment faults at slow spreading segment ends. Fault longevity corresponds to 

the period of activity of the fault, i.e. the period of time while there is slip on the 

fault. Observations at slow spreading ridges suggest that faults at segment ends are 

active for longer periods of time than faults at segment centres, because (1) fault 

throws at segment ends are larger, and (2) the oceanic analogues to metamorphic 

core complexes have only been found at segment ends, more specifically at inside 

corners. 

The oceanic analogues to continental metamorphic complexes, found at several 

inside corners along the MAR, have been termed megamullions (Tucholke et al., 

1998). Dredging at some of these structures revealed the exposure of lower crust 

gabbros and serpentinized upper mantle peridotites. It has therefore been suggested 

that prolonged slip along low-angle detachment faults is responsible for the exposure 

of such rocks, and that the occurrence of detachment faults at slow spreading ridges 

is restricted to inside corners (Karson, 1990). The dip at fossil off-axis terminations 

of megamullions average 23°, and the active (or recently active) detachment faults 

observed have dips of about 35°-38° (Tucholke et al., 1998). Therefore, detachment 

faults at inside corners are assumed to have lower dip angles than normal faults at 

segment centres or outside corners. 

According to Tucholke et al. (1998) two main factors can explain why detach

ment faults accommodate slip for so long: (1) detachment faulting is active during 

phases of amagmatic extension. The average duration of an amagmatic phase of 

extension, which is characterised by elevated values of Residual Mantle Bouguer 

Anomaly (RMBA) and thinner crust, is about 1.6 m.y, and (2) detachment faults 
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are exceptionally weak. Detachment faults may be exceptionally weak due to the 

presence of serpentinites along the fault. 

In my modelling the total amount of extension applied is assumed to be pro

portional to the total amount of elapsed time. Accordingly, two main factors can 

explain the longer longevity of normal faults at slow spreading segment ends: 

1. The larger brittle plate thickness at segment ends. It was shown that the 

larger the brittle thickness the larger the amount of extension the model can 

withstand. 

2. The lower dip angle of the detachment faults presumed to exist at inside 

corners. It was also shown that the lower the dip fault angle the larger the 

amount of extension the model can withstand. 

If the longevity of detachment faults is due to their low dip, what remams 

to be explained is why low angle faults should be favoured at segment ends. The 

answer may be that enhanced serpentinisation occurs at segment ends as proposed by 

Escartin et al. (1997). The presence of serpentinites lowers the coefficient of internal 

friction of the lithosphere. The Coulomb-Navier criterion of fracture predicts that 

the optimum dip angle for fault formation decreases with the coefficient of internal 

friction. Thus, low angle dipping faults may occur preferentially where serpentinites 

are abundant, i.e. at inside corners. 

Finally, Tucholke et al. (1998) noted that megamullions represent only a small 

fraction of the inside corner highs observed along the MAR. They suggest this hap

pens because even minor magmatic episodes within an amagmatic phase may lead 

to the termination of slip along detachment faults. Two alternative explanations 

can be proposed based on my work: ( 1) the brittle layer thickness at inside corners 

may not always be large enough and (2) the formation of low angle normal faults at 

inside corners may not always happen. 
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Models of stress at mid-ocean 

ridge offsets 

6.1 Introduction 

The study of major plate dynamics, and of the state of stress at mid-ocean ridge 

offsets, has been mainly done with two-dimensional numerical models which neglect 

sources of vertical stress (e.g. Richardson et al., 1979; Phipps Morgan and Parmen

tier, 1984). These models, which rely on the thin sheet approximation, have been 

relatively successful and provide important constraints on plate boundary forces. 

However, at the local scale of mid-ocean ridge offsets, sources of vertical stress may 

be important. Without wanting to develop a full 3D numerical method, a for

mulation that allows one to include vertical stresses into 2D horizontal models is 

presented in section 6.2.3. In this formulation the most relevant source of vertical 

stress in young oceanic lithosphere is the topographic load created by the elevation 

of mid-ocean ridges relative to old seafloor. In order to test the modelling method, 

simple models of stress at mid-ocean ridge offsets are presented. The stress patterns 

obtained are then compared with structural observations at transform faults and 

non-transform offsets. 

The formulation derived in this chapter constitutes an alternative to previous 

modelling efforts, in which the reproduction of the observed structures at mid-ocean 

ridge offsets was done by varying the ratio between the ridge resistance force and 
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the transform resistance force (e.g. Phipps Morgan and Parmentier, 1984; Grindlay 

and Fox, 1993). These modelling efforts failed to explain the existence of extensional 

structures striking at high angles (> 35°) to the ridge trend, often found at ridge

transform intersections (e.g. Karson and Dick, 1983; Searle, 1983, Fornari et al., 

1989). The generation of such structures is predicted here. 

6.2 Modelling assumptions and procedure 

6.2.1 Rheology 

The oceanic lithosphere is represented by a 2D horizontal plate of constant thickness. 

It is divided into two distinct mechanical regions. The brittle and relatively strong 

plate outside the ridge axial zone is represented by elastic rheology. The elastic 

behaviour is characterised by specifying the Young's modulus (E) and the Poisson's 

ratio (v). The values assumed, E = 1.0 x 1011 Pa and v = 0.25, are generally 

accepted for the oceanic lithosphere (e.g. Turcotte and Schubert, 1982). 

The ridge axial zone, characterised by extensive fissuring and normal faulting, 

is described by elasto-plastic rheology (section 3.5). Plastic flow is often adopted as 

a continuum description of deformation on distributed faults, provided the distance 

between faults is small compared to the size of the deforming zone (e.g. Lin and 

Parmentier, 1989). I a.Ssume this condition is met at mid-ocean ridges, where the 

spacing between fractures (tens to hundreds of metres) and between well developed 

normal faults (on average about 1.5 km) is small compared to the width of the 

region affected by active normal faulting (up to 20 km)(section 1.3). The width of 

the elasto-plastic axial zone is 10 km, to be consistent with the average width of the 

region of active normal faulting at mid-ocean ridges. 

The elasto-plastic or elasto-viscoplastic material is characterised by the strength 

value. Provided the relaxation time is sufficient, viscous stress relaxation will con

tinue until the strength value is approximately attained. The strength of the elasto

plastic material in the ridge axial region was determined from estimates of the ridge 
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resistance force. A strength of 30 MPa and 15 MPa at slow and fast spreading ridges 

respectively, is assumed based on the work of Lachenbruch (1973). 

6.2.2 Grid geometry and boundary conditions 

All models presented in this Chapter are based on the finite element grid presented 

in Fig. 6.1. The grid contains 64 identical quadrilateral elements 10 km x 10 km 

each, having a total area of 80 km x 80 km. Each element has 8 nodes and 4 

gauss points. The main differences between the models are the location of the ridge 

segments (i.e. of the elasto-plastic elements), and the inclusion or not of a fault 

between ridge segments. 

y 

ux=O 

Fig. 6.1 The finite element grid used in the modelling. It contains 64 identical 

isoparametric quadrilateral elements. Normal displacements to the outer boundaries are 

set to zero. 

The external boundaries of the model are either parallel or perpendicular to the 

ridge axis. At all outer boundaries the displacements in the normal direction to the 

boundary were set to zero. 
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At boundaries perpendicular to the ridge axis the boundary conditions imply 

that convergence or divergence across transforms is not allowed. Although evidence 

of deformation in the normal direction to the fault's strike has been found in some 

transforms (e.g. Fornari et al., 1989, Wilcock et al., 1990; Pockalny, 1997), pure 

strike-slip movement is the dominant process and the most general situation to 

model. 

At boundaries parallel to the ridge axis the boundary conditions are artificial. 

They are imposed to obtain a stress field consistent with observations. More specifi

cally, it was found necessary to fix the boundaries parallel to the ridge axis to obtain 

a negligible level of deviatoric extension, or some small deviatoric compression, at 

about 80 km from the ridge axis. Free boundary conditions parallel to the ridge axis 

were tested (section 6.3.2) and not used for producing tensile deviatoric stresses 

perpendicular to the ridge axis in plate interiors. 

Faults are incorporated in the finite element model using the dual node tech

nique. Only completely locked and completely unlocked faults are modelled due to 

software limitations. Nevertheless, this allows one to analyse the behaviour of offsets 

when their strength is either very large (locked) or very weak (unlocked). Unlocked 

and locked faults are modelled by attributing to the fault's shear stiffness a zero 

or high value respectively. Alternatively, in section 6.4.4 transform fault offsets are 

modelled as finite width weak elasto-plastic zones. 

Taking into account all the evidence suggesting that transform faults are weak it 

seems a better approximation to model transforms with zero frictional strength. How 

can locked transform faults and locked non-transform offsets be justified? Locking 

can occur for short periods of time or along some sections of the fault. For instance, 

the San Andreas fault apparently contains some locked sections (e.g. Turcotte and 

Schubert, 1982), and ridge parallel structures can be traced across the extensions 

of some second-order discontinuities of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, indicating temporal 

locking (Grindlay et al., 1991). Temporal locking at ridge-transform intersections 

may occur as the base of the newly formed lithosphere periodically welds to the 

older juxtaposed plate (Fox and Gallo, 1984). 

-····- ~ ......... -~. ···-----······ . ------... -. " ... : ----~---:-.··-
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6.2.3 Application of the topographic loading 

The topographic load created by the elevation of ridges relative to old seafloor 

generates a non-lithostatic vertical stress inside the oceanic plate. It is assumed 

that the topography exerts a vertical normal stress equal in magnitude but opposite 

in sign to the normal stress caused by buoyancy oflow density asthenosphere beneath 

the plate. The surface and subsurface loads must be equal and opposite to guarantee 

local isostatic equilibrium (Fig. 6.2). 

ridge 

-----=-----l __ L_l __ l _ _l __ l_j_ ____ =--__ _ 

1 cr~z f f t t t f f 

low density material 

Fig. 6.2 The surface and subsurface loads associated with the topography of mid-ocean 

ridges produce vertical non-lithostatic stresses ~O'~z in the lithospheric plate. 

In the region between the loads the vertical non-lithostatic stress is, 

~O'~z = (Pm - Pw )gh, (6.1) 

where Pm is the density of the mantle, Pw is the density ofthe seawater, g is the 

acceleration of gravity and h is the height of the seafloor relative to the reference 

depth of old seafloor. 

The actual depth of the seafloor can be calculated from the empirical relation, 

d = dr + 350 t 112 , where dr is the seafloor depth at the ridge axis (in meters) and t is 

the age of the seafloor (in million years)(Parsons and Sclater, 1977). It is assumed 
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that dr = 2500 m, which is a good approximation to observations at both slow and 

fast spreading ridges. Two end member models of mid- ocean ridges and associated 

bathymetric profiles, are represented in Fig. 6.3. Profile (a) corresponds to a (slow) 

ridge spreading at a half rate of 15 mm/yr. Profile (b) corresponds to a (fast) ridge 

spreading at a half rate of 60 mmjyr. 

The depth of lithosphere 75 Ma old (5531 m) is chosen as reference. Therefore, 

the height of the seafloor in Eq. 6.1 is h = 5531- d, where dis the actual depth of 

the seafloor. 

D l s ;~ ·5 ,-, c e f r om R t d g a ( k rn) 
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Fig. 6.3 Seafloor depth as a function of distance to the ridge axis, as predicted by the 

empirical relationship of Parsons and Sclater (1977) for two half-spreading rates: a) 15 

mmjyr and b) 60 mmjyr. The depth at the ridge crest is assumed to be 2500 m. 

The actual topography at the ridge axis is neglected, that is, the existence of a 

median valley or an axial high is ignored. What justifies this approximation is that 

the region of axial topography is represented by the elasto-viscoplastic rheology. As 

a result, the deviatoric stress in the ridge axial zone is primarily determined by the 

strength of the material and only secondarily determined by the applied topographic 

load. 
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The plane stress approximation was adopted, implying that the plate is thin 

relative to its horizontal dimensions. The plane stress approximation also implies 

that only horizontal loading is considered. How can we then implement in the 

models the effect of a vertical topographic load? By evaluating the effect of the 

vertical loading on the horizontal non-lithostatic stress as follows. 

First, consider the stress-strain relations for a perfectly elastic isotropic solid 

(e.g. Jaeger, 1969), 

E(1- v) ( v v ) 
!:1uxx = (1 + v)(1 - 2v) exx + 1 - v eyy + 1 - v ezz ' (6.2) 

E(1- v) ( v v ) 
!:1uyy = (1 + v)(1 - 2v) 1 - v exx + eyy + 1 - v ezz ' (6.3) 

E(1- v) ( v v ) 
!:1Uzz = (1 + v)(1 - 2v) 1 - V exx + 1 - v eyy + ezz (6.4) 

Now, let the actual vertical stress be equal to a specified stress, that is !:1Uzz = 

f1Pzz· Solving Eq. 6.4 in order to obtain the vertical strain gives, 

_ ( 1 + v) ( 1 - 2v) A p _v_ ( ) 
ezz - E(1 _ v) u zz- 1 _ v exx + eyy (6.5) 

Upon substitution of Eq. 6.5 into Eq. 6.2 and Eq. 6.3 the horizontal tectonic 

stresses become, 

E v 
!:1u XX = 2 ( exx + veyy) + -- f1Pzz' 

1-v 1-v 
(6.6) 

(6.7) 

According to Eqs. 6.6 and 6. 7 the specified vertical stress f1Pzz gives rise to 

initial horizontal stresses equal to, 

0 - v 
!:1u xx = -

1
-- !:1 Pzz' 
-v 

(6.8) 

(6.9) 
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In the modelling the specified stress 6.Pzz is equal to the non-lithostatic stress 

created by the ridge topographic load o-~z' that is, 

0 v 
!:io-xx = -- (Pm - Pw )gh, 

1-v 

0 v 
f::1o-yy = -- (Pm- Pw)gh. 

1-v 

(6.10) 

(6.11) 

The spreading is assumed to be orthogonal to the ridge, and no bathymetric 

variations along isochrons are considered. Consequently, the vertical loading only 

varies in the direction perpendicular to the ridge axis. The vertical loading is com

puted at each Gauss point, assuming Pm- Pw = 2300kg/m3 and g = 9.8m/s2
: and 

input to the model. At each Gauss point the elevation h is determined by the dis

tance of the Gauss point to the ridge axis. Since the axial morphology is neglected, 

inside the ridge axial zone a constant vertical load is assumed (Fig 6.4). 
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Fig. 6.4 The vertical non-lithostatic stress as a function of distance from the ridge. 

Profile a corresponds to the topographic load associated with a slow spreading ridge 

(profile a in Fig. 6.3), and profile b corresponds to the topographic load associated with 

a fast spreading ridge (profile b in Fig. 6.3). The points along the profiles correspond 

to the location of the Gauss points in the finite element model. 
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6.3 Models of stress from mid-ocean ridges to in

traplate regions 

The principal aspect of the stress field that is modelled in this section is the fading of 

the ridge perpendicular tensile stresses, and eventually the transition from extension 

to compression, observed as we move away from mid- ocean ridges (section 2.7). 

This is accomplished through the combination of topographic loading, boundary 

conditions and rheologic assumptions. 

The ridge axial zone is 10 km wide and is represented by the light dotted pattern 

at the left end of the models (e.g. Fig. 6.5). The horizontal stresses are scaled 

relative to the value displayed at the right of each model (e.g. 15 MPa in Fig. 6.5), 

and are plotted at the centre of each element. Compressive stresses are represented 

by inward pointing arrows and tensile stresses are represented by outward pointing 

arrows. Both the principal and the deviatoric stress fields are displayed. 

Recall that deviatoric stresses are related to the principal stresses through Eq. 

2.5 (section 2.2). Using the assumption of plane stress, with an initial vertical stress 

~o-~z that remains always constant, the relation between the deviatoric and principal 

stresses becomes, 

(6.12) 

6.3.1 Elastic model (slow spreading ridge) 

In a horizontally confined elastic model, with boundaries fixed all around the model 

as explained in section 6.2.2, we have Exx = Eyy = 0. Using v = 0.25 and a constant 

topographic load corresponding to o-~z = 10 MPa we obtain from Eq. 6.6 and Eq. 

6.7 compressive principal stresses ~O"xx = ~O"yy = 3.33 MPa, and from Eq. 6.12 
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tensile deviatoric stresses ~o-~ = ~o-~ = -2.22 MPa. In this case the stresses are 

constant and uniform all over the model. 

When the topographic load is as represented in profile a of Fig. 6.4, corre

sponding to a spreading rate of 15 mm/yr, we obtain the results of model RISEL 

(Fig. 6.5 and Fig. 6.6). The magnitudes of the principal and deviatoric stresses, 

nearly equal at each point, decrease with distance from the ridge due to the decrease 

of the topographic load. Nevertheless, the deviatoric ridge perpendicular stresses in 

the ridge axial zone (dotted pattern) should be unequivocally larger than the devi

atoric ridge parallel stresses, to fit observations. A more realistic stress pattern is 

accomplished through the use of a viscous rheology in the ridge axial zone as shown 

in the following subsection. 

6.3.2 Elasto-plastic model (slow spreading ridge) 

When viscous relaxation is allowed inside the ridge axial zone, the three components 

of principal stress become closer in magnitude, in order to reduce the deviatoric stress 

in excess of the yield value. This means that the horizontal principal stresses (~o-xx 

and ~O"yy) must get more compressive in order to become closer to the value of the 

initial vertical stress (~o-~J. As they get more compressive, they exert a push on 

the adjacent plate. As a result of this push the adjacent elastic plate experiences 

an increase in the principal compressive stress, hence a decrease in the deviatoric 

tensile stress. In this way the viscous relaxation in the axial zone at least partially 

simulates the push resulting from the high pressure at mid-ocean ridges, that is, the 

ridge push. 

Model RIDSL is identical'to previous model RISEL except that the ridge axial 

zone is elasto-plastic, with 30 MPa of strength. Viscous relaxation in this zone stops 

when the strength is achieved according to the Von-Mises criterion. The principal 

and deviatoric stresses are presented in Fig. 6. 7 and Fig. 6.8 respectively. 
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Fig. 6.5 Principal stress pattern of model RISEL, which represents a slow spreading 

ridge and the adjacent plate. Both the 10 km wide ridge axial zone, with the dotted 

pattern, and the surrounding lithosphere have elastic rheology. The lithosphere subsides· 

at a rate corresponding to· a half-spreading velocity of 15 mm/yr. Compressive stresses · 

· are represented by inward pointing arrows and tensile stresses are represented by outward 
' 

pointing arrows. The stresses, plotted at the centre of each element, are scaled relative 

to 15 MPa. 
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Fig. 6.6 Deviatoric stress pattern of the elastic. model RISEL. Topographic loading 

and symbols are as in Fig. 6.5. The observed stress. pattern is the result of the topo

graphic load and the requirement of no displacement in the normal direction to the outer 

boundaries of the model. 
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Fig. 6.7 Principal stress pattern of model RIDSL. The dotted 10 km wide ridge 

axial zone has elasto-plastic rheology, with a strength value of 30 MPa. The adjacent 

lithosphere has elastic rheology. Topographic loading and symbols are as in Fig. 6.5. 

Viscoplastic stress relaxation in the axial zone effectively applies a push on the adjacent 

elastic plate, increasing the magnitude of the ridge perpendicular compressive principal 

stresses. 
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Fig. 6.8 Deviatoric stress pattern of the elasto-plastic model RIDSL. Topographic 

loading and symbols are as in Fig. 6.5. Viscoplastic stress relaxation in the axial zone 

effectively applies a push on the adjacent elastic plate, increasing the magnitude of the 

ridge parallel tensile deviatoric stresses. 
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The two components of stress in the ridge axial zone no longer have similar 

magnitudes. The deviatoric stress parallel to the ridge relaxes towards zero, and 

the deviatoric stress perpendicular to the ridge relaxes towards the strength. This 

happens in part because the along axis continuity of the viscoplastic finite elements 

allows a better performance of the viscous relaxation method, but can also be in

terpreted as a lower resistance to along axis compared to across axis viscous flow. 

Also, normal stresses must be continuous across interfaces, and in the adjacent elas

tic plate the stresses due to the topographic loading cannot relax. A dominant 

deviatoric extension perpendicular to the ridge agrees with the near axis stress in

dicators. In the adjacent elastic plate, some amount of ridge parallel extension is 

preserved. Focal mechanism interpretations indicate that ridge parallel extension is 

common in young oceanic seafloor (section 2.7). 

In Fig. 6.8 the magnitude of the deviatoric tensile stress perpendicular to the 

ridge decreases from approximately 18 MPa at the ridge axis to 3 MPa at 70 km of 

distance from the ridge. Beyond 80 km of distance from the ridge axis the deviatoric 

stress will eventually become compressive. Tests have shown that the distance from 

the ridge axis at which the transition occurs depends on the ridge strength. This 

result is similar to that of the East Pacific Rise models, despite the contrasting 

approach (2D horizontal instead of 2D vertical). 

What is the result of using a free boundary opposite to the ridge in· model 

RIDSL (Fig. 6. 7 and Fig. 6.8)? The result is shown in Fig. 6.9 and Fig. 6.10 

for a model called RIFRE. The stresses in the perpendicular direction to the ridge 

are pervasively tensile reflecting the action of the ridge resistance. Although the 

spatial range of the ridge resistance is unknown, there is no evidence of consistent 

extension perpendicular to the ridge axis at distances from the ridge greater than 

,....., 20 km (the upper bound estimate for the extent of normal fault activity at mid

ocean ridges). Therefore, the confinement perpendicular to the ridge is favoured in 

order to produce a negligible level of ridge perpendicular deviatoric stress at 80 km 

from the ridge, as shown in model RIDSL (Fig. 6.8). 
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Fig. 6.9 Principal stress pattern of model RIFRE, which is identical to model RIDSL 

(Fig. 6.7) except for the boundary conditions. The edge of model RIFRE.opposite to the 

ridge axis is free, but all the other boundaries are restrained in the normal direction to 

the boundary. The combination of topographic loading and viscoplastic stress relaxation 

in the axial zone generates tensile principal stresses perpendicular to the ridge direction 

all over the model. 
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Fig. 6.10 Deviatoric stress pattern of model RIFRE, which has a free boundary con

dition at the edge opposite to the ridge axis. The deviatoric stress pattern reflects the 

action of the 'ridge resistance'. 
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6.3.3 Fast versus slow spreading ridges 

Model RIDFS has the topographic load of a fast spreading ridge (profile b of Fig. 

6.4) and a ridge strength of 15 MPa. Its deviatoric stress pattern (Fig. 6.11) shows 

an abrupt transition from ridge perpendicular stress to ridge parallel stress, at the 

ridge axial zone interface. This abrupt transition is unrealistic. Moreover, the ridge 

parallel deviatoric stress magnitude is relatively larger in model RIDFS than in its 

slow spreading ridge analogue (model RIDSL, Fig. 6.8). A lower ridge strength 

implies a greater amount of viscous relaxation in the ridge axial zone. With more 

viscous relaxation in the axial zone, the ridge perpendicular compressive principal 

stress increases, and so does the ridge parallel tensile deviatoric stress. 

The dependence of the ridge parallel deviatoric tensile stress on the ridge strength 

lacks observational support. The half-spreading rates in the Central Indian Ridge 

and the Southeast Indian Ridge, where nearby evidence of tensile parallel stresses 

is strongest, are about 25-30 mm/yr (e.g. Mitchell and Parson, 1993), within the 

intermediate spreading range classification (section 1.2). In other oceanic areas, the 

number of earthquake focal mechanisms indicating ridge parallel tensile stresses is 

not enough to establish a relation between the ridge parallel tensile stresses and the 

spreading velocity. Ridge parallel tensile stresses due to lithospheric cooling must 

be a function of the lithospheric age, decreasing with distance from the ridge, but 

be otherwise independent of the spreading rate. 

In order to prevent the artificial features of model RID FS (Fig. 6.11) the ridge 

strength has to be chosen carefully. This a shortcoming of the modelling method. 

Nevertheless, when applied to ridge offsets the method predicts similar stress pat

terns r~gardless of the amount of viscous relaxation at the ridge axis (section 6.4.3). 
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Fig. 6.11 Deviatoric stress pattern of model RIDFS, which represents a fast spreading 

ridge and the adjacent plate. The dotted 10 km wide ridge axial zone has viscoplastic 

rheology, with a strength value of 15 MPa. The adjacent plate is elastic. The lithosphere 

subsides at a rate correspondent to a half-spreading velocity of 60, mmjyr. Symbols are 

as. in Fig. 6.5. 
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6.4 Models of stress at transform faults 

6.4.1 Locked versus unlocked faults 

In this section, two slow spreading ridge segments are offset by a 40 km long trans

form fault. The topographic load associated with each one of the ridge segments is 

· ·- · ····· · ·· · ··· ·· ··· displayed in Fig. 6.12. 
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Fig. 6.11 The vertical non-lithostatic stress as a function of distance from the ridge, 

for two ridge segments bounding a 40 km long transform fault. Each profile corresponds 

to the topographic loading associated with a slow spreading ridge, relative to lithosphere 

75 Ma old. The points along the profiles correspond to the location of the Gauss points 

in the finite element model. 

In the following models only deviatoric stresses are displayed as they are more 

easily related to failure. The transform fault location is indicated by the line joining 

the two ridge segments which are represented by the dotted pattern. The stresses 

are plotted at each Gauss point and are scaled relative to 30 MPa. 
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Model SL30U (Fig. 6.13) includes an unlocked transform fault. As can be ob

served such an unlocked transform fault has only a minor influence on the stress field 

associated with the ridge segments. The ridge parallel and perpendicular deviatoric 

tensile stresses remain practically undisturbed by the presence of the fault. This 

model also shows that the change in seafloor depth across the fault, caused by the 

age offset, does not by itself produce any significant rotation of stresses in the fault's 

vicinity. 

Model SL30 (Fig. 6.14) includes a locked transform fault. Now, the stress 

magnitudes increase in the fault's vicinity and are maximum ("' 28 MPa) at the 

inside corners of the ridge-transform intersections, where the tensile stresses rotate 

30° relative to the ridge trend. 

It is assumed that the ridge and the immediately adjacent plate have the same 

strength. The ridge is in a state of thoroughgoing failure, so the deviatoric stress 

observed inside the ridge axial zone is the maximum that can be supported. If the 

deviatoric stress in the plate exceeds the deviatoric stress in the ridge axial zone, 

the plate is expected to release the excess stress by brittle failure. 

Under the above assumption the plate in model SL30 is predicted to fail at 

the places marked by the circles in Fig. 6.14, within 5 km of the ridge-transform 

intersections. The type of faulting that may occur is predicted using Anderson's 

theory of faulting (section 2.3). Since the maximum compressive principal stress 

(i.e. the minimum tensile deviatoric stress) is vertical, normal faults should develop 

perpendicular to the minimum compressive principal stress (i.e. the maximum ten

sile deviatoric stress). Accordingly, a normal fault regime is predicted to occur at 

the inside corners of the ridge-transform intersection, trending up to 60° oblique to 

the ridge axis. 

Dyke intrusions should occur in the perpendicular direction to the maximum 

tensile deviatoric stress. Consequently the ridge will tend to propagate in the per

pendicular direction to the maximum tensile deviatoric stress at the ridge-transform 

intersections, i.e. towards the transform. 
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Fig. 6.13 Deviatoric stress pattern of model SL30U, which represents two slow spread

ing ridges separated by a transform fault 40 km long. The 10 km wide dotted ridge axial 

zones have elasto-plastic rheology with a strength of 30 MPa. The adjacent plate is 

elastic. The fault is unlocked with respect to slip. Compressive stresses are represented 

by inward pointing arrows, tensile stresses are represented by outward pointing arrows. 

The stresses, plot.ted at the Gauss points, are scaled relative to 30 MPa. 
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Fig. 6.14 Deviatoric stress pattern of model SL30, which is identical to model SL30U 

(Fig. 6.13) except that the fault is now locked with respect to slip. LargE; inside corner 

stresses favour the overshooting of dikes and the curvature of the ridge towards the 

transform. The circles mark the regions where normal faults trending up to 60° oblique 

to the ridge axis are predicted. Other symbols are as in Fig. 6.13. 
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6.4.2 The effect of topography 

To verify how the stress pattern at a locked offset is affected by the subsidence rate, 

a model having the strength of a slow spreading ridge (30 MPa) but the vertical 

load of a fast spreading ridge is considered. The model is called FS30 (Fig. 6.15). 

It shows the same stress pattern as model SL30 (Fig. 6.14) except for a slight 

increase ("' 1 MPa) in the deviatoric stress magnitude. It can be concluded that 

the distinction between the topographic load of fast and slow spreading ridges is not 

important along locked offsets. 

6.4.3 The effect of ridge strength 

What is the effect of changing the ridge strength from 30 MPa to 15 MPa at a locked 

offset? Let us compare model FS15L (Fig. 6.16), which has the topographic load 

and the strength of a fast spreading ridge, with its slow spreading ridge analogue, 

model SL30 (Fig. 6.14). 

The comparison shows a remarkable increase in the magnitude of the deviatoric 

stress when the ridge strength is reduced. At the ridge transform intersections 

a maximum deviatoric stress of rv 38 MPa is obtained in model FS15L, against 

the "' 28 MPa obtained in model SL30. This increase in the stress magnitude at 

the RTis is caused by the artificial increase of the ridge parallel tensile stresses 

at low strength ridges (section 6.3.3). Nevertheless, the amount of stress rotation 

at the RTI predicted by the locked offset models (30° relative to the ridge trend) 

is the same regardless of the ridge strength. Supporting this result is the fact that 

observations at ridge-transform intersections do not indicate any correlation between 

stress rotation and slipping rate. 
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Fig. 6.15 Deviatoric stress pattern of model FS30, which represents a locked transform 

fault between two ridge segments. Although the ridge strength is that of a slow spreading 

ridge (30 MPa), the topographic loading associated with each segment is that of a fast 

spreading ridge. Symbols are as in Fig. 6.13. Comparison with Fig. 6.14 shows that 

the dependence of the topographic loading on the spreading rate does not significantly 

affect the result~. 
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Fig. 6.15 Deviatoric stress pattern of model FS15L, which represents a locked transform 

fault between two fast spreading ridge segments. The topographic loading associated 

with each ridge segment and the ridge strength (15 MPa) are as in model RIDFS (Fig. 

6.11) . Symbols are as in Fig. 6.13. The amount of stress rotation at ridge-transform 

intersections is the same of model SL30 (Fig. 6.14) regardless the differences in the 

ridge strength and in the topographic loading. 
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6.4.4 Transform as finite width weak zones 

In this section, transform offsets are modelled as 10 km wide elasto-plastic zones . 
. • 

The width of the 'transform tectonized zone' at most transform faults is 10 to 20 

kilometres, depending on the slipping rate (Mauduit and Dauteuil, 1996). This finite 

width 'weak' ~one~ .c~mtaj:p.i_ng clo_sely_ spaced fractures and faults, may be represented 

by elasto-plastic rheology, just as the ridge axial zone has been. 

The strength of the offset bounding ridges is kept at 30 MPa, and the topographic 

load is that characteristic of slow spreading ridges. The strength of the transform 

is varied to analyse the effect of changing the ridge to transform strength ratio: 

• In model WT30SL (Fig. 6.17) the offset strength is 30 MPa, so the ridge to 

transform strength ratio is 1:1. 

• In model WT15SL (Fig. 6.18) the offset strength is 15 MPa, so the ridge to 

transform strength ratio is 2:1. 

• In model WT5SL (Fig. 6.19) the offset strength is 5 MPa: so the ridge to 

transform strength ratio is 6:1. 

In Figs. 6.17, 6.18 and 6.19, the elasto-plastic transform domain is bounded 

by the rectangle between the two ridge segments. The deviatoric stress within the 

transform domain relaxes towards zero in the direction parallel to the transform, 

and relaxes towards the strength in the direction perpendicular to the transform. 

As the transform strength diminishes the deviatoric tensile _stress within the offset 

becomes more ridge parallel. Simultaneously the- magnitude of the ridge parallel 

tensile stresses in the adjacent elastic plate decreases. 

At all ridge to transform strength ratios the maximum deviatoric stress in the 

elastic plate is observed at the inside corner of the ridge-transform intersections, at 

the places marked by the circles in the figures. There, normal faulting may develop 

at an angle to the ridge trend that depends on the transform strength. 
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Fig. 6.17 Deviatoric stress pattern of model WT30SL. Two slow spreading ridges, 

having a strength of 30 MPa, are offset by a finite width transform zone. The transform 

is 10 km wide and has an elasto-plastic rheology with 30 MPa of strength. At the ridge

transform intersection inside corners of the elastic plate (indicated by the circles) the 

maximum tensile stress makes an angle- of 35° to the ridge axis. At the inside corners 

of the elasto-pla.stic transform domain it makes an angle of 30° to the ridge axis. 
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Fig. 6.18 Deviatoric stress pattern of model WT15SL. Two slow spreading ridges, 

having a strength of 30 MPa, are offset by a finite width transform zone. The transform 

is 10 km wide and has an elasto-plastic rheology with 15 MPa of strength. At the ridge

transform intersection inside corners of the elastic plate (indicated by the circles) the 

maximum tensile stress makes an angle of 45° to the ridge axis. At the inside corners of 

the elasto-plastic, transform domain it makes an angle of approximately 20° to the ridge 

axis. 
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Fig. 6.19 Deviatoric stress pattern of model WT5SL. Two slow spreading ridges, 

having a strength of 30 MPa, are offset by a finite width transform zone. The transform 

is 10 km wide and has an elasto-plastic rheology with 5 MPa of strength. At the ridge

transform intersection inside corners of the elastic plate (indicated by the circles) the 

maximum tensile stress makes an angle of 50° to the ridge axis. At the inside corners of 

the elasto-plastic transform domain it makes an angle of approximately 20° to the ridge 

aXIS. 
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6.5 Comparison of the results with observations 

at transform faults 

The curvature of the ridge axis towards transforms and the development of oblique 

extensional structures at ridge-transform intersections, predict~. ~r_-~h~. ~()_de_~~ill~? 

are observed at most well surveyed transforms. One example is the Vema transform 

fault, which offsets the Mid-Atlantic Ridge by 320 km, at approximately 11° N 

(Macdonald et al., 1986). At its eastern ridge-transform intersection, normal faults 

and the axial zone of dyke injection curve along trends on average 30° oblique to 

the regional North-South trend of the ridge axis (Fig. 2.3). 

Another good example occurs at the Clipperton transform, which offsets the 

East Pacific Rise by 85 km, at approximately 10°15' N (Kastens et al., 1986). At 

the Clipperton eastern ridge-transform intersection the ridge crest bends clockwise 

rotating through 25° from 350° to 015° (Fig. 2.4). Then it terminates abruptly 

against a north facing scarp that constitutes the northern edge of the intersection 

high, characteristic of fast slipping transforms. Within 5 km of the transform, well 

developed oblique NE-SW trending scarps replace the ridge parallel scarps at the 

inside corners of the ridge-transform intersection. In contrast, the outside corner 

is characterized by well developed ridge-parallel terrain of ridges and troughs, that 

bend sharply to merge with the northern end of the transform valley. 

At the Siqueiros transform, which offsets the East Pacific Rise by 138 km at 

approximately 8°25' N, the seafloor at the outside corner is also characterised by 

faults and volcanic ridges that parallel the trend and mimic the morphology of the 

associated ridge segments. At the inside corners, the structural fabric is composed 

of short ridges and troughs that trend at oblique ("' 45°) angles to the spreading 

segments (Fornari et al., 1986). 

-
Normal faults that strike more than 45° oblique to the spreading segments have 

been reported at the Quebrada-Gofar transform complex, at approximately 4° S 

al0r..-g the EPR (Searle, 1983). In this region the ridge parallel normal faults start to 
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curve 4-10 km from the transforms, curving more strongly within 2-3 km of them. 

Commonly, the normal faults strike at an angle of up to 55° relative to the ridge 

trend, but in some places they curve all the way around into the transform direction. 

In general, other transforms show similar features, with the range of obliquity 

at the inside corners estimated to be 20° .- 50° (Fox and Gallo, 1986). Focal mecha

nisms at transforms also confirm oblique stress at ridge-transform .. Interse-ctions-( e.g:· 

Lilwall and Kirk, 1985; Cessaro and Hussong, 1986). 

The modelling of different ridge to transform strength ratios has shown that the 

degree of obliquity of extensional structures, at ridge-transform intersections, varies 

with the transform strength. The maximum angle of the extensional structures pre

dicted at RTis (60°), relative to the ridge axis, occur for model SL20, that is for 

a locked offset. A variety of normal fault trends at ridge-transform intersections is 

expected if the offset strength varies with time. The strength of the offset, partic

ularly at the ridge-transform intersection, may vary due to changes in lithospheric 

thickness. Cyclic variations in lithospheric thickness (with a period of 2-3 m.y. ), 

presumably caused by alternating magmatic and amagmatic phases, are supported 

by gravity measurements at the MAR (Tucholke et al., 1998). 

Fracture zone valleys often contain transform-parallel normal faults, tension 

fractures and small-scale grabens (Searle, 1992). Transform-parallel dyke intrusions 

and earthquake focal mechanisms indicating ridge parallel tensile stresses have been 

reported at the Kane fracture zone (Tucholke and Schouten, 1988; Wilcock et al., 

1990). Transform parallel normal faults and dykes have also been found in a fracture 

zone exposed in Iceland (Gudmundsson, 1995). At ridge transform intersections, 

normal faults oriented within 20° of the transform fault have been reported at the 

Kane (Karson and Dick, 1983), Quebrada-Gofar (Searle, 1983) and Vema (Macdon

ald et al., 1986) transform faults. According to the modelling all these observations 

may be explained by the weakness of the_ transform domain relative to the surround

ing plate. Thus, models WT15SL (Fig. 6.18) and WT5SL (Fig. 6.19) indicate that 

low strength transforms are characterised by ridge parallel tensile stresses within 

· fhe transform domain. 
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6.6 Models of stress at non-transform offsets 

At non-transform offsets the shear deformation between ridge segments is not lo

calised along a narrow fault. Non-transform offsets of slow spreading ridges are 

mainly oblique shear zones and rift valley jogs. The structural geometry of 11?-any 

non-transform discontinuities along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge has been successfully 

modelled by Grindlay and Fox (1993). However, -their models could not explain the 

orientation of the 45° oblique basins and fault patterns observed for instance at the 

33°35'S discontinuity (Fig. 2.5). 

The 45° oblique structural trends at non-transform offsets are relatively common. 

They were first observed at the Kurchatov fracture zone (Searle and Laughton, 

1977), which is a 20 km offset of the MAR at 40°30' N. The Kurchatov offset is 

characterized by a 45° oblique linear trough, with no sign of a tectonic lineament 

that might indicate the presence of a transform fault. However, there is a well 

developed fracture valley that can be traced for more than 150 km, where 45° oblique 

scarpments are also seen (Searle and Laughton, 1977). Several such oblique offsets 

have also been found in the Gulf of Aden, and in one of these a normal faulting 

earthquake confirms the 45° stress rotation relative to the spreading axis (Searle, 

1986). 

Model SL30S (Fig. 6.20) represents a 20 km non-transform offset of a slow 

spreading ridge. The offset does not contain any defined plane of weakness. The 

stress pattern shows maximum tensile stresses occurring along the offset, particularly 

at the inside corners of the ridge-offset intersections. These tensile stresses are larger 

than the tensile stresses inside the ridge axial zone, and trend 35° - 50° oblique to 

the ridge axis. The strength of the lithospheric plate along the offset must be more 

or less constant because the offset is small. In that case failure at the ridge-offset 

intersections must be accompanied by failure along the offset as well. As a result 

failure in extension is predicted for the whole non-transform offset, at an angle on 

average about 45° oblique to the ridge axis. 

The models reproduce the observational data referred to above, and indicate 
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that non-transform offsets characterized by extensional structures 45° oblique to 

the ridge axis are strong offsets without defined planes of weakness . 
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HORIZONTAL DE VIA TORIC STRESS 

Fig. 6.20 Deviatoric stress pattern of model SL30S, which represents a 20 km non

tr~nsform offset between two slow spreading ridges. Rheologies and topographic loading 

are as in Fig. 6.13. The circles mark-the regions where normal faults trending 35°-

500 oblique to the ridge axis are predicted. Other symbols are as in Fig. 6.13. The 

deviatoric stress pattern is consistent with the 45° oblique basins and structural trends 

characteristics of some non-transform .offsets. 
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6. 7 Discussion 

The modelled stress pattern at mid-ocean ridges is the result of three effects: {1) 

the topographic loading relative to old ocean floor, {2) the elasto-plastic deviatoric 

stress relaxation within the axial zone, and {3) theassumed boundary conditions. 

The topographic loading generates similar tensile deviatoric stresses in the ridge 

perpendicular and ridge parallel directions. The elasto-plastic stress relaxation in 

the axial zone simulates the ridge resistance, and imposes a push on the adjacent 

plate. The boundary conditions, in particular the confinement of the model in the 

spreading direction, allows me to model the transition from ridge perpendicular 

tension to ridge perpendicular compression at a relatively short distance from the 

ridge axis. 

The modelling method that has been used in this chapter produces unrealistic 

stress patterns for low values of the ridge strength, particularly away from ridge 

offsets. However, when applied at ridge offsets the method produces the same results 

independently of the ridge strength that has been chosen. 

Ridge perpendicular tensile stresses within the axial zone are supported by seis

micity data and normal fault observations at mid-ocean ridges. At more than 10-20 

km from the ridge there is no evidence that ridge perpendicular tensile stresses are 

consistently larger than ridge parallel tensile stresses. On the contrary, earthquake 

focal mechanisms in young oceanic lithosphere indicate that ridge parallel tensile 

stresses are often dominant. 

This study has shown that the topographic loading may generate significant 

ridge parallel tensile stresses in young oceanic lithosphere. It is however necessary 

that no significant deformation is allowed in the normal direction to transform faults. 

In thermo-elastic stress models, ridge parallel tensile stresses are also predicted under 

the condition that no significant thermal contraction in the ridge axis direction is 

allowed at transform faults (Turcotte, 1974). 

Independently of having a thermal or topographic loading origin,_ ~ignificant 
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ridge parallel tensile stresses just outside the ridge axial zone have important impli

cations at ridge offsets. 

In previous stress modelling at ridge-transform intersections the curving of nor

mal faults as the transforms were approached was attributed to the rotation of ridge 

perpendicular tensile stresses (Phipps Morgan and Parmentier, 1984; Grindlay and 

Fox, 1993). In these and other models at ridge-transform intersections (Fujita and 

Sleep, 1978) normal faults were predicted to deviate up to 30° from the ridge trend. 

Normal faults that strike at larger angles to the ridge remained as unexplained 

phenomena (e.g. Macdonald et al., 1986). 

At transform and non-transform offset models I tested free boundary conditions 

at outer boundaries parallel to the ridge segments (as in model RIFRE, Fig. 6.10). 

As a result of changing the boundary conditions, the ridge perpendicular tensile 

stresses became dominant all over the elastic plate. At ridge-transform intersections 

the stress rotates up to a maximum of only 35°, very much as in previous modelling 

efforts (Phipps Morgan and Parmentier, 1984; Grindlay and Fox, 1993; Fujita and 

Sleep, 1978 ). 

The modelling in this chapter shows that normal faulting at high angles (> 35°) 

to the ridge trend can be explained by the rotation of ridge parallel tensile stresses. 

The obliquity of normal faulting relative to the strike of the ridge segments may 

reach 55°/60° in strong/locked transforms. 

Ridge parallel tensile stresses at transform faults had already been used by Gud

mundsson (1995) to explain the transform parallel extensional structures sometimes 

observed. However, he did not quantify the amount of stress rotation at ridge

transform intersections, nor did he make the point that ridge parallel tensile stresses 

are necessary to explain the high obliquity of normal faulting at ridge-transform in

tersections. Also, Gudmundsson regards the ridge parallel tensile stresses at trans

form faults, as an applied far field stres~ (section 1.6) that may dominate the stress 

field temporarily. In contrast, my models of transform faults as finite width zones 

suggest that ridge parallel tensile stresses within the transform domain are an in

trinsic property of weak transforms. 
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Easter microplate dynamics 

7.1 Introduction 

Easter is probably the best documented microplate. It has been comprehensively 

surveyed using long-range sidescan sonar, multibeam echosounders and magnetic 

profiling (section 2.9). These data have been used to test models of deformation of 

ridge overlap systems (Engeln et al., 1988). Plate reconstructions based on Easter 

magnetic and structural evidence favour a model of microplate rigid behaviour, 

rather than a shear zone model (Naar and Hey, 1991; Rushy and Searle, 1995). 

Assuming this rigid behaviour Schouten et al. (1993) proposed a kinematic model 

in which microplates a·re driven by shear couples imposed on them by the motions 

of their bounding plates (section 1.8). One of the aims of this chapter is to verify 

if the Schouten et al. kinematic model is compatible with the stress indicators in 

Easter microplate. 

Although the tectonics, kinematics and evolution of Easter microplate are rea

sonably well established, its dynamics has never been investigated. In this chapter, 

the methodology used in other plate dynamic studies (e.g. Cloetingh and Wortel, 

1986; Richardson and Reding, 1991; Wa~g et al., 1997) is for the first time applied 

to a ridge overlap system. Finite element stress modelling is used to infer the forces 

governing Easter microplate rotation, leading to an estimate of their relative magni

tudes. A new dynamic model for Easter microplate is proposed, in which the driving 
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forces for the microplate rotation are due to the ridge resistance gradient along the 

East and West Rifts. This new 'ridge driven' model contrasts with the Schouten et 

al. hypothesis, which involves driving forces acting along the northern and southern 

boundaries of the microplate (Fig. 7.1). 

Schouten et al. 
Rift nodel 

Fig. 7.1 Schouten at al. (1993) versus the new rift model. The dotted area rep

resents the microplate, bounded at the top and bottom by the northern and southern 

boundaries respectively, and bounded laterally by the East and West Rifts. Dashed lines 

represent isochrons and illustrate the accretion gradient along the microplate margins 

(the spreading rate decreases northwards along .the East Rift and decreases southwards 

along the West Rift). In the Schouten et al. model, the microplate is driven by shear 

forces along the northern and southern boundaries, produced by the drag of the main 

plates. In the new rift model, the microplate is driven by the clockwise torque produced 

by the gradient in the ridge resistance along the East and West Rifts. 
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7.2 Modelling assumptions and procedure 

In the following sections I analyse the forces governing Easter Microplate rotation, 

using 2D horizontal finite element models of stress. To avoid boundary effects, 

Easter geometry is initially simplified and represented by a square. This simple 

geometry can also outline other microplates. The finite element grid, the same as 

used in chapter 6 (Fig. 6.1), contains 64 quadrilateral elements, each with eight 

nodes and four Gauss points. The square grid side dimension is 480 km, sensibly 

the same as the diameter of Easter microplate. The right and left boundaries of the 

grid represent the East and West rifts respectively. The top and bottom sides of the 

square represent the northern and southern boundaries of the microplate. 

The models are elastic. This hypothesis applies inside the microplate, where the 

observations indicate small total deformation. The elastic constants assumed are 

E = 0. 7 x 1011 Pa and v = 0.25. As in previous chapters only the non-lithostatic 

stress is modelled. All the quantities in the models are averaged over the plate 

thickness, and the plate is treated as weightless. The plate thickness is assumed to 

be constant. Since the tectonic force is approximately conserved, variations in the 

plate thickness cause inversely proportional variations in the stress magnitude. 

The plane stress assumption is used. The applied and resistive forces are all 

horizontal, and the top surface of the plate is free, implying that there are no 

vertical stresses. Since there are no vertical stresses there is no need to compute the 

horizontal deviatoric stresses. Therefore, all the models display only the horizontal 

principal stresses. As the vertical stress (less lithostatic component) is zero, thrust, 

normal and transcurrent regimes can be readily identified using Anderson's theory 

of faulting (section 2.3). 

The fundamental hypothesis of the modelling procedure is that the microplate 

is in dynamical equilibrium. Tectonic plates move at very slow rates, so in general 

the acceleration of the plates can be neglected. Also, the rotation rate of Easter 

microplate has been constant over the last 3 Ma, so there is no angular acceleration. 

The relatively small dimensions of Easter microplate justify the flat plate approxi-
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mation. In a flat plate model the equilibrium condition implies that the total torque 

about a vertical axis, exerted by all the forces acting on the plate, must be zero. 

I assume that there are three main types offorce acting on Easter microplate: (1) 

the mantle basal drag, distributed over the base of the microplate, (2) the boundary 

forces distributed along the East and West Rifts, and (3) the boundary forces dis

tributed along the northern and southern boundaries of the microplate. The mantle 

basal drag is estimated and input to the finite element models. The two remaining 

force distributions are the unknowns of the problem. 

The three types of force can be combined to produce a zero net torque. However, 

since there are two unknown forces there is an infinite number of such combinations. 

In order to limit the number of possibilities, initial combinations include the mantle 

basal drag and either normal forces along the East and West Rifts, or shear forces 

along the southern and northern boundaries. Then, after critical assessment, the 

three types of force are superimposed. 

A numerical plate model fixed so that no net translation or rotation is allowed, 

automatically satisfies the equilibrium condition. This ensures that the finite ele

ment system of equations has a unique solution. Here I fix the nodal points along 

the boundaries of the microplate to find the boundary forces as the reaction to the 

mantle basal drag. 

A boundary can be fixed in one or in two directions. If a boundary is fixed in 

both directions then both shear and normal forces can exist along that boundary. If 

a boundary is only fixed in the parallel or perpendicular direction to the boundary 

then only shear or normal forces, respectively, can exist along that boundary. The 

boundary forces, which are the forces per unit of length and of thickness of the plate 

boundary, can be linearly extrapolated from the stresses at the Gauss points in the 

elements adjacent to the boundaries. 
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In the diagrams showing the results, inward pointing arrows represent com

pressive principal stresses and outward pointing arrows represent tensile principal 

stresses. The stresses are averaged over the Gauss points of each grid element, and 

displayed at the centre of each element. The stresses at the Gauss points adjacent 

to the plate boundaries are therefore slightly different from those displayed at the 

centre of the elements. The scale of the depicted stresses is shown by the labelled 

arrow at the top right of each diagram. 

7. 3 The strength of the microplate 

In the thrust and normal fault regimes the strength of the brittle lithosphere is 

determined from the Byerlee law, which for hydrostatic pore fluid pressure can be 

written as (section 5.3), 

S =I ~2fs(pgz- Pw9Z) I 
(1 + !'1)112 ±Is 

(7.1) 

where the upper sign gives the strength in extension and the lower sign gives 

the strength in compression. The meaning and value of the symbols are listed in 

Table 5.1 (chapter 5). In the transcurrent fault regime, the vertical stress, which 

is usually assumed to be the lithostatic pressure, is the intermediate stress. In this 

case the strength is harder to determine because both the maximum and minimum 

principal stresses are unknown. Nevertheless, the strength can be derived by writing 

the intermediate stress as, 

(7.2) 

where a zz is the vertical stress, a3 is the minumum principal stress, t5 is a dimension

less factor 0 < t5 < 1 and a 1 is the maximum principal stress. Following a derivation 

analogous to that presented in section 5.3 the strength in the transcurrent fault 

regime is defined as, 

S = 2fs(pgz- Pw9Z) 

(1 + j}) 112
- fs(1- 26) 

(7.3) 
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For a fault with coefficient of friction fs = 0. 75 and J = 0.5 equations 7.1 and 

7.3 can be written in the condensed form, 

S = a(pgz- Pwgz), (7.4) 

where a depends on the fault type. Under the present assumptions a = 3.0 for 

thrust faults, a = 1.2 for strike-slip faults and a = 0.75 for normal faults. The 

density p is equal to the density of the crust Pc for depths less than 6 km and equal 

to the density of the mantle Pm for depths greater than 6 km. 

The rock strength integrated over the lithospheric thickness yields the maximum 

tectonic force that it can withstand, and will be referred to as the lithospheric 

strength (see Eq. 2.12 and Eq. 5.4). Estimates of the lithospheric strength in the 

normal, strike-slip, and thrust faulting regimes for several estimates of the brittle 

layer thickness are listed in Table 7.1 (the strength of the ductile lower lithosphere 

is neglected). 

The mean strength of the lithosphere S can be defined as the tectonic force 

averaged over the lithopheric thickness, that is S = f0L Sdz/ L , where L is the 

brittle lithospheric thickness and S is the strength given by Eq. 7.4. At the East 

Pacific Rise, an estimated brittle thickness of 2 km implies a mean tensile strength 

of 14 MPa. This value is in agreement with estimates of the ridge resistance force 

(per unit of plate thickness) at fast spreading ridges, provided by other theoretical 

and numerical models (section 2.5.3). 

Estimates of the strike-slip strength based on Byerlee's law are known to over

estimate the strength of transform faults. Estimates of the transform resistance 

at the San Andreas fault have an upper bound of 20 MPa (Lachenbruch, 1973), 

and numerical plate dynamic models indicate shear stress values along transform 

faults less than 10 MPa (e.g. Wortel et al., 1991; Richardson and Reding, 1991). 

Although the northern and southern b<:mndaries of Easter microplate are not well 

developed transform faults, some parts of these boundaries have been interpreted 

as such. Hence, the analogy with transform faults suggests that the shear stresses 

along the northern and southern boundaries are likely to be less than 15 MPa. 
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Table 7.1: Lithospheric strength (maximum tectonic force F) 

Brittle thickness Fnormal Fstrike-slip Fthrust 

(km) (x 109 Njm) (x 109 N/m) (x 109 N/m) 

2 28 46 112 

4 112 180 452 

8 488 784 1952 

7.4 Estimating the basal drag force 

The mantle basal drag force quantifies the interaction between the lithosphere and 

the asthenosphere. In plate tectonic numerical models the basal drag is commonly 

computed from (section 2.5.1): 

(7.5) 

where Fn is the mantle drag force per unit area, D is a constant of proportionality 

and V is the absolute velocity of the plate in a fixed hotspot reference frame. If 

D is positive then the basal drag acts in the same direction as the absolute plate 

velocity, and is considered a driving force. If D is negative, than the basal drag is a 

force opposing the plate motion. 

The absolute motion of Easter microplate can be derived from the absolute 

motion of either Pacific or Nazca plates, and from the motion of Easter relative to 

Pacific or Nazca respectively. Since Easter is rotating relative to Nazca and Pacific 

plates, its absolute motion can be decomposed into a rotation about an axis fixed to 

the microplate and a translation of that axis. The component of translation has no 

relevance when the forces governing Easter rotation are being analysed .. Therefore 

the absolute velocity of the microplate, V, is replaced by the vector product of the 

angular velocity w (about a vertical axis fixed to the microplate) and the distance 

to the rotation axis, r. That is, 

Fn = D(w x r}, (7.6) 
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The angular velocity of Easter during the last 3 Ma, estimated from the magnetic 

anomalies and predicted by the roller-bearing model, has been fairly constant and 

is about 18° /Ma (Schouten et al., 1993, Searle et al., 1993). According to the 

roller-bearing model, the broad curvature of the Eastern Inner Pseudofault (EIPF) 

suggests that the microplate rotation axis is located at about 24.2° S, ll2.5°W, 

much closer to the northern boundary than to the southern one. This implies larger 

magnitudes of linear velocities in the south than in the north of the microplate, but 

this detail will not be taken into account at first. Initially, it is assumed that the 

microplate is rotating about a vertical axis located at the centre of the square grid, 

with an angular velocity w = 18° /Ma. 

If the rotation of the microplate is driven by the asthenospheric flow, then there 

must be a vortex in the asthenosphere having increasing angular velocity with depth. 

This hypothesis is disregarded on the grounds of implausibility, and consequently it 

is assumed that the mantle basal drag resists the microplate rotation. The astheno

sphere is considered to be a low-viscosity constant-thickness channel, bounded at 

its top by a moving lithosphere and at its bottom by a motionless mesosphere. To 

determine the constant of proportionality D of equations 7.5 and 7.6, I approximate 

the basal drag to the shear produced by the asthenosphere flow at the top of that 

channel. The asthenosphere is assumed to behave like a Newtonian fluid. Because 

circular flow can be regarded as the composition of two unidimensional flow compo

nents, it is assumed that circular flow produces the same shear stress as 2D channel 

Couette flow (e.g. Liggett, 1994). The velocity profile of a Newtonian fluid moving 

with velocity u in the horizontal x direction, in a channel of constant thickness h, 

under no applied horizontal pressure gradient, and with boundary conditions u = V 

at the top of the channel (y=O), and u = 0 at the base (y=h), is (e.g. Turcotte and 

Schubert, 1982), 

u = V(1- yjh). (7.7) 

As a result of the gradient in the velocity profile, a shear stress is exerted on hor

izontal planes in the asthenosphere and at the base of the lithosphere. The shear 
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stress at the base of the lithosphere is, 

du V 
T = 7JI-I = 7]-, 

dy h 
(7.8) 

where 7] is the viscosity of the asthenosphere. Making T of eq. 7.8 equal to FD of 

eq. 7.5 gives D = 7]/h. Then, the expression of the basal drag becomes, 

(7.9) 

According to Eq. 7.9 the magnitude of the basal drag increases with the distance 

from the rotation axis. The basal drag, being a resisting force acts in an anti clockwise 

direction since the microplate rotates in a clockwise direction. 

The existence of a channel of low viscosity mantle, 100-200 km thick, is supported 

by postglacial rebound data, and also by seismic studies showing a low-velocity layer 

beneath the lithosphere (Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981). Beneath continents, up

per mantle viscosity values of about 1021 Pa s are inferred from postglacial rebound 

data (Peltier, 1989). Beneath oceans, geophysical studies suggest lower viscosity 

values. For instance, models of mantle convection require a 100-200 km thick as

thenosphere with viscosity of about 2 x 1019 Pa s to explain the topographic and geoid 

anomalies associated with oceanic fracture zones (Robinson et al., 1988). Taking 

into account postglacial rebound data, plate driving force models, geoid anomalies 

and heat flow data, Hager (1991) proposed a compromise average asthenosphere 

viscosity under oceans of the order of 1019Pa s. 

Near mid-ocean ridges upper mantle viscosities are probably lower. Studies on 

the temperature and pressure dependence of the mantle viscosity indicate small

est viscosities where the asthenosphere is both hot and shallow (Weertman and 

Weertman, 1975), as it is beneath spreading centres. The presence of partial melt 

at mid-ocean ridges may further weaken the asthenosphere (Kohlstedt, 1992), al

though that is not entirely clear (Karate;>, 1986). The few observational constraints 

on the viscosity of the asthenosphere near mid-ocean ridges indicate values between 

1018Pa s and 1019Pa s. For instance, models of small-scale mantle convection con

sistent with the gravity lineations observed in satellite data near the East Pacific 
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Rise, suggest a minimum of 1018Pa s (Buck and Parmentier, 1986). Postglacial re

bound data in Iceland requires upper mantle viscosity values lower than I019 Pa s 

(Sigmundsson, 1991). 

Easter microplate is a large mid-ocean ridge offset, so the asthenosphere vis

cosity value beneath the microplate is likely to be close to that beneath mid-ocean 
.. ·- ... - ... -

ridges. Furthermore, the regional tectonic setting of the microplate, including sev-

eral hotspots and an anomalously hot asthenosphere (chapter 4), favours a low value 

of asthenosphere viscosity. For that reason I assume that the asthenosphere viscosity 

beneath Easter may have a value in the range between 1 x 1 018Pa s and 1 x 1019Pa 

s. It is also assumed that the asthenosphere channel is 200 km thick. 

In the finite element model the magnitude of the basal drag is maximum at the 

boundaries of the grid, that is, for r = 240 km. Using r = 240 km, w = 18° /Ma 

and h = 200 km in Eq. 7.9 gives, 

FD ""0.012 MPa for T/ = 1 x 1018 Pas, 

FD ""0.12 MPa for T/ = 1 x 1019 Pas. 

These values are in conformity with generally accepted estimates of the basal 

drag magnitude in the range 10-1 - 10-2 MPa (section 2.5.1). 

The shear stress exerted by the asthenosphere at the base of the lithosphere 

produces a shear stress profile within the lithospheric plate. The distribution of 

the shear stress within the plate is unknown, but it is zero at the plate's surface 

and equal to the basal drag FD at the base of the plate. Since the models are 2D 

horizontal, the variation of the shear stress within the plate is neglected, and the 

basal drag has to be averaged over the plate thickness. 

In order to find the boundary forces, the basal drag must be averaged over the 

plate thickpess at the edges of the microplate. Seismic studies provide estimates of 

the lithosphere thickness at the EPR in the range of 1-2 km (section 1.2). Here, an 

average plate thickness of 2 km is assumed at the East and West Rifts. The value 

of the basal drag that is input to the models is FD divided by 2 km. This input 
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input value has the dimensions of a force per unit volume (i.e. a stress per unit 

length). This force per unit volume is first computed at each Gauss point position 

and then included in the input file of the main modelling program. I programmed a 

new subroutine of the main program that deals with the basal drag as an horizontal 

body force. Testing has proved that this procedure is equivalent to the input of 

direct nodal forces. · 

As the plate thickens away from the ridge the stress will be proportionately 

reduced. Therefore, within the microplate there is a relative error in the stress 

magnitudes predicted by the modelling. More critical than this relative error are the 

limits of validity of the assumptions and approximations made to estimate the basal 

drag. The simplifying assumptions concerning the asthenosphere flow, in particular 

the negligence of the vertical flow (i.e. the asthenosphere upwelling), is certainly not 

valid near spreading centres. The mid-ocean ridge boundary zones are also ignored 

in the definition of the model's rheology. Thus, the elastic rheology assumed for 

the microplate is not appropriate to represent the low-strength ridge axial region. 

In conclusion, the mantle basal drag model just derived does not take into account 

local sources of stress in the vicinity of the spreading segments. 

To find the order of magnitude of the torque exerted by the mantle drag in the 

microplate, let us compute the torque, T = IF-; x f1, about the central point of the 

square grid. After expressing the basal drag force in rectangular coordinates the 

total (vertical) torque per unit of thickness of the microplate is, 

T /_240 /_240 'TJ 

L 
= -hw(x2 + y2)dxdy. 

-240 -240 
(7.10) 

Using w = 18° /Ma and h = 200 km in the above equation the magnitude of the 

mantle basal drag torque averaged over a 2 km thick microplate is, 

T = 8.8 x 1011 Nm for rJ = 1 x 1018 Pas, 

T = 8.8 x 1012 Nm for rJ = 1 x 1019 Pas. 
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7.5 Estimating possible driving forces 

This section calculates possible driving forces opposing the basal drag. The possi

bilities considered are the two alternative models depicted in Fig. 7.1. 

In the ideal kinematic model described in section 1.8, the rotation of the microplate 

is due to the drag of the main plates at two single points, which are simultaneously 

the tips of the propagating rifts and the instantaneous poles of rotation of Easter 

relative to Nazca and Pacific plates. With the exception of these two points, there is 

slip everywhere along the microplate's margins. In reality the tips of the propagating 

rifts do not coincide with the instantaneous poles of Pa-Ea and Na-Ea motion (Rushy 

and Searle, 1995 ). Also, the poles do not exactly lie along the microplate's margins. 

This implies that the model of Schouten et al. cannot be strictly applied. If it is 

applied, there must be some slip along the microplate boundaries. 

Here I test the idea of a microplate being driven by drag forces distributed 

along its boundaries. In practice this is more reasonable than having all the drag 

concentrated at only two points. The hypothesis of a drag force along the East and 

West rifts is excluded, because these boundaries are more likely weak decoupling 

zones between the microplate and the main plates. If at the ridge axis the crust 

is separated by low viscosity material, or is formed by just a thin solid layer on 

top of a magma chamber, then it can only support very low stresses, and behave 

like a decoupling zone. This hypothesis is more appropriate at the fast spreading 

rates typical of the EPR. But even if the ridge's strength is significant, as at slow 

spreading rates (near the rift tips), the local tensile stress perpendicular to the strike 

of the ridge is expected to dominate any drag force. Hence, to examine the dynamics 

of the roller-bearing model, free boundary conditions along the East and West rifts 

are assumed. 

In the Schouten et al. 's ideal model the drag forces at the rift tips are tangent 

to the microplate boundaries, so they are shear forces. In my approach the drag 
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forces are no longer concentrated at the rift tips, so the question arises whether they 

can. be normal to the northern and southern boundaries. This hypothesis seems 

implausible because the location of the Pa-Ea and Na-Ea instantaneous relative 

poles of rotation (close to the rift tips) implies that the convergence rate between 

the major plates and the microplate increases with the distance from the rift tips 

(Fig. 7.2). Thus, the normal forces along the northern and southern boundaries, 

imposed by the motion of the major plates, produce an anticlockwise torque, and 

consequently cannot drive the microplate. 

N 

T 

Po-Eo 

. • > >> • <·• I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Fig. 7.2 Hypothetical normal force distribution resulting from the drag of the main 

plates. The dotted area represents the microplate. Dashed lines represent isochrons 

and illustrate the accretion gradient along the microplate margins. Symbols near the 

rift tips represent the instantaneous rotation axes Na-Ea and Pa-Ea, which describe the 

instantaneous motion of Nazca and Pacific plates relative to Easter microplate. The 

normal force distributions along the northern and southern boundaries, consistent with 

the location of the Pa-Ea and Na-Ea instantaneous relative poles of rotation, produce 

an anticlockwise torque on the microplate. 
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The driving forces consistent with Schouten el al. hypothesis are therefore shear 

forces distributed along the northern. and southern boundaries of the. microplate. 

These forces are included in model BNS (Fig. 7.3), which has the following boundary 

conditions: 

• The resisting basal drag acting at the base of the plate is anticlockwise, and 

is computed for an asthenosphere viscosity value of 5.0 x 1018 Pa s. 

• The northern and southern boundaries of the grid are only fixed in the x 

direction (E-W). This boundary condition implies there are no normal forces 

along the northern and southern boundaries of the microplate. 

• The east and west boundaries of the grid are free. 

• The centre of the grid is fixed in the y direction to ensure the numerical 

stability of the model. This condition does not affect the results. 

N 

I BNS (5.0+18Pas) 
15 MPa 
~ ;;. 

;l X X X X X X ll. 

I X X X X )( )( ' 
I /II X X X )( " I 

. . X )( X • . 

. . • X X X • . 
I " )( X X X /II I 

' )( X X X X X I 

ll. X X X X X X ;l 

Fig. 7.3 Model BNS. The driving forces along the northern and southern boundaries 

are derived as the reaction to an anticlockwise mantle basal drag (computed for an 

asthenosphere viscosity equal to 5 x 1018 Pa s). In order to produce only shear driving 

forces, the northern and southern boundaries are only fixed in the tangential direction 

to the boundary. 

In model BNS (Fig. 7.3) the shear driving stresses have a maximum value of 

7.5 MPa in the central part of the northern and southern boundaries, and decrease 

towards the boundary ends. 
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7.5.2 The rift driven hypothesis 

The absence of shear stresses at mid-ocean ridges in general is confirmed by earth

quake focal mechanism evidence, showing principal stress directions parallel and 

perpendicular to ridge trends (e.g. Bergman and Solomon, 1984). So if the mi

croplate is driven by forces alo11g _ t_he -~~t. ;],I!~. West. Rifts, these must be normal 

forces. The driving normal forces along the East and West Rifts are included in 

model BEW {Fig. 7.4), which has the following boundary conditions: 

• The resisting basal drag acting at the base of the plate is anticlockwise, and 

is computed for an asthenosphere viscosity value of 5.0 x 1018 Pas. 

• The northern and southern boundaries of the grid are free. 

• The east and west boundaries are only fixed in the x direction (E-W), per

pendicular to the boundary. This condition implies there are no shear forces 

along the East and West Rifts. 

• The centre of the grid is fixed m the y direction to ensure the numerical 

stability of the model. This condition does not affect the results. 

In model BEW (Fig. 7.4) the normal driving stresses along the East and West 

boundaries have a maximum value of 15 MPa at the rift extremities. Principal 

stresses are compressive at one end of the rift and tensile at the other. 

Fig. 7.4 shows that driving forces along the East and West Rifts, varying between 

-15 MPa and +15 MPa, balance a resisting torque equal to 4.4 x 1012Nm (which is 

the torque of the mantle basal drag computed for an asthenosphere viscosity equal 

to 5.0 x 1018Pa s). 
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Fig. 7.4 Model BEW. The driving forces along the East and West Rifts are derived 

as the reaction to an anticlockwise mantle basal drag (computed for an asthenosphere 

viscosity equal to 5 x 1018 Pa s). The east and west boundaries are only fixed in the 

normal direction to the boundary because there are no shear forces along spreading 

centres. 

Testing has proved that a mantle basal drag computed for an asthenosphere 

viscosity equal to 1.0 x 1019Pa s produces a maximum stress magnitude at the rift 

extremities equal to 30 MPa. Therefore, a driving force distribution along the East 

and West Rifts, varying between -30 MPa and +30 MPa, produces a driving torque 

equal to 8.8 x 1012Nm (which is the torque of the mantle basal drag computed for 

an asthenosphere viscosity equal to 1.0 x 1019Pa s). 

Several kinds of evidence suggest that the ridge resistance decreases as the 

spreading rate increases (section 2.5.3). The variation of the spreading rate along 

the East and West Rifts has been derived_by Rusby (1992) from magnetic anomaly 

data, and is listed in Table 7.2. 
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Table 7.2 Spreading rates and azimuths at the East and West Rifts. 
Data from Rusby ( 1992) 

Latitude/0 S Longitude ;ow Rate (mrn!yr) Azimuth/0 

23.12 114.87 I 136.10 261 
n· ·r ··· ··ylfest n t 23.39 115.26 I 130.45 256 

I 
I 

23.78 115.48 I 121.07 r1 _)_ 

24.33 116.00 111.50 243 

24.88 116.11 98.98 237 

25.73 116.00 77.24 229 

26.22 115.54 58.36 228 

26.68 I I5.00 I 38.77 230 

26.78 114. I3 26.64 265 I 
27.00 I I3.82 20.86 286 
27.36 I I3.5I 16.76 I 326 

27.22 I I3.04 I 138.57 I 097 

East rift 26.50 112.60 116.55 092 

26.00 112.49 101.76 091 

25.50 112.47 87.03 090 
24.78 112. I 1 66.43 082 
24.27 I I2.09 5I.68 079 
23.92 I I 1.82 I 43.89 I 067 I 
23.4I I I I .67 33.06 050 
23.00 I I2.00 18.06 047 
23.00 I I2.5 I -13.38 097 
23.04 I 13.00 -20.81 136 
23.08 I 13.50 -32.56 151 
23. I6 I 14.00 -45.83 157 

The full spreading rate along the East rift decreases from ""' 139 mm/yr at 2fDS 

to""' 18 mm/yr at 23°8. Similarly, the full spreading rate along the West rift changes 

from "' 136 mm/yr at 23°S to ""' 20 mm/yr at 27°S. As a consequence the ridge 

resistance must increase northwards along the East Rift and southwards along the 

West Rift, that is, must increase towards the tip of each rift. 

The above reasoning justifies a distribution of the ridge resistance force along 

the East and West Rifts as depicted in Fig. 7.5 (a). 
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Fig. 7.5 The tensile normal stress along the East and West boundaries of the model, 

representing the ridge resistance, varies in the inverse proportion to the spreading rate. 

It increases southwards along the West Rift and northwards along the East Rift. The net 

force represented in (a) can be decomposed into the force distributions of diagram (b) 

and (c). Diagram (b) represents the average ridge resistance, which does not contribute 

to the torque about the centre of the microplate. Diagram (c) corresponds to the force 

distribution along the East and West Rifts inferred from model BEW (Fig. 7.4). It 

provides the driving torque for the rotation of the microplate. 
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The force distribution in Fig. 7.5 (a) may be decomposed in the two components 

displayed in Fig. 7.5 (b) and (c). The constant tensile stress of (b) corresponds to 

the average ridge resistance along the East and West Rifts. This component can 

only cause uniform stress and does not contribute to the torque about the centre of 

the micropl~te. The force distribution in (c) is that inferred from the stress pattern 

of model BEW (Fig. 7.4). · Thi-5- component -pre-duces the driving torque for the 

rotation of the microplate. 

In order to maintain a net tensile force at the rifts, the maximum stresses at 

the rift extremities in Fig. 7.5 (c) must not overcome the average ridge resistance 

in Fig. 7.5 (b). The effect of the average ridge resistance, which is to superimpose 

an E-W tension on the stress distribution, is neglected. 

7.6 Expanding the rift driven hypothesis 

Model BEW (Fig. 7.4) shows that forces applied along the East and West Rifts, 

having the distribution of Fig. 7.5 (c), can drive the rotation of the microplate 

against the mantle basal drag. In this section the ridge driven model is expanded to 

include possible resisting forces along the northern and southern boundaries of the 

microplate. 

Contrary to the East and West Rifts, the northern and southern margins of 

Easter are not typical plate boundaries, so there is no a priori information about 

the forces acting on them. Nonetheless, the stress indicators at Easter suggest that 

both shear and normal forces may exist along these boundaries. The existence of 

shear forces is supported by the observed strike-slip earthquake focal mechanisms, 

and also by structural observations. The Orongo fracture zone at the southern 

boundary, and the Pito fracture zone at the eastern end of the northern boundary 

have been recognised as transform faults (Francheteau et al., 1988). Although small, 

there is some shear resistance along transform faults. Additionally, the prominent 

elevation of some of the ridges observed at the northern and southern boundaries 

of the microplate, indicates the existence of forces normal to the boundaries. At 
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the northern boundary the evidence for normal forces comes also from the thrust 

earthquake focal mechanisms indicating strong N-S compression. 

To produce both shear and normal forces along the boundaries they must be 

fixed in both the x (E-W) and y (N-S) directions. The problem is that in some parts 

of the boundaries there may be both shear and normal forces, and in others either 

shear or normal forces alone. To be able to model these possibilities I con~id.er..fi.Y~ .... ·-· .. _. 

distinct types of boundary conditions: 

1. Both the x and y ·directions are fixed along the whole length of the northern 

and southern boundaries (model DEWl, Fig. 7.6; model DEWRBl, Fig. 7.7). 

2. Only the x direction is fixed along the whole length of the northern and south

ern boundaries (model DEW2, Fig. 7.6; model DEWRB2, Fig. 7.7). 

3. Only they direction is fixed along the whole length of the northern and south

ern boundaries (model DEW3, Fig. 7.6; model DEWRB3, Fig. 7.7). 

4. The half length of the northern and southern boundaries adjacent to the rift 

tips are let free. The other half lengths are fixed in both the x and y directions 

(model DEW4, Fig. 7.6; model DEWRB4, Fig. 7.7). 

5. The half length of the northern and southern boundaries adjacent to the rift 

tips are free. Those away from the rift tips are fixed only in the y directions. 

The centre of the grid is fixed in the x direction to ensure the numerical 

stability of the model (model DEW5, Fig. 7.6; model DEWRB5, Fig. 7.7). 

The justification for boundary condition type ( 4) is that the crust is much weaker 

in tension than in compression. Because the crust near the rift tips is subjected 

to tension, the halves of the northern and southern boundaries adjacent to the 

rift tips are assumed to have free boundary conditions, and the other halves to 

have transcurrent faulting conditions. The halves subjected to transcurrent faulting 

conditions may subsequently become weak relatively to shear displacement, so that 

the boundary becomes constrained only in the normal N-S direction (boundary 

condition -(5) ). 
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Fig. 7.6 The rift driven model is expanded to include resisting forces 

along the northern and southern boundaries. There is no mantle basal 

drag. The force distribution along the East and West Rifts represented 

in Fig. 7.5 (c), varying between -15 MPa and +15 MPa, is input to the 

models. Five types of boundary conditions are used along the northern 

and southern boundaries of the microplate: (1) in model DEW! they 

are fixed in both directions, (2) in model DEW2 they are only fixed 

in the direction parallel to the boundary, (3) in model DEW3 they are 

only fixed in the direction perpendicular to the boundary, (4) in model 

DEW4 the half of the northern boundary adjacent to the East Rift tip 

and the half of the southern boundary adjacent to the West Rift tip 

are free; the other halves are fixed in both directions, and (5) in model 

DEWS the half of the northern boundary adjacent to the East Rift tip 

and the half of the southern boundary adjacent to the West Rift tip 

are free; the other halves are fixed in the direction perpendicular to the 

boundary. 
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Fig. 7. 7 The expanded rift driven model includes an anticlockwise 

mantle basal drag, computed for an asthenosphere viscosity equal to 

5 x 1018 Pa s. The force distribution applied along the East and West 

Rifts varies between -30 MPa and +30 MPa. Five types of boundary 

conditions are used along the northern and southern boundaries, as in 
Fig. 7.6. 
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In models DEW1 to DEW5 (Fig. 7.6) the effect of the mantle basal drag is ne

glected and .all the resistance to rotation is assumed to take place along the northern 

and southern boundaries of the microplate. The driving force distribution applied 

along the East and West boundaries varies between -15 MPa and +15 MPa. 

In models DEWRB1 to DEWRB5 (Fig. 7.7) the mantle basal drag, computed 

for an asthenosphere viscosity of 5.0 x 1018 Pa s, is included. The driving forces 

applied along the East and West Rifts oppose both the mantle basal drag and the 

resistances along the northern and southern boundaries, so they are increased by a 

factor of two (i.e. vary between -30 MPa and +30 MPa). 

The comparison between Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7. 7 shows that the mantle basal drag 

has an important effect on the stress orientations. However, that effect depends on 

the relative contribution of the mantle basal drag to the total resisting torque. In 

models DEWRB1 to DEWRB5 (Fig. 7.7) the torque of the driving forces along 

the East and West Rifts is 8.8 x 1012 Nm, and the torque of the mantle basal drag 

is 4.4 x 1012 Nm. In this case the mantle basal drag contributes to half, and the 

resistances along the northern and southern boundaries to the other half, of the 

total resisting torque needed to meet the condition of dynamic equilibrium. For 

other ratios of resisting torques the stress pattern is expected to be different from 

that of Fig. 7. 7. 

7.7 Comparison with observations at Easter mi

croplate 

This section compares the results of model BNS (Fig. 7.3), corresponding to the 

Schouten et al. hypothesis, and of models DEW1 to DEW5 (Fig. 7.6) and DEWRB1 

to DEWRB5 (Fig. 7.7), corresponding to the expanded rift driven hypothesis, with 

the stress indicators at Easter microplate .. The comparison is used to argue in favour 

of the ridge driven hypothesis, and to choose the best boundary conditions along the 

northern and southern boundaries of the microplate. However, the examination of 

Schouten et al. hyp"athesis presented in this chapter is incomplete because normal 
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resistances along the northern and southern boundaries have not been included in 

model BNS (it is not possible to simultaneously apply shear forces and derive the 

resistances by fixing the nodal displacements). A fuller investigation, outside the 

scope of my modelling, is needed to examine it properly. 

According to the evidence given in section 2.10, .one would like to have a model 

predicting (A) NE-SW compression along the whole length of the northeiri.houna.:··· · ·-· ··

ary, and {B) approximately N-S compression in the western side of the southern 

boundary. Alternatively, taking into account the existence of E-W compressional 

ridges in the Nazca plate, as well as the strike and elevation of the northern bound-

ary, one would like to have a model predicting (C) strong N-S compression in the 

western part of the northern boundary. 

The orientation of the principal stresses in model BNS (Fig. 7.3) is not consistent 

with either (A), {B), or {C). Normal resisting forces along the northern and/or 

southern boundaries, not included in model BNS, can produce the N-S direction 

of maximum compression required to fit the stress indicators. In this case the 

shear driving forces would have to drive the microplate against both the normal 

resistances and the mantle basal drag. The lack of shear strength at transform 

faults suggests that the northern boundary of the microplate cannot transmit large 

shear stresses. Therefore, although shear driving stresses along the northern and 

southern boundaries cannot be disregarded, it is unlikely that they fully account for 

the microplate rotation. 

Fig. 7.6 and Fig. 7. 7 show that the stress orientations in the rift driven mod

els are essentially determined by the boundary conditions along the northern and 

southern boundaries, although they also depend on the magnitude of the basal drag. 

In order to propose a new dynamic model for Easter microplate, it is necessary to 

chose the boundary conditions along the northern and southern boundaries that 

best fit the stress indicators. 

The best fit to {A) (NE-SW direction of maximum compression along the whole 

length of the northern boundary) is produced by the transcurrent faulting condi

tions of nio<.l.el DEW1 (Fig. 7.6) and DEWRBl (Fig. 7.7). The fit to {B) (N-S 
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compression in the western side of the southern boundary) is not achieved in any of 

the models in Fig. 7.6 or Fig. 7.7, but can only occur if that part of the boundary 

is fixed in both directions or in the y direction only. The best fit to (C) (strong 

N-S compression in the western part of the northern boundary) is produced by the 

thrust faulting conditions of model DEW5 (Fig. 7.6) and DEWRB5 (Fig. 7.7). 

In summary, the comparison of the stress indicators with the modelling results 

shows that: 

• The earthquake focal mechanism evidence in the northern region of the mi

croplate and adjacent Nazca plate (indicating a NE-SW direction of maxi

mum compression along the whole length of the northern boundary) can be 

explained by locked boundary conditions along the northern boundary. 

• The thrust faulting observed on the Nazca plate to the north of Easter, and 

the elevation of the northern boundary (indicating strong N-S compression), 

can be explained by a northern boundary that is weak relatively to shear 

displacement, but offers significant resistance to normal displacement away 

from the rift tips. 

7.8 A new dynamic model for Easter 

The previous section suggests that a new dynamic model for Easter microplate, al

ternative to the Schouten et al. hypothesis, must include: (1) driving forces along 

the East and West boundaries having the distribution shown in Fig. 7.5 {c), {2) re

sisting mantle basal drag acting in an anticlockwise direction, and either {3) locked 

northern and southern boundaries, or (4) unlocked northern and southern bound

aries, fixed in the normal direction away from the rift tips. Nevertheless, none of 

the models presented so far predicts N-S compression in the western part of the 

southern boundary. 

An approximately N-S direction of compression in the western part of the south

ern boundary may be produced by the mantle basal drag. The problem is that the 

mantle basal drag is expected to degrade the fif to the stress indicators in the north 
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of the microplate. This undesirable effect can be attenuated if the mantle basal 

drag is greater in the south of the microplate than in the north. If the microplate is 

not rotating about its centre but about a point closer to the northern boundary, as 

proposed by Schouten et al. {1993), an increase in the mantle basal drag magnitude 

from north to south is expected. This increase in the mantle basal drag magnitude 

towards the south could aJone. j11stify. th'O' dc-.m.~nc.!lce of the resisting mantle basal 

drag in the south of the microplate, and the dominance of the driving forces in the 

north. 

To test this hypothesis I calculate a basal drag that is tangent to circles about 

the centre of rotation of the microplate proposed by Schouten et al. (1993)( a point 

in the NE part of the microplate). To include possible effects due to the geometry 

of the microplate another finite element grid is used. This grid, illustrated in Fig. 

7.8, resembles more the shape of Easter microplate than the square grid used so far. 

y 
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100 

100 200 300 400 500 
X 

km 

Fig. 7.8 Finite element grid used to represent Easter microplate. The filled square 

indicates the location of the microplate axis of rotation proposed by Schouten et al. 

(1993), and used as the centre of rotation of the anticlockwise mantle basal drag input 

to the models. 
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Two alternative sets of models are computed: 

• Models ElD18 to E5D18 (Fig. 7.9) have northern and southern boundaries 

locked in both directions. 

• Models H1D18 to H5D18 (Fig. 7.10) have northern and southern boundaries 

unlocked in the X direction, but fixed in the y direction in the half length away 

from rift tips. 

The asthenosphere viscosity values, used in the mantle basal drag calculation, 

increase in steps of 1.0 x 1018 Pas, from 1.0 x 1018 Pas in models E1D18 and H1Dl8 

to 5.0 x 1018 Pas in models E5D18 and H5Dl8. The driving forces applied along 

the East and West Rifts vary between -15 MPa and +15 MPa. 

The models in Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10 are between two limiting situations. At 

one end the driving forces dominate the stress pattern, so that the mantle basal drag 

has only a minor effect {model E1D18 and H1D18). At the other end the resisting 

basal drag dominates the stress pattern, particularly in the southern part of the 

microplate (model E5D18 and H5D18). 

In Fig. 7.9 there is a compromise between the driving forces (producing NE-SW 

compression along the northern boundary) and the resisting mantle drag (producing 

approximately N-S compression in the western part of the southern boundary) in 

models E2D18 and E3D18. They correspond to a situation in which the torque of 

the mantle basal drag is about half the torque of the driving forces along the East 

and West rifts. The forces along the northern and southern boundaries account for 

the other half of the total resisting torque. This situation is the one that best fits 

the earthquake focal mechanism evidence in the north of the microplate, and the 

elevation of the ridges in the western part of the southern boundary. 

If only the earthquake focal mechanism evidence in the north of the microplate 

and adjacent Nazca plate is taken into account, then the 'best' model is E1D18 in 

Fig. 7.9. It corresponds to a situation in which 80% of the resistance to the driving 

forces comes from the northern and southern boundaries, and only 20% comes from 

the mantle basal drag. 
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Fig. 7.9 A dynamic model that aims to explain the earthquake focal 

mechanism evidence in Easter microplate. The boundary conditions 

are displayed at the bottom of the page. The force distribution ap

plied along the East and West boundaries, indicated by arrows, varies 

between -15 MPa and +15 MPa. The+ sign along the whole length 

of the northern and southern boundaries indicates fixing in both direc

tions. The magnitude of the resisting mantle basal drag input to the 

models varies: in model E1D18 it has been computed for an astheno

sphere viscosity of 1.0 x 1018 Pa s, in model E2D18 for 2.0 x 1018 Pa 

s, in model E3D18 for 3.0 x 1018 Pa s, in model E4D18 for 4.0 x 1018 

Pa s, and in model E5D18 for 5.0 x 1018 Pa s. 
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Fig. 7.10 A dynamic model that aims to explain the compressional 

structures found in the Nazca plate to the north of Easter. The bound

ary conditions are displayed at the bottom of the page. The force 

distribution applied along the East and West boundaries, indicated by 

arrows, varies between -15 MPa and +15 MPa. The I sign in the 

half length of the northern and southern boundaries indicates fixing in 

the normal direction. The other haves of these boundaries are free. 

The magnitude of the resisting mantle basal drag input to the models 

varies: in model H1018 it has been computed for an asthenosphere 

viscosity of 1.0 x 1018 Pa s, in model H2018 for 2.0 x 1018 Pa s, in 

model H3018 for 3.0 x 1018 Pas, in model H4018 for 4.0 x 1018 Pa 

s, and in model H5018 for 5.0 x 1018 Pas. 
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In Fig. 7.10 the edge effects due to the geometry of the grid make the comparison 

with the stress indicators difficult. Nevertheless, a thrust faulting regime with a 

large component of N-S compression develops near the western end of the northern 

boundary. The largest compression occurs in model H1D18, suggesting that the 

best fit to the compressional features in the Nazca plate occurs when the mantle 

basal drag contributes to 20% (or less) of the total resisting torque. 

The new dynamic model proposed for Easter involves time varying conditions 

along the northern boundary. When the boundary is locked (model E1D18, Fig. 7.9) 

shear stresses build up giving rise to earthquakes. When shear displacement along 

the boundary occurs, large normal resistances develop away from rift tips (model 

H1D18, Fig. 7.10), causing thrust faulting in the youngest region to the north. 

7.9 Comparison with strength estimates 

This section determines the magnitude of the driving forces along the East and 

West Rifts, needed to produce compressional failure in the Nazca plate. It is also 

intended to show that time varying boundary conditions are consistent with the 

strength estimates of section 7.3. 

To simplify the analysis and avoid boundary effects, the following models are 

computed using the square grid, and assuming that the mantle basal drag rotates 

about a vertical axis located at the centre of the grid. Taking into account the results 

of the previous section, the asthenosphere viscosity is assumed to be 1.0 x 10 18 Pa s. 

Free boundary conditions in the half length of the northern boundary adjacent 

to the East Rift tip are likely to occur because the crust is weak in tension. This 

hypothesis is supported by bathymetry, gravity and magnetic data indicating that 

the broad zone (70-100 km) at the end of the East Rift, referred as the Pito Rift, is 

presently undergoing failure in extension (.lviartinez et al., 1991 ). 
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Let us assume that at a given time the boundary conditions in the microplate 

are those of model SEWRB4 (Fig. 7.11): 

• Half length of the northern and southern boundaries near rift tips free. Other 

halves of these boundaries locked in both directions. 

• Applied stresses along the East and West Rifts, having the distribution of Fig . 
. . - . . .... ~··· ......... ·- ... - ... . 

7.5 (c), and varying between -30 MPa and +30 MPa. 

• Anticlockwise mantle basal drag computed for an asthenosphere viscosity of 

1.0 x 1018 Pa s. 

SEWRB4 (ux=O, uy=O half) 
30 MPa 
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Fig. 7.11 Model SEWRB4 suggests that strike-slip may occur along the northern 

boundary (and a shear weakness may subsequently develop) after initial locked boundary 

conditions away from rift tips. The difference between the maximum and minimum 

principal stresses in the western end of the northern boundary exceeds 23 MPa, which 

is the mean strike-slip strength of a 2 km thick brittle plate. 
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The stress scale in Fig. 7.11 differs from that of previous figures, because the 

driving forces applied along the East and West Rifts have been increased by a factor 

of two. 

The stress difference a 1 -a3 in the western half of the northern boundary is in the 

range of 18-30 MPa. The mean strike-slip strength of a 2 km thick brittle plate (the 

tectonic force in table 7.1 divided by 2 km) is 23 MPa, but this is probably an upper 

bound for the strike-slip strength along the northern boundary of the microplate 

(section 7.3). Therefore, the modelling results are consistent with strike-slip failure 

and initiation of slip after locked boundary conditions. 

The brittle thickness of the Nazca plate close to the East Pacific Rise is likely 

to be about 2 km. Compressional failure in the young Nazca plate may occur 

if the compressional stresses at the northern boundary of Easter exceed 56 i\iiPa, 

which is the mean compressional strength of a brittle plate 2 km thick (Table 7.1). 

Compressional stresses of this size occur in model SEWRB5 (Fig. 7.12) which has 

the following boundary conditions: 

• Northern and southern boundaries free in the x direction, but fixed m the 

normal direction in the half length away from the rift tips. 

• Applied stresses along the East and West Rifts, having the distribution of Fig. 

7.5 (c), and varying between -30 MPa and +30 MPa. 

• Anticlockwise mantle basal drag computed for an asthenosphere viscosity of 

1.0 X 10 18Pa S. 

Testing has proved that minimum driving stresses of 30 MPa at the rift extrem

ities are required to produce compressional stresses of 56 MPa in the NW region 

of the microplate. If a uniform average ridge resistance of 30 MPa is superimposed 

on the driving force distribution (so that no compressional stresses occur along the 

rifts), then the tensile stress at the rift tips becomes 60 MPa. 

The models use the assumption of a 2 km thick elastic plate (the value used in the 

calculation of the mantle basal drag in section 7.4), so the tectonic force equivalent 
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to a stress of 30 or 60 rvJPa is respectively 60 x 109 or 120 x 109 Njm. To be able to 

withstand a tensile tectonic force in the range of 60 x 109
- 120 x 109 N/m the plate 

at the rift tips is required to have a brittle thickness in the range of approximately 

3 - 4 km (Table 7.1). This result implies that the brittle thickness at the East 

and West rift tips must be about twice that characteristic of the East Pacific Rise . 

. The. g12:rrerally obse!~ved de-pendence of the axial brittle thickness on the spreading 

rate and along-axis position. supports the idea that the brittle thickness increases 

towards the tips of the East and West Rifts. 

SEWRBS (uy=O half) 

30 MPa 
< > 

Fig. 7.12 Model SEWRBS is the one that best explains the occurrence of compressional 

failure in the young Nazca plate to the north of Easter. The compressional stresses in the 

western end of the northern boundary exceed 56 MPa, which is the mean compressional 

strength of a brittle plate 2 km thick. 
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7.10 Discussion 

The average ridge resistance, shown in Fig. 7 .5b, would superimpose a uniform 

E- W tensile stress on the stress patterns that have been modelled. However, the 

modelling of the stress distribution associated with the East Pacific Rise (chapter 

- · --4} h::.s shown that the average ridge resistance along a mid-ocean ridge has just 

a local effect. Thus, the tensile stresses decay with distance from the ridge axis, 

and in normal subsidence conditions a ridge resistance of 15 MPa along the EPR is 

associated with tensile deviatoric stresses of less than 1.5 MPa between 25 km and 75 

km off-axis. Therefore, it would be artificial to superimpose on the models of Easter 

microplate a constant and uniform tensile stress caused by the ridge resistance. 

To model the fading of the tensile stresses with increasing plate age we would 

have to include a weak rheology at the East and West Rifts of the microplate, to 

simulate not only the ridge resistance but also the ridge push. However, this would 

not be relevant to the analysis of the dynamics of Easter microplate rotation. 

The fit between the modelling results and the stress indicators is not perfect, 

although it could be improved with small modifications in the geometry of the grid 

or in the specified forces. Nevertheless, that fit is more important in the northern 

than in the southern boundary for two two main reasons: (1) the stress indicators 

in the north of the microplate are more reliable regional stress indicators, and (2) 

the northern boundary approximately follows the 23°8 latitude, and so its well 

. represented by the E-W top boundary of the models. 

The earthquake focal mechanisms in the north of the microplate have a broad 

distribution, extending into the adjacent Nazca plate. The only focal mechanism 

located on the northern boundary of the microplate is the strike-slip mechanism 

at 22.95°8, 112.58°W, within the Pito fracture zone (Fig. 2.9). Even this focal 

mechanism does not reflect the right-lateral strike-slip motion along the Pito fracture 

zone, as predicted by the Na-Ea instantaneous relative pole of rotation. Thus, the 

earthquake focal mechanisms in the north of the microplate reflect the regional stress 

rather than the deformation along any transform. 
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In contrast, the focal mechanisms in the south of the microplate gather along 

a relatively narrow region, along what is presumably the southern boundary. The 

southern boundary trends in a WNW-ESE direction in the west, but there is no 

structural information to constrain its direction in the east, so I opted to use the 

simplest configuration which is E-W. This is an oversimplification. The strike of 

the boundaries is extremely important in the modelling because the stress pattern 

is partially the result of fixing the boundaries. 

If the. modelling results in the southern part of the microplate are not taken 

into account, then it is concluded that the mantle basal drag contributes with a 

maximum of 20% to the total resisting torque. The remaining 80% are accounted 

by normal and shear resistances along the northern and southern boundaries (in 

locked conditions), or by just the normal resistances (in unlocked conditions). 

In the previous section it has been argued that a brittle thickness of 4 km at 

the rift tips is consistent with a driving force distribution varying between -30 MPa 

and +30 MPa, which produces a driving torque equal to 8.8 X 1012Nm. To produce 

a resisting torque that is less than or equal to 20% of 8.8 x 1012Nm, the mantle 

basal drag has to be computed for an asthenosphere viscosity less than or equal to 

2.0 X 1018Pa s. Consequently, if there are no driving forces along the northern and 

southern boundaries, an asthenosphere viscosity larger than 2.0 X 1018Pa s requires 

a brittle layer thickness at the rift tips larger than 4 km. 
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Summary and conclusions 

This chapter summarises the results obtained in the previous chapters. It brings into 

focus their common aspects and suggests further areas of research. At the end, an 

outline of the contribution of this study to the present knowledge of the mechanical 

behaviour of mid-ocean ridges and their offsets is presented. 

8.1 Summary 

8.1.1 Stress on the EPR flanks 

The stress distribution associated with a mid-ocean ridge has been modelled for the 

particular case of the East Pacific Rise near 20°8. The models include both ridge 

flanks extending to approximately 1000 km off axis. Both the observed anomalous 

subsidence on the western flank of the East Pacific Rise and an idealised normal 

subsidence on both ridge flanks are modelled for comparative purposes. The density 

heterogeneities in the lithosphere associated with oceanic plate cooling are referenced 

to the depth-density structure of lithosphere 75 Ma old, and the mantle basal drag 

is neglected. The density anomalies in thg asthenosphere are calculated in order to 

isostatically compensate the actual elevation of the seafloor relative to the normal 

depth of seafloor 75 Ma old. The main results of the modelling are: 
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• The weak rheology at the ridge crest is essential to the development of the ridge 

push. Deviatoric stress relaxation in the 2 km wide viscoelastic element at the 

ridge axis superimposes compressive stresses on the adjacent ridge flanks. 

• Incomplete deviatoric stress relaxation in the viscoelastic element at the ridge 

axis simulates the ridge resistance. 

• The magnitude of the ridge resistance determines the distance from the ridge 

axis at which the transition from near ridge tension to intraplate compression 

occurs. 

• In normal subsidence conditions, the tensile stresses decay gradually from 15 

MPa at the East Pacific Rise, become compressive at approximately 75 km off 

axis, and reach 40 MPa at 1000 km from the rise. 

• Mantle basal shear stresses less than or equal to 0.1 MPa (consistent with 

asthenosphere viscosity values less or equal than 1.0 x 1019 Pa s) do not sig

nificantly affect the regional stress distribution associated with a mid- ocean 

ridge. 

• Similarly to Cochran (1986), I have found that the anomalously shallow bathymetry 

in the western flank of the East Pacific Rise north of 20°8 can be explained 

by an asthenospheric temperature gradient of 0.1 °Cjkm, distributed between 

the base of the lithosphere and the 150 km compensation depth, starting at 

the ridge crest and increasing westwards. 

• The effect of this asthenospheric thermal anomaly on the stress pattern is 

twofold: (1) it reduces the compressive stresses on the western flank of the rise, 

by up to 50% at 1000 km from the ridge axis, and (2) it imposes a compression 

of 5-10 MPa on the eastern flank of the East Pacific Rise, having therefore an 

across-axis impact. However, these stresses are small compared with those 

generated by seamount loading, which may dominate the area studied. 
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8.1.2 Normal faulting at mid-ocean ridges 

The evolution of normal faults in the vicinity of mid-ocean ridges has been investi

gated considering both the effects of plastic yielding and loading by volcanic infill. 

The models are approximately 30 km long, corresponding to the maximum extent 

of active normal faulting at mid-ocean ridges, and include just one fault. The fault 

is planar and cuts the entire brittle thickness of the lithosphere, which is assumed to 

overlie an inviscid fluid. The evolution of the fault is analysed by applying successive 

increments of extension to the brittle layer. An oceanic strength envelope, derived 

by application of Byeerle's law to the oceanic lithosphere, is used to predict the 

occurrence of plastic failure. Models with a brittle layer thickness of 2 km represent 

a section of the lithosphere at a fast spreading ridge, or at the middle section of a 

slow spreading segment. Models with a brittle layer thickness of 8 km represent a 

section of the lithosphere at the end of a slow spreading segment centre. The effect 

of loading by volcanic infill is studied using the 2 km thick models. The effect of 

changing the fault dip angle is studied using the 8 km thick models. The essential 

results of the modelling are: 

• In oceanic regions the strength increases linearly with depth, from zero at the 

seabed. 

• Increasing the brittle thickness increases the maximum possible fault throw, 

the flexure of the plate, and the time period of fault activity. 

• For a given applied extension and brittle layer thickness, increasing the fault 

dip angle increases the extent of plastic failure and the fault throw. 

• Loading by volcanic infill widens the half-graben significantly, increases the 

subsidence of the hanging wall and reduces the uplift of the footwall. 

• Plasticity reduces the equivalent elastic plate thickness and causes the narrow

ing of the half graben. It places a limit on the maximum fault throw that can 

be achieved. 
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• Plasticity prevents the achievement of large fault throws in thin brittle layers 

and reduces the ability of high-angle normal faults to withstand large amounts 

of extension. 

• Fault throws of more than 1000 m can occur for a 8 km thick brittle plate, 

whereas a maximum footwa:ll uplift of about 100 m is predicted for a 2 km 

thick brittle plate. These results compare well with observations at slow and 

fast spreading ridges respectively. 

8.1.3 Ridge transform and non-transform offsets 

The topographic loading created by the elevation of mid-ocean ridges relative to 

old ocean floor has been studied at ridge transform and non-transform offsets. The 

positive topography, assumed to be isostatically compensated by sublithospheric low 

densities, produces vertical stresses between the two opposite loads. The effect of 

the vertical loading on the horizontal non-lithostatic stresses is evaluated, so that 

it can be applied to 2D horizontal models under the plane stress assumption. A 

viscoplastic rheology is used at the ridge axis. The frictional resistance at transform 

faults and non-transform offsets is not specified. Instead either locked or unlocked 

offsets are modelled. A finite width ridge discontinuity with a viscoplastic rheology 

is also modelled, to simulate a transform with finite strength. The modelling has 

shown that: 

• The stress pattern associated with a mid-ocean ridge does not strongly depend 

on the subsidence rate, but is essentially determined by the ridge resistance. 

• Outside the ridge axial region the topographic loading created by the elevation 

of mid-ocean ridges can generate significant ridge parallel stresses, provided 

that transform faults are locked in the normal direction. 

• Frictional resistance along a transform fault is essential to the development of 

extensional structures oblique to the ridge axis. 
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• The ridge parallel tensile stresses are observed to rotate in the vicinity of 

locked offsets. The highest stresses are developed at the inside corners of the 

ridge-offset intersections. 

• At locked transforms, oblique normal faults trending up to 60° oblique to the 

ridge axis are predicted at the inside corners of ridge-transform intersections. 

• Finite width offsets having the same strength as the adjacent ridge segments 

behave as locked transform faults. At ridge-transform intersections the angle 

of stress rotation relative to the ridge trend decreases with decreasing offset 

strength. Also, the weaker the offset the more ridge parallel the stresses within 

the offset become. 

• Tensile stresses at locked non-transform offsets trend at 35° - 50° oblique to 

the ridge axis. Failure in extension along the offset may occur at an average 

trend of 45° oblique to the ridge axis. 

8 .1.4 Dynamics of Easter microplate 

The dynamics of Easter microplate are investigated using the condition of mechani

cal equilibrium. The forces assumed in the torque balance are: (1) unknown bound

ary forces along the East and West Rifts, (2) a resisting mantle basal drag, acting 

about the centre of rotation of the microplate in an anticlockwise direction, and 

(3) unknown boundary forces along the northern and southern boundaries. To con

strain the distribution of the driving and resisting boundary forces, the stress field 

resultant from the modelling is compared with the indicators of stress orientations 

at Easter microplate. To constrain the magnitude of the driving forces, the stress 

magnitudes in the models are compared with estimates of the strength of the litho

sphere in the microplate and adjacent Nazca plate. The most important results of 

the modelling are: 

• The Schouten et al. (1993) roller-bearing model is not compatible with the 

stress indicators at Easter microplate, unless the drag of the main plates pro-
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duces simultaneously shear driving forces and normal resisting forces along the 

northern and southern boundaries of the microplate, which seems unlikely. 

• An increasing ridge resistance towards the rift tips produces a clockwise torque 

on the microplate, and provides a driving mechanism alternative to the Schouten 

et al. hypothesis. 

• The model that best fits the earthquake focal mechanism evidence in the 

northern part of the microplate and adjacent Nazca plate includes: (1) a 

driving force distribution along the East and West Rifts, with tensile stresses 

increasing towards the rift tips, (2) a mantle basal drag contributing with 20% 

(or less) to the total resisting torque, and (3) northern and southern boundaries 

locked in both directions, and contributing with 80% (or more) to the total 

resisting torque. 

• The model that best fits the evidence of compressional failure in the Nazca 

plate to the north of Easter includes: (1) a driving force distribution along 

the East and West Rifts, with maximum tensile stresses of 60 MPa at rift 

tips, (2) a mantle basal drag computed for an asthenosphere viscosity of 1.0 x 

1018Pa s, and (3) northern and southern boundaries offering no resistance to 

shear displacement, but locked in the normal direction away from the rift tips. 

• The minimum brittle thickness at the tips of the East and West Rifts must be 

in the range of 3-4 km (which is twice the brittle layer thickness characteristic 

of the East Pacific Rise), to be consistent with the occurrence of compressional 

failure in the north of Easter microplate and adjacent Nazca plate. 

• The limit of 20% on the contribution of the mantle basal drag to the total 

resisting torque places constraints on the value of the asthenosphere viscosity. 

If the brittle thickness at the rift tips is 4 km, then the asthenosphere viscosity 

has an upper bound of 2.0 x 1018Pa s. 
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8.2 The strength of the lithosphere 

The rheology and the strength, which determine the mode of deformation in the 

lithosphere, are mainly controlled by the lithospheric temperature structure (e.g. 

Kusznir and Park, 1982). The temperature distribution at mid-ocean ridges de

pends fundamentally on the processes of crustal accretion, especially on the balance 

between the heat of crustal emplacement and the hydrothermal cooling resulting 

from the penetration of seawater through fissures and faults (Phipps Morgan and 

Chen, 1993). 

The time averaged heat supply at fast spreading ridges is larger than at slow 

spreading ridges, because a larger volume of melt per unit of time is emplaced. This 

results in a higher thermal regime with shallower isotherms at fast than at slow 

spreading ridges. Furthermore, because the accretion process is relatively continuous 

at fast spreading rates (e.g. evidence of long-lived magma chambers continuous along 

the EPR), and both spatially and temporarily discontinuous at slow spreading rates 

(e.g. evidence of alternating periods of magmatic and amagmatic extension, and of 

three-dimensional mantle upwelling), variations in the thermal regime are expected 

to be larger at slow than at fast spreading ridges. 

Variations in the thermal regime cause variations in the brittle thickness, and 

are the main cause of variations in the lithospheric strength at mid-ocean ridges. 

Because the ductile lower lithosphere withstands very small deviatoric stress, its 

contribution to the overall strength can be neglected. 

Previous studies have shown that differences in the strength of the axial litho

sphere, and in the rate of thickening of the plates, can explain the differences in 

axial morphology between fast and slow spreading ridges (e.g. Chen and Morgan, 

1990; Eberle et al., i998). In this study I have shown that variations in the brit

tle thickness and associated lithospheric strength can explain the differences in the 

fault throw observed between fast and slow spreading ridges, and between segment 

centres and segment ends of slow spreading ridges. No ductile lower crust is required 

to exist (Shaw and Lin, 1996) nor weakening effects of serpentinites on the frictional 
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strength of the fault are needed (Escartin et al., 1998). Instead, a single-layer elasto

plastic rheological model and a frictionless fault are able to predict the fault throw 

observations. 

The lithospheric strength at the ridge axis can be identified with the ridge re

sistance (i.e. the tensile deviatoric stress resisting plate separation, integrated over 

the depth of the lithosphere). Previous studies at ~idge-transform intersections and 

non-transform offsets, as well as my own, have shown that depending on the fric

tional strength along the offset, variations in the ridge resistance cause variations in 

the degree of obliquity of extensional structures relative to the ridge axis. The ratio 

between the ridge resistance and the transform resistance is also thought to control 

the geometry of non-transform offsets (Grindlay and Fox, 1993). Moreover, varia

tions in the ridge resistance caused by variations in the magmatic input to ridges 

may determine the stability of such small offsets. 

The unstable nature of non-transform offsets is inferred from their often ob

served evolving geometry and along-axis migration (e.g. Macdonald et al., 1988; 

Grindlay et al., 1991 ). Although several mechanisms have been proposed to explain 

rift propagation and along-axis migration of second-order ridge offsets (e.g. concen

tration of gravity spreading stresses at the rift tips (Phipps Morgan and Parmentier, 

1985), relation between crack length and crack propagation driving force (Sempere 

and Macdonald, 1986), changes in the spreading direction (Searle and Hey, 1983), 

and the relative motion between mid-ocean ridges and the underlying, fixed astheno

sphere (Schouten et al., 1987), the most robust hypothesis attributes the cause of rift 

propagation to sustained periods of high melt supply at mid-ocean ridges (Cormier 

et al., 1996). Long periods of high melt supply are expected to reduce the strength 

of the lithosphere and favour the overshooting of dykes beyond the rift tips. They 

are also expected to produce an inflated bathymetry, leading to gravity spreading 

stresses. 
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8.3 The origin of Easter microplate 

The proximity of a hotspot to a mid-ocean ridge and the lateral migration of a 

spreading system over anomalously hot asthenosphere are two potential sources of 

increased melt supply. Fast propagating rifts in the region just north of Easter mi

croplate (between 16°S and 19°S) have been attributed to the westward migration 

of the East Pacific Rise over the anomalously hot asthenosphere (Cormier et al., 

1996). The modelling in chapter 4 suggests that this has not been the cause of the 

northward migration of the East Rift, which initiated the formation of Easter mi

croplate (Rushy and Searle, 1995). Thus, if ridges propagate into the most stressed 

region, or away from the shallower segments, then rift propagation should first occur 

into the Pacific plate, and not into the Nazca plate as the northwards propagation 

of the East Rift implies. 

So, at Easter microplate the influence of the nearby Easter hotspot is probably 

greater than the influence of the asthenospheric temperature gradient beneath the 

western flank of the rise. Geological, geochemical and geochronological data suggest 

that the Easter hotspot lies close to Easter island, just 350 km east of the microplate 

southern boundary (Haase et al., 1996). Isotopic data for lavas from the Easter 

seamount chain and geochemical data for basalts dredged from the East Rift provide 

evidence for a bi-directional mantle flow between the microplate spreading axis and 

the plume (e.g. Schilling et al., 1985; Haase et al., 1996). 

At present, a high melt supply to the East Pacific Rise due to Easter hotspot, is 

indicated by the shallow and inflated bathymetry of the spreading segments south 

of Easter microplate. In this region, rift propagation since 1.5 Ma has resulted in a 

large Overlapping Spreading Centre (120 km X 120 km) at 29°5, which may be an 

incipient microplate (Hey et al., 1995). 

The influence of Easter hotspot on the origin of Easter microplate is however not 

clear. Bird and Naar (1994) suggested that a change in plate motions at 5.6 Ma ago 

triggered the propagation of rifts from within large left-stepping transform faults, 

initiating the formation of both Easter and Juan Fernandez microplates. Changes 
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m the regional stress field may also explain the origin of other microplates and 

palaeoplates formed at mid-ocean ridge offsets away from hotspots. 

Several microplates and palaeoplates occur or have formed at triple junctions 

(e.g. the Juan Fernandez microplate (Herron, 1972; Forsyth, 1972), and the Chinook 

palaeoplate (Mammerickx and Sharman, 1988)). A recent model of triple junction 

evolution, based mainly on observations at the Pacific-Antartic-Nazca triple junc

tion, proposes that microplate formation and subsequent accretion to larger plates 

can be a stage of triple junction migration, which progresses by repeated episodes 

of rift propagation (Bird et al., 1999). 

Independently of the microplate tectonic setting, microplates always form by 

rift propagation in regions of weakness and high melt supply (either due to the fast 

spreading rate environment, the proximity of a hotspot or the junction of spreading 

centres). Further investigation on the mechanics of rift propagation and mid-ocean 

ridge offset migration is needed to determine the origin of microplates. This is at 

present one of the most challenging problems on mid-ocean ridge dynamics. 

8.4 Further work 

8.4.1 The dynamics of other microplates 

A project for further research directly following from this study is the investiga

tion of the dynamics of other active microplates, such as the Galapagos and Juan 

Fernandez microplates. This investigation is needed to check if the principles un

derlying the new dynamic model proposed for Easter are valid for microplates in 

general. The project involves the compilation of the stress indicators at these other 

microplates, and the computation of the plate strength estimates compatible with 

the observations. 

Although the Juan Fernandez microplate has a deforming SE boundary which 

Easter does not (Kleinrock and Bird, 1994), the Easter and the Juan Fernandez 
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microplates share many points in common, including a similar geometry, tectonic 

pattern, and history of evolution (Searle et al., 1993). So, the dynamic model 

for the Juan Fernandez microplate is expected to be analogous to that of Easter 

microplate. In contrast, the Galapagos microplate has few points of similarity with 

the Easter and Juan Fernandez microplates. It is younger (its age is 1 Ma), smaller 

(its dimensions are 13,000 km2
), and apparently rotates at a much slower rate (its 

rotation rate has been estimated to be 6° /Ma) (Lonsdale, 1988). Also, it is bounded 

by three spreading arms, instead of just two, and its geometry is rather complex 

(Fig. 8.1). 

These differences imply substantial modifications to the dynamic model that has 

been proposed in this study. Nevertheless, the forces involved in the torque balance 

should be the same (driving forces along the bounding ridges, resisting mantle basal 

drag, and normal and shear forces along other boundaries). It is interesting to 

determine the torque ratios associated with these forces, and to investigate what 

constraints they can place on the asthenosphere viscosity and brittle layer thickness 

in the region of the Galapagos microplate. 

If the attempt of producing a dynamic model consistent with the stress indi

cators fails, it may be that the assumption of internal rigidity is not verified at 

the Galapagos microplate. This possibility needs to be considered because observa

tional data at the Galapagos microplate does not entirely support the roller-bearing 

kinematic model (Schouten et al., 1993). 

The methodology used to study microplates can be applied at other locations 

of plate boundary reorganisations, such as triple junctions. Investigation of the 

dynamics of areas bounded by ridges and transforms, at the Bouvet (McKenzie 

and Morgan, 1969) and the Azores (Krause and Watkins, 1970) triple junctions for 

instance, can help to better constrain the local plate boundary forces. Particular 

attention should be given to possible variations of the ridge resistance along spread

ing centres, in order to further understand their role on the dynamics of the young 

oceanic lithosphere. 
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Fig. 8.1 Tectonic sketch map of the Galapagos microplate and surrounding reg1on, 

based on interpretation of Sea Beam, GLORIA and other data. Earthquakes are teleseis

mically recorded events located by the International Seismological Center (after Lonsdale, 

1988). 
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8.4.2 The origin of microplates 

To investigate the origin of microplates we need first to develop a methodology 

capable of simulating rift propagation. Numerical models of rift propagation have 

first been developed by Pollard and Aydin (1984). Using a boundary element method 

and considering cracks as analogues to ridge segments, they calculated the shear 

stresses developed at ridge offsets in response to applied plate boundary forces (ridge 

push, and ridge resistance). 

Since then considerable advances have been made in the understanding of the 

mechanisms of rift propagation. A recent study recognises that in addition to grav

ity spreading stresses at rift tips, asthenospheric along-axis flow can also provide a 

driving force for rift propagation (West et al., 1999). Furthermore, it indicates that 

the depression at the rift tip is isostatically balanced by crustal thinning, rather 

than maintained by the viscous resistance to asthenospheric flow. New numerical 

models of rift propagation should therefore include topographic loading, astheno

spheric shear stresses at the base of the lithosphere, and a changing strength along 

the rift due to changes in lithospheric thickness. 

Once these models are developed and tested against observed pattern of actual 

ridge propagation, they can be applied to study the origin of microplates. The local 

factors that determine the onset of microplate formation can be found by changing 

the variables of the model (the plate strength, the topographic loading and the 

mantle basal shear stresses) as a function of the tectonic setting. The importance of 

these local factors can then be compared with the effect of changes in the far field 

regional stress resulting from changes in the plate motions. 

8.5 Conclusions 

In this thesis a strong emphasis has been put on the role exerted by the ridge 

resistance on the stress field at mid-ocean ridges and their offsets. Estimates of 

the ridge resistance at mid- ocean ridges are often based on the conduit model of 
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Lachenbruch (1973), or on numerical modelling efforts that use morphological and 

structural observations at mid-ocean ridges to estimate the model parameters (e.g. 

Sleep and Rosendahl, 1979). Here the ridge resistance is regarded as the tensile 

strength of the lithosphere at the ridge axis. The derivation of an oceanic strength 

envelope leads to estimates of the ridge resistance as a function of the brittle plate 

thickness, and this is one of the main contributions of this work. Values of the 

brittle layer thickness at the ridge axis ranging from 1 to 8 km correspond to values 

of the ridge resistance, averaged over the layer thickness, ranging from 7.5 MPa to 

60 MPa. From this range, lower bounds occur at segment centres of fast spreading 

ridges, and upper bounds occur at segment ends of slow spreading ridges. 

The role of plasticity on the evolution of normal faulting at mid-ocean ridges 

has been investigated for the first time. Plastic failure reduces the equivalent elastic 

plate thickness, sharpens the plate curvature, and reduces the width of the half

graben. It does not significantly modify the fault throw, but places a limit on the 

maximum fault throw that can be achieved. As a consequence, plasticity prevents 

the achievement of large fault throws at fast spreading ridges. Variations in the 

strength caused entirely by variations in the brittle layer thickness can account for 

the variations in the observed character of mid- ocean ridge faulting. 

Previous stress modelling efforts had already recognised that the ratio between 

the ridge resistance and the transform resistance determines the geometry and the 

structural pattern of mid-ocean ridge offsets (Phipps Morgan and Parmentier, 1984; 

Grindlay and Fox, 1993). This study has confirmed that the greater the resistance 

to shear displacement along the offset the greater the obliquity of normal faults 

relative to the ridge trend. Its new contribution is the demonstration that exten

sional structures at high angles (> 35°) to ridge trends, often observed at ridge

transform intersections and non-transform offsets, can be explained by the rotation 

of ridge parallel tensile stresses. Also, previous studies at mid-ocean ridge offsets 

have overlooked the importance of the topographic loading created by the elevation 

of mid-ocean ridges relative to old seafloor. In contrast, this thesis proposes that 

this topographic loading is a source of significant ridge parallel tensile stresses, and 
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shows how it can be incorporated into 2D horizontal models. 

Finally and most importantly this thesis proposes the first dynamic model for 

Easter microplate. Variations in the brittle thickness, associated with variations in 

the spreading velocity, cause variations in the ridge resistance along the bounding 

rifts of the microplate. These variations in the ridge resistance produce a driving 

torque on the microplate, which is opposed by the mantle basal drag and by resisting 

forces along the northern and southern boundaries. The role of the mantle basal drag 

is small, so the asthenosphere viscosity beneath the microplate is estimated to be 

approximately 1 x 1018 Pa s. The boundary conditions along the northern boundary 

change with time, in order to fit both the earthquake focal mechanisms and the 

evidence of compressional failure to the north of the microplate. However, normal 

resistances in the direction perpendicular to the northern boundary, away from rift 

tips, are required at all times. These normal resistances are difficult to reconcile 

with the microplate driving mechanism proposed by Schouten et al. (1993), i.e. 

with shear driving forces along the northern and southern boundaries. 

Naturally, it remains to be investigated whether the new model proposed for 

Easter microplate is applicable to other microplates. Nevertheless, it is clear that 

the contribution of the variations of the ridge resistance to the dynamics of ridge 

overlap systems needs to be considered from now on. 
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